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Still the proper carp angler’s favourite read

Exclusive

Welcome to the first two free issues of 2021, issues which I hope will inspire
you to take advantage of the quieter banks we have at the moment. I hope
you all had a reasonable Christmas despite the imposition of many Tier 4
areas which put an end to many peoples plans to see loved ones over the
festive season, including my own.
The articles in this issue have all been written by anglers fishing during the
Covid-19 virus, in and out of lockdown. I would like to personally thank all
these guys for taking the time to send their catches in. These magazines are
being read by a lot of anglers and judging by the comments I get, they are
really helping people get through these difficult times. I have had positive
feedback from guys laid off from work feeling the pinch, guys in isolation
thankful for their monthly boost. And guys on the bank and at home thanking
us for some free entertainment.
This month’s cover story comes from Jack Greeenaway with a magnificent
mirror know as ‘Baby Baz’ caught from Tyram at a staggering 52lb 4oz in the
second half of 2020. What a beast!
Lewis Daneshi and his brother Daniel have supported Big Carp with a host
of articles over the years, mostly featuring one of the country’s best Day
Ticket Fisheries, Farlow’s Lake. A lake I am very familiar with. Daniel’s
account, set amongst the problems associated with Covid-19, describes one
of those sessions where it all comes together. This time the edge was concentrating on the quiet areas. Worth remembering if your water is busy.
The first part of Grant Walters epic 30-page article on the importance of
bait and its development on the awesome Kingfisher.
Nick Clayton’s ‘Getting to Grips with the Goon’ article takes place on the
legendary St Ives Lagoon which has produced some of the best-looking carp
this country has ever had.
Merv Pennell takes us on the journey of a big fish angler both here on his
Lincolnshire syndicate and overseas in search of 70lb’ers. One definitely not
to be missed. Add to these our mix of carpy news, reviews and carpy humour
and that’s why I am sure this month’s issue will give you the boost you need
to start 2021.
I hope you have been enjoying our two free monthly carp magazines, Big
Carp and Free Line, see them both here – www.freelinemagazine.com
Now I need your help! Filling two magazines each month means I need
twice as many articles, some people say they want to write, but never do. If
you have had a successful start back after lockdown we would love to hear
your tale. There are no picture or word limits. Simply email your article to
info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
If you would like to join our FREE subscription list to be sent the mags as
soon as they come out Email FREE SUBBY to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
WITHOUT YOUR INPUT THERE WILL BE NO MAGS!
Have a great New Year friends, catch a monster and send us the story. Be
part of the UK’s fantastic carp angling history!

24 A Session to

Rob Maylin

P.S. We are doing some great ADVERTISING deals to help everyone through
the pandemic, drop me a line at info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk if you would like
to see the deals and our media information pack.
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starmerbaits.com
High oil marine pellets

Halibut marine

Salmon marine

Tuna marine

Mixed marine

Halibut & coconut

Sardine & anchovy

Green lip mussel

Designed for maximum attraction and food content, these pellets are perfect for leaving large areas and beds of food. With a near instant
release of nutrients and a longer break down time than attractor pellets you can be sure that carp will still find a bed of food to get there
heads down on. Sizes available: 2mm & 5mm in all types.

Method mixes & groundbaits

Bloodworm

Beastie ball

Coconut cream

Big fishmeal

Green lip mussel

Halibut marine

Hempseed

Hot chili & hemp

Red carp

Firm tough texture, quick break down times, high leakage. Our versatile method mixes can be moulded into tough balls for your catapult,
or even be used dry as a ground-bait. Either way your swim will benefit from a large cloud of bait with high nutrients and high attractant
value. Perfect for either carp or coarse fish!

Low oil attractor pellets

Bloodworm

Coconut fish

Fishmeal

Hot chilli & hemp

Strawberry cream

Sweetcorn

Tiger nut & maple

Multi mix

web: www.starmerbaits.com
ebay: stores.ebay.co.uk/starmerltd
amazon: search for starmerbaits in the amazon product search box.
tel: 01268 690 300
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Check out our massive bait range on any of our web stores
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Unlike our high oil feed pellets, our low oil attractor pellets are designed for maximum release of nutrients and a quick break down time.
Perfect for attracting carp & coarse fish, but leaving as little food as possible ensuring your hook bait has as high a chance as possible of
being picked up. Sizes available: 5mm in all types.
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What’s happening, where and when in the carp scene

Government urged to amend
travel guidance for outdoor sport
The Angling Trust is pleased that the
Government has confirmed the
resumption of grassroots sports from
today (Wednesday, 2nd December)
but disappointed that the Governm e n t ’s t r a v e l g u i d a n c e h a s n o t
included sport or outdoor recreation
as an acceptable reason to leave or
enter a Tier 3 area. This means their
much vaunted pledge to allow the
resumption of grassroots sports in all
tiers has turned out to be rather hollow.
By not including travel for sport,
thousands of sporting enthusiasts,
covering around a third of the country, could find themselves unable to
compete in regional competitions or
national qualifiers for fear of breaching the Covid travel guidelines. Both
the Angling Trust and England Golf
have written to DCMS Secretary of
State Oliver Dowden calling for the
travel advice to be amended.
In a recent Government press
statement Oliver Dowden said:
“This is a big step forward for sport.
Bringing grassroots sport back was
my number one priority so I’m
pleased we are reopening sports and
gyms in every tier, in recognition of
the significant health benefits.”
The reality is for residents in Tier 3
areas that their return to grassroots
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sport is confined within their own
local authority areas making many
competitive activities, which require
an element of travel, simply unviable.
The Government’s current travel
guidance states:
“...avoid travelling to other parts of
the UK, including for overnight stays
other than where necessary, such as
for work, education, youth services, to
receive medical treatment, or
because of caring responsibilities.”
The amendment suggested by the
Angling Trust and England Golf
would add the words [organised sport
and outdoor recreation] which would
include match fishing and golf tournaments.
Whilst club matches and open
competitions can run in all tiers, the
Government’s new shifting system of
tiered restrictions makes it unviable
to run national competitions fairly
without falling foul of the travel guidance against entering or leaving a
Tier 3 area. Qualifying matches could
only continue for competitors in Tiers
1 and 2 which would be unfair. Even
if special Tier 3 qualifiers were organised, these would be restricted to
local authority areas with a Tier 3 designation which are subject to a
review every two weeks, making forward planning impossible. Unless the
travel guidance is changed, qualifying

for a national final from Tier 3 would
be pointless since these competitors
would technically be unable to leave
their area to take part.
The Angling Trust Winter Leagues
are part way through but the current
travel restrictions make many of these
problematic due to the wide areas
from which the teams are drawn.
However, should circumstances and
Government guidance change it may
be possible to resume the programme.
Martin Salter, Head of Policy at the
Angling Trust commented:
“The Government clearly hasn’t
thought this through properly as it’s a
nonsense to think that competitive
grassroot sports, like golf, angling and
many others, can operate properly if
confined within tightly drawn local
council boundaries. It’s one thing
being restricted to an entire county
but quite another if people are told
they shouldn’t leave a built up urban
area to take part in a safe, socially distanced sport like fishing.
“You can’t have many grassroots
sports without grass and we certainly
can’t expect anglers in these areas to
welcome or respect travel guidance
that is illogical and unfair. For many
outdoor sports people in Tier 3 the
new regime is actually worse than the
recent lockdown.”
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Jamie Cook, Angling Trust Chief
Executive, said:
“I want to be clear that Club and
Open matches remain entirely permissible within all three tiers. However, in common with other responsible national governing sporting bodies the Angling Trust cannot be seen
at this time to be organising events
which would result in travel into and
out of Tier 3 areas. And we certainly
cannot continue to run national competitions culminating in a final where
qualifiers from a third of the country
could not attend. This would be monstrously unfair.
“Therefore, it is with regret that I
must announce the suspension of all
national Angling Trust competitions
for two months or until travel guidance is amended, when the situation

will be reviewed. This aligns with the
new tier restrictions which expire on
February 3rd.”
The Angling Trust will be contacting all participants and automatically
roll over all ticket monies for postponed events or offer refunds where
cancellations prove to be permanent.
A review in early February of a hopefully improving situation would allow
for the resumption of the Winter
Leagues, Silverfish, Pike Championships and Fishomania. We will continue to review our programme of
competition and update our competition pages with any events we are
able to run compliantly.”
Andre Grandjean, Chairman of the
AT Coarse Competitions Committee,
said:
“The AT Competitions Committee

have discussed this at length since
the new tiers and restrictions were
announced and we are in agreement
that it would be totally irresponsible
to continue with running matches
that may encourage participants to
travel across Tier 3 boundaries.
It was also considered grossly
unfair on many, that matches in Tiers
1 and 2 could go ahead and matches
in Tier 3 were either restricted or cancelled.
Therefore, we have come to the
only rational and fairest conclusion
possible and that is to postpone all
Angling Trust matches until we can
see a clearer path ahead.
“Match fishing is permitted in all
areas on a local basis, you can still
compete in the sport we all love. Take
care and stay safe.” n

Former top detective to lead Angling Trust’s
fisheries enforcement support team
A former police officer with over 30
years’ experience in the force has
been appointed National Enforcement Support Manager of the Angling
Trust’s Fisheries Enforcement Support Service, which runs the 500strong Voluntary Bailiff Service and
the highly successful Building
Bridges project working with migrant
anglers.
Nino Brancato retired from Thames
Valley Police as Detective Inspector
having worked mainly within the
Criminal Investigation Department
but was also seconded for over 10
years to National Specialist Operational teams working across the
United Kingdom.
Throughout his career, Nino has
received many commendations for
his work including a Higher Chief
Constable’s Commendation for disarming a man with a pump action
shotgun who was wanted for murder
and a Commander’s Commendation
for a positive action programme for
under-represented officers in specialist roles.
Nino said: “I am really looking forward to working with the Angling
Trust’s Fisheries Enforcement Support Service and building on the great
partnership we have with the Environment Agency.
Our 500 volunteer bailiffs, led by a
dedicated team of Regional Enforcement Managers, and our Building
Bridges team provide quality intelligence which supports the work
undertaken by the Environment
Agency’s fisheries officers and police.

They put anglers and the environment at the heart of everything they
do to help protect fish and fisheries all
over the country.
“Mark Owen, Head of Freshwater,
said: “Nino comes to the Angling
Trust with a wealth of experience in
policing and I’m looking forward to
working with him as we build on the
success of the Fisheries Enforcement
Support Service and take it to the
next level.
Having someone of Nino’s experience and seniority is a great asset to
both the Angling Trust and fishing as
a whole.
“Graeme Storey, Fisheries Manager
at the Environment Agency, said:“We
have a great relationship with the
Angling Trust and look forward to
seeing this continue to develop with

Nino as the new National Enforcement Support Manager.
We are working hard to crack down
on illegal fishing, working in partnership with the Angling Trust, police
and others to protect our fisheries.
With the skills and experience Nino
brings to the role, we are confident
that we will build on our achievements so far and further reduce illegal
fishing activity.
“The Fisheries Enforcement Support Service is funded from fishing
licence money as part of the Angling
Trust’s National Angling Strategic
Services contract with the Environment Agency.
It includes the Voluntary Bailiff Service which was set up five years ago
as a pilot project in the South East
and now has 500 volunteers operating
across the whole of England.
They act as the eyes and ears on
the bank, reporting suspicious activity and intelligence to the Environment Agency or police.
Anglers who want to protect fisheries and suspect illegal activity is
taken place in their area should report
it in the first instance to the Environment Agency’s hotline on 0800 80 70
60.
They can also report to our
Regional Enforcement Managers or
speak to a volunteer bailiff on the
bank.
The Building Bridges project has
made huge progress towards the successful integration of migrant angling
communities in England and provides
positive education and advice to help
Big Carp 7
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anglers understand our angling laws
and customs.
The team also support angling
clubs and fisheries by translating
their rules into different languages
and offering free multi-lingual signage and leaflets.
Nino replaces Dilip Sarkar MBE
who left the Angling Trust earlier this
year after eight years in the role.
Notes: You need a valid Environment Agency Fishing Licence if you
are aged 13 or over and fish for
salmon, trout, freshwater fish, smelt or
eel in England (except the River
Tweed), Wales, and the Border Esk
and its tributaries in Scotland.
Licences cost £30 for up to 2 rods to
fish for coarse & trout, £82 for salmon
& sea trout.
Concessions, short term and three
rod coarse licences are available.
Anyone witnessing an illegal fishing incident in progress can report it
directly to the Environment Agency
hotline on 0800 80 70 60.
Information on illegal fishing and
environmental crime can also be
reported anonymously to Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.
The Fisheries Enforcement Support
Service is funded by income from
fishing licence sales as part of the
Angling Trust’s National Angling
Strategic Services contract with the
Environment Agency.
Further information:David Brookes,
Communications Manager 07496
876996 david.brookes@angling
trust.net. n
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Volunteer bailiffs carry out 976
patrols during second national
lockdown and submit 37
intelligence reports

Members of the Angling Trust’s Voluntary Bailiff Service (VBS) have continued to
help protect fish and fisheries during the Covid-19 crisis, carrying out 976 patrols
and reporting 37 incidents of illegal fishing and wider crime to the Environment
Agency and Police.
During the second national lockdown from 5th November to the 2nd of
December, 144 Volunteer Bailiffs have been able to patrol their local waterways.
Thanks to the success of the Angling Trust’s When We Fish Again campaign,
fishing was one of the first sporting activities to resume after the first lockdown
and allowed to continue during the recent lockdown, although competitions
were banned.
The Trust’s Fisheries Enforcement Support Service (FESS) received very few
notifications of Covid-19 breaches involving organised matches and most were
dealt with by the Police by way of a warning.
Comprehensive advice of what was allowed was widely circulated to Angling
Trust members, the wider angling community and the Police in advance of the
lockdown which avoided many misunderstandings.
Nino Brancato, National Enforcement Support Manager, said:“We are really
grateful that fishing was allowed to continue during Lockdown 2 which is a testament to the work put in by the Angling Trust’s When We Fish Again campaign.
Anglers once again demonstrated that they could continue with the sport
they love in a safe and sensible manner, and the Voluntary Bailiff Service continued to patrol, helping protect our fish and fisheries by reporting to the Environment Agency and Police any incidents they came across.
”Heidi Stone, Environment Agency Fisheries Manager, said:“The vast majority
of people fish with a licence but there will always be some who try to fish illegally.
That is why volunteers from the Voluntary Bailiff Service continue to be an
invaluable source of information for the Environment Agency, helping us to
direct our patrols where they are most needed.
“There has been a huge increase in the number of people taking up or returning to fishing this year since the first lockdown ended.
By the end of October, we had sold over one million licences - generating
more revenue to invest in fisheries and our angling community.
”Incidents of illegal fishing should be reported to the Environment Agency
incident number 0800 80 70 60 or the Police on 101 to report a crime that does
not require an emergency response or 999 to report a crime in progress.
The Voluntary Bailiff Service is part of the Angling Trust’s Fisheries Enforcement Support Service, which is funded from freshwater fishing licence money as
part of the National Angling Strategic Services contract with the Environment
Agency. n
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Three new British record fish ratified
The BRFC met remotely via online meeting facility on 3rd December 2020
Present were: Mike Heylin OBE
(Chairman), Oliver Crimmen (Scient i f i c A d v i s o r, N a t u r a l H i s t o r y
Museum), Nigel Hewlett (Scientific
Advisor, Environment Agency), Paul
Coulson (Freshwater Specialist), Tim
Froome (Marine Specialist& Channel
Islands representative), Will Barnard
(Freshwater Specialist), Andrew Nellist (Freshwater Specialist), David
Craig (Ireland representative), Dr Phill
Williams (Marine Specialist), Capt.
Stephen Mardlin MBE RN (Freshwater Specialist), Paul Edwards (Wales
representative) and Nick Simmonds
(Secretary).
The BRFC is pleased to welcome
three new members: Capt. Stephen
Mardlin MBE RN, Chairman of the
A r m e d Fo r c e s a n d R o y a l N a v y
Angling Associations, Dr Phill
Williams, author and sea angler and
Paul Edwards, Chairman of the Welsh
Salmon and Trout Angling Association.
The committee considered and
accepted the following record claims
as being duly ratified:Jason Le
Noury’s boat-caught Marbled Electric
Ray (Torpedo marmorata), ratified at
13lb 8oz 1dr, caught from the south
coast of Guernsey on 15th August
2020.
Jason’s fish replaces Gary Crane’s
20-year old record of 10lb 14oz 11dr,
also from the Channel Islands.
Jason’s fish was sent to the Natural History Museum for confirmation
of identification, where it is now preserved in the company of many other
British record sea fish in the national
collection.
Graham Eden’s Scad (Trachurus
trachurus) was ratified at 3lb 8oz.
Graham’s boat-caught fish fell for a
mackerel livebait close to the Eddys-
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tone lighthouse and beats the previous record of 3lb 5oz 3dr which had
stood since 1978.
Craig Smithson’s Crucian carp
(Carassius Carassius) from Milton
Abbas Lake in Dorset was ratified at
4lb 10oz and becomes an equal
record with the 2015 captures by
Steve Frapwell and Michael James.
The committee also considered
two further British record claims:
Guntars Zakovskis’ Bass (Dicentrarchus labrax).
The committee was unable to
accept Guntars’ fish as a new record
because BRFC protocol requires there
to be at least one witness to the
weighing of a potential record fish.
Unfortunately, Guntars was fishing
alone when he caught his magnificent bass and although he made a
video recording of the weighing of the
fish, the committee reluctantly concluded it could not set a precedent by
breaking its own rule.
However, the committee unanimously acknowledges the validity of
Guntars’ claim and all agree that this
is a fabulous fish and a truly exceptional capture. As a result of its deliberations over Guntars’ claim the
BRFC will now consider putting in

place protocol to permit the submission of video evidence of the capture
and/or weighing of a potential record
fish if no witness can be available.
This will take careful consideration
and the committee decided it could
not apply such a change retrospect i v e l y, s o G u n t a r s ’ f i s h w i l l b e
recorded on the BRFC’s Notable Fish
List. After scrutinisation of the scales
test and allowing for deduction of the
weight of the towel used as a sling to
weigh the fish, the committee agreed
to record a weight of 21lb 5oz for this
remarkable bass.
Matt Atkins’ Perch (Perca fluviatilis).
The committee was unable to
arrive at a definitive ratified weight
for Matt’s tremendous perch.
The committee has asked Matt to
provide more precise scales test
results to enable it to verify the correct weight to attribute to Matt’s fish.
The Committee would like to
remind anglers that in the event of
the capture of a potential record fish,
the captor should first contact the
British Record (rod-caught) Fish
Committee without delay.
Captors of potential record fish
should contact the Secretary, Nick
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Simmonds, at the Angling Trust, on
01568 620447 or by email at
brfc@anglingtrust.net Nick will
record the details of the capture and
advise the claimant on progressing
the claim.
More information about what to do
if you catch a record fish can be found
on the BRFC web pages
Notes:The official British Records
List and procedures are available on
the Angling Trust website or from the
Secretary.
The initial telephone contact point
of the BRFC remains at the Angling
Trust Head Office on 01568 620447
and email enquiries may be directed
to the Secretary Nick Simmonds at
brfc@anglingtrust.net
The next meeting of the committee
is scheduled for June 2020.
As previously the committee will
continue to consider all claims as and
when they arise and to keep captors
informed as to progress.
Aims and Objectives of the
BRFC:The Committee exists to recog-

nise and publish record weights of
both fresh and salt water fish caught
on rod and line by fair angling methods in the waters of England, Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, The Isle of
Man and the Channel Islands, and
aims:To provide an adjudicating body
to which marine and freshwater
anglers may submit claims for record
fish taken by fair rod and line angling.
To investigate all such record
claims to the fullest possible extent
and maintain a permanent record of
such investigations. To establish and
maintain accurately a list of British
fish, marine and freshwater, of record
size and to publish this list frequently
and make it readily available to all
interested persons.
The activities of the Committee are
voluntary, and claims are considered
and adjudicated upon, only on the
basis that the Committee shall be
under no obligation whatsoever to
claimants, that its decisions shall be
final, and it shall not be obliged to
give reasons for its decisions. n

Dr Kibble’s
Carpy Humour

Germany is calling. Some of the old boy
network, and looney tunes were planning on
fishing in Germany this year, and suggested I
tagged along, but because of Covid their trips
got cancelled. I have been to Germany many
times, but have never fished there myself.
Just football, and socials.
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Angling Trust’s response to the
Government’s Winter Covid Plan
What it means for angling
The Angling Trust has now had an
opportunity to consider the government’s comprehensive, 64-page Winter Covid Plan which will introduce a
revised three-tier system from
Wednesday, December 2nd.
We are pleased that ministers
appreciate both the importance and
safety of outdoor recreation and
organised sport and that the plan
opens more opportunities for more
people to enjoy leisure and recreation.
Although anglers have been in the
fortunate position to be able to fish
continuously since May 13th, there
have been a number of restrictions in
place during the latest lockdown
which will now be lifted.
Tackle shops can open up fully,
competition fishing can resume as
can coaching and charter boat fishing
with up to six participants in total.
This is all positive news for our sport.
Meeting people
The Rule of Two is now back to the
Rule of Six. This applies both indoors
and outdoors in T1, outdoors only in
T2 and in T3 only in ‘outdoor public
spaces.’ Of course, most angling is, by
its nature, already socially distanced,
and organised matches and events
have their own rules.
Travel
Once again, we expect the travel
guidance will be advisory rather than
law but the Angling Trust will be urging anglers to exercise common
sense and act within the spirit of the
government’s guidance.
The government is advising
against all unnecessary travel into
and out of T3 areas, the exceptions
being for ‘work, education, youth services, medical attention or caring
responsibilities.’ Travel for fishing
within T3 areas is not currently discouraged. In all other tiers, travelling
to go fishing is fine but long journeys
should be avoided ‘wherever possible’.
Sea anglers should focus on their
local beaches and fishing marks, and
freshwater anglers should not be travelling hundreds of miles in search of
fishing during the current pandemic.
You absolutely must not leave home
to fish if you have Coronavirus symptoms or are self-isolating.
Tackle Shops and Clubhouses
Retail outlets can open in all three
tiers meaning that tackle shops are no
longer restricted to ‘click/call and col12 Big Carp

Angling Trust’s CEO Jamie Cook with a bag of winter dace

lect’. Indoor venues such as clubhouses and on-site cafes serving food
and drink can now reopen in T1 and
T2 providing table service is offered.
T3 allows only for takeaway service.
All outlets must continue to adhere to
the appropriate regulations including
the requirement to ensure social distancing.
Fisheries
Angling-related businesses, now
including those offering accommodation in T1 and T2, can operate as normal whilst adhering to the appropriate regulations including the requirement to ensure social distancing.
Match Fishing
With the rules on gatherings likely to
be revised to once more allow sporting events and outdoor activities,
match fishing can resume as long as
appropriate risk assessments are in
place. Participants and organisers still
need to follow the published Angling
Trust guidelines to ensure compliance with social distancing and to
minimise the risk of infection. To
comply with the travel guidance in
the Winter Plan, match organisers will

need to revise any planned competitions which could result in participants seeking to enter or leave T3
areas. Local competitions within T3
areas remain within the parameters of
the government’s travel guidance.
Night Fishing
There are presently no limits on the
time that can be spent on outdoor
recreation, anglers are able to continue fishing into and through the
hours of darkness providing the other
rules are observed. Night fishing will
continue to be permitted under the
re-introduced tier system.
Coaching
The Winter Plan allows for angling
coaching to resume at our recommended ratio of 1:4 and in accordance with our previously published
guidelines. The Winter Plan specifically identifies ‘classes and organised
sport’ together with ‘organised activities for ...under 18s and disabled people’ as something that can take place
outside in all three tiers.
Charter Boats
Charter boats can resume their previous operations in accordance with
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the Rule of Six – so a skipper plus five
clients.
Tackle Shows and Game Fairs
The Winter Plan takes the first steps
on the road back to restarting major
events. In T1 this is limited to 50%
capacity or 4,000 persons outdoors
and 1,000 indoors. In T2 this reduces
to 2,000 outdoors and 1,000 indoors.
The only large-scale events permissible in T3 are drive-ins. We are hopeful
that planning can now begin for the
resumption of tackle shows and
events involving angling in the latter
half of 2021.
What happens next?
The regulations will be published in
advance of a vote in Parliament on
Thursday and following the vote further guidance and FAQ’s are likely to
be produced by the various government departments. Once we have
seen the details of regulations we will
update, where necessary, our published guidelines and distribute to our
members and to the wider angling
community. What we will not be
doing is seeking to police the government’s regulations as that is not our
responsibility. People wishing to
report breaches of the regulations
should contact the police via the 101
telephone number. Our job, as the
recognised national governing body
for angling, is to provide advice and
guidance on how these regulations
affect our sport and to ensure that
anglers can continue to enjoy their
fishing safely. However, we will take a
stand against any conduct or practices that bring our sport into disrepute and threaten the good name and
reputation that angling has built over
many years and throughout this pandemic.
Jamie Cook, CEO of Angling Trust &
Fish Legal, said:
“Angling has conducted itself safely
throughout this pandemic and must
continue to do so. These new restrictions are good news for angling as a
whole and we urge all anglers to continue to fish responsibly and not to
put themselves or our sport at risk.
The Angling Trust will continue to
monitor guidelines published by the
government and keep members and
informed as to what they will mean
for angling.”
Notes:
T h e A n g l i n g Tr u s t w i l l p u b l i s h
updated guidance on its Covid-19
Support Hub: https://anglingtrust.
net/covid-19/
Further information: Martin Salter,
Head of Policy – 07976 946033. n
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Going Fishing in Cambridgeshire
– Increasing Visitor Numbers as
People Escape to the Countryside!
Pisces Country Park and Acorn Holiday Park, located in Welney on the
Cambridgeshire/Norfolk border, saw
bookings revitalised over the summer
months as a result of holiday makers
choosing to get back to nature for
short holiday breaks. The holiday
parks have regenerated a love of fishing in the region with its four abundantly-stocked fishing lakes.
The holiday parks are situated on a
20-acre site featuring landscaped
lawns, shrubs and wooded areas. It is
an ideal location for those who enjoy
peace and tranquillity and above all
getting away from busy everyday life.
It has become the destination of
choice for people from all over the UK
during the post-lockdown summer
months when UK breaks enjoyed a
surge in popularity. Both parks are
part of the Starglade Group which
also operates Stonham Barns Park in
Suffolk.
Established in the 1940s as a tench
fishery, Pisces Country Park has three
lakes heavily stocked with carp, pike,
tench, roach and bream. It has won
the David Bellamy Conservation Gold
Awards for countryside achievement
and been recommended by some of
the country’s most famous anglers
including Bob Nudd MBE and Matt
Hayes for fishing.
The parks were acquired by its current owners in 2019 and 2020 since
then significant investment has been
made in the facilities there. The holi-

day home accommodation on offer is
being updated with many new units
being added to replace older stock; at
the same time as improvements are
being made to the park’s infrastructures and specialist conservation
work is being continued to enhance
the grounds and lakes.
The increased interest in fishing
has been enhanced by programmes
such as ITV’s Monster Carp which
has been running through the summer and autumn with trips to Thailand, Hungary, the Netherlands and –
latterly in the UK when Covid-19
introduced extensive travel restrictions. Also, Mortimer & Whitehouse:
Gone Fishing on BBC 2 which features two friends, some beautiful
places, a good natter and some outstanding UK fishing.
Speaking about the recent success
with increased demand for short
breaks and the purchase of holiday
lodges at the two sites, Paul Stanton
said: ‘There is no doubt that the pandemic has changed the way people
live their lives. It has focused everyone’s mind into the here and now and
there is a huge revival of people getting out into the countryside to enjoy
the simpler things in life.’
‘Fishing is one of the UK’s largest
participation sports and it is great for
mindfulness and health. Getting out
into nature is clearly what people
want, to live a more fulfilled life, so we
are seeing more visitors than usual

A visitor fishes in the peace and quiet of Acorn Holiday Park. Photography credit:
Keith Suffling idesign4.
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and more people wanting to invest in
a holiday home so that they have
somewhere to go at the weekends.’
‘There is no doubt that the UK
offers people what they want in terms
of relaxation and everything is here
on offer, without the stress of overseas travel. I can only see this trend
continuing as we go through winter
and prepare for the spring and summer of 2021.’
Luxury furnished holiday lodges
are available to rent at Acorn Holiday
Park and to buy at Pisces Country
Park. Prices at Acorn Holiday Park
start from £50 per night including
fishing and at Pisces from £34,995 for
a fully furnished luxury holiday home.
All accommodation is situated beside
a lake.
For more information please call
0800 048 5326 or visit www.holidayparkhomes.co.uk. n

Pisces Country Park hosted an increased number of holidays and short breaks
this summer. Photography credit: Keith Suffling idesign4.

£100k Get Fishing Fund to benefit new anglers
The Environment Agency and
Angling Trust have today (1st December 2020) announced a new £100k
‘Get Fishing Fund’ to encourage more
people to give fishing a go for the first
time, or get back into angling after a
break from the sport.
Funded from rod licence sales,
grants of up to £500 to benefit smallscale projects and up to £5,000 for
larger projects will be available. The
funding will help the delivery of future
angling participation events, including any additional equipment needed
to ensure fisheries are following
Covid-19 safety guidelines, PPE and
signage. It can also cover the costs of
fishing equipment, terminal tackle
and bait, as well as event resources
including promotional material, gazebos and basic storage facilities.
The easing of lockdown restrictions
in May 2020 led to a huge increase in
popularity for angling as people
sought the wellbeing benefits the
sport can offer. The new buzz around
fishing looks set to continue, with latest rod licence sales currently showing more than 900,000 people have
bought or renewed their fishing
licence since April this year, with
100,000 new anglers taking up the
sport.
This additional income has allowed
the Environment Agency to offer
increased investment to support projects that will run safe angling participation events throughout 2021.
Graeme Storey, Fisheries Manager
for the Environment Agency, said:

• New Get Fishing Fund will fund more opportunities
for new anglers
• Environment Agency reports over a million rod
licences have been sold this year
• Higher rod licence sales prompts increased
investment in the sport
“The Get Fishing Fund will support
organisations to put on a range of
fishing activities to encourage new
anglers through the 2021 season. We
are always looking for ways to support our angling community and the
Environment Agency has invested
£1.5M of the additional income from
this year’s licence sales back into projects that improve fisheries.
“The increased interest in fishing
over the summer proves that people
are not only rediscovering angling but
more people are trying angling for the
first time. We want to see this continue and hope that these new projects will encourage more people to
give fishing a go.”
Clive Copeland, Head of Participation at the Angling Trust added:
“We work with a great network of
coaches, clubs and fisheries across
the country which this fund will help
but this also a fantastic opportunity
for new partners to get involved in
angling participation too.
“We’ve worked with the Environment Agency to make this a short,
easy process and we’ve got friendly
staff with lots of experience ready to
help anyone who needs it.”
The Get Fishing Fund is available

to angling clubs, coaches and fisheries but also to non-angling organisations such as schools, local authorities or charities based in England.
The fund will open on 1st December 2020. The closing date for bids is
Friday 12th March 2021.
Funding is limited so applicants are
encouraged to apply soon.
Funding applications can be made
on the Angling Trust website or
search “Get Fishing Fund” for more
details:
For more information on coaching
and courses visit https://anglingtrust.
net/get-involved/coaching/. In some
circumstances, the Environment
Agency may be able to provide bursaries for training new coaches
Since 2015 fishing licence income
has helped fund more than 500
angling projects worth an estimated
£5.6 million, creating, or safeguarding
tens of thousands of angling opportunities in England.
Get Fishing is the Angling Trust’s
campaign to grow participation in
angling. Last year over 37,000 people
had the opportunity to fish at hundreds of fun, safe and friendly events
funded by the Environment Agency
from fishing licence income. n
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ROB’S
MAIL
Dead Carp
Hi Rob,
I hope you can help, in part of the
London Docklands in the area near
Coldharbour E14 by Lewis house, are
good size carp but are now dead, I
have tried contacting environment
agency but no joy, signs put up saying
no fishing so don’t think that’s the
problem.
I understand with everything going
on now, but what a sad time to lose
fish especially of this size, if you can
contact anyone to find out what has
caused this or to let me know who to
contact so other areas are not
affected.
Robert Helim
Editor’s Note
Has anyone at the EA looked into
this? or have any of our readers got
more info?

Kibsee at
Christmas
Hi Rob,
I put my Christmas tree up in mid-November
this year. Hoping I’ld catch Father Christmas
coming early. You wouldn’t Adam and Eve it
though. The other night I heard some strange
noises going on downstairs. I run down the
stairs, burst into the front room and there is
my extra-large ‘Stone Cold Steve Austin’ doll
trying to have his way with my Solar Sheep
‘Villanelle’. She is propped up on my old
world globe, just above Australia. He’s clearly
drunk one full bottle of my Bacardi white rum
and a full bottle of Passion Fruit carp cordial.
He’s opened all my Christmas presents. While
watching one of my Jeremy Wade River Monster DVD’S. What a ****’in liberty! Outrageous
behaviour!
To tell you the truth Rob, at first glance I
thought it was carp angler Simon Crow. Then
I realised he hasn’t got a goatee beard, and he
doesn’t wear underpants like that.
Happy New Year! Kibsee
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Take a Friend Fishing is back!
Give the Gift of Fishing this Christmas
Take a Friend Fishing is back for the
Christmas holidays, giving you and a
friend or family member the chance to
get out fishing with a free 1-day fishing licence.From the 19th December
through to the 10th January (inclusive), existing fishing fishing licence
holders can register for a FREE oneday fishing licence worth £6 to £12
from the Environment Agency
at www.takeafriend fishing.co.uk to
take someone they know
fishing.December and January are a
fantastic time of year to get outdoors
and enjoy some time next to the
water. Taking a friend or family member for a ‘socially distanced fishing
trip’ is the ideal opportunity to catchup at Christmas.
Watch our Take a Friend Fishing
video...
Getting out in the countryside is a
great way to relax and lower the
stress level during what can be a busy
time of year for many people.
Angling is the perfect fit for staying
active outdoors, and with physical
activity playing a vital role in both our
physical and mental wellbeing, a fishing trip with a mate or family member
means you can stay active, and fish
safely.
This is possible even during periods of tough restrictions as long as
you follow the latest guidelines on
the Angling Trust Support Hub.
What do I need to register?
You’ll need to know: the angler’s fishing licence number, the date of the
fishing trip and both your email
addresses - it’s all online, no paperwork involved.
Where to Take a Friend Fishing
At this time of year there are still
loads of fisheries, lakes, stretches or
river and canals open all over the
country that are perfect to visit even
in colder weather, and a catch-up
with a friend can easily be combined
with a quick ‘Take a Friend Fishing
trip’.
Environment Agency
The Environment Agency funds the
Angling Trust to provide more opportunities for people to go fishing and
encourage sales of fishing rod
licences. Money from fishing licence
sales is spent on improving fisheries

habitat and angling infrastructure
through projects like the Angling
Improvement Fund.
Fishing Licences
You need a fishing licence if you’re
13+ and fish for salmon, trout, freshwater fish, smelt or eel in England
(except the Tweed), Wales, and Border Esk and its tributaries in Scotland.
An annual licence only costs £30 for
up to 2 rods to fish for coarse fish &
trout. Concessionary, short term and
three rod coarse licences are also
available.
The perfect prezzie...?
What’s the best present you can give
an angler or someone who wants to
get into fishing? How about a gift that
lasts a whole year! An annual fishing
licence now runs for a whole 365 days
from the exact date you start it.
Get Fishing
Get Fishing is the Angling Trust’s
campaign to get more people fishing
more often. Our events are for people
of all ages and abilities. Get Fishing
angling events are for anyone who
wants to get into fishing, or get back
into angling. They are funded by the
Environment Agency from fishing
licence income and Sport England to
encourage regular participation and
diversity in sport.
Fish Safely
Going fishing is a wonderful way to
spend quality time with family and
friends and has proven mental health
and wellbeing benefits. We’ve produced guidelines to ensure fishing
can comply with the latest Government guidance. Always follow social
distancing guidelines when encoun-

tering others. The most up-to-date
info can be found at www.gov.uk/
coronavirus.
The Angling Trust is a representative body for all anglers in England
and Wales. Our members support the
campaigns we carry out to protect
fish and fishing and our programmes
to increase participation. We are
recognised by Sport England as the
national governing body in England
and promote active lifestyles and
maintaining a regular angling habit.
We are united in a collaborative relationship with Fish Legal, a separate
membership association that uses the
law to protect fish stocks and the
rights of its members throughout the
UK. Joint membership packages with
Fish Legal are available for individuals, clubs, fisheries and other categories.
Angling Trust Limited is a company
limited by guarantee, company number 05320350.
Angling Trust & Fish Legal, Eastw o o d H o u s e, R a i n b o w S t r e e t ,
Leominster, HR6 8DQ. Phone: 0343
5077 006.
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres
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Our monthly
reviews on
products
currently on
the market

In this issue:
• Coleman
• Outlaw ProRapala VMC
Corporation
• Gaby

70QT Xtreme® Cooler

This stylish Coleman Xtreme® 66
litre cooler is filled with Polyurethane
foam insulation which will keep the
contents cold on ice for up to five
days.
Created with two ergonomically
designed fold down handles this
cooler is ideal for long road trips, days
spent with the family and festivals.
Along with a drain plug in the base
to remove ice melt, the robust hinged
lid has four beverage holders built in
and is strong enough to be used as a
seat for up to 113 kg.
FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
Additional Premium PU Insulation
Unlike other manufacturers, Coleman
rigid coolers are insulated with
Polyurethane insulation (PU). PU is a
very dense and an excellent insulator
filling the entire internal cavity of the
cooler, leaving no air gaps and so
improving its insulating efficiency.
Extensive testing at Coleman has
shown that cooling loss from rigid
coolers is 30% through the top and
also 30% through the base. Coleman’s
latest models feature increased insulation in these particular areas
together with reduced insulation on
the sides. The result of these changes
is not only improved cooling performance but the reduction in exterior
dimensions and the increase in internal volume.

A New Shape and Increased
Efficiency
When a cooler comes in contact with
a warm floor, heat is transferred
directly from the floor to the cooler
and reduces the cooler’s efficiency.
Coleman has included shaped feet
into the design of its newer rigid
cooler models separating the cooler
base from the floor and increasing airflow.
This flow of air acts as an additional
form of insulation, slowing the transfer of heat from the floor and so
improving the coolers performance.
Additional research has also resulted
in the rounding of the cooler’s corners, once again this change of shape
has increased airflow and further
enhanced their performance.
Increased Efficiency
When a cooler comes in contact with
a hot floor, heat is transferred directly
to the cooler. If the cooler is lifted off
of the ground, the heat is transferred
through the air in the gap (air is a
great insulator). Cooler have two integrated, rounded feet providing the
perfect amount of space for air to
flow.
Research indicates that the most
performance efficient shape for a
cooler is spherical, as this is not practical we have angled the corners of
selected models to further enhance
performance. n

Tac-Tec
Chris Beldon, Vice President Marketing &
E-Commerce, Rapala VMC Corporation

During the past 12 months Rapala
VMC Corporation has been working
tirelessly with 13 Fishing’s development team to prepare market-specific
rods, reels and lures for the international angling community. Now, one
of the fastest growing recreational
fishing brands in USA, 13 Fishing, has
started to fill retail stores, tackle bags,
rod holders and the hands of anglers
around the world as Rapala VMC Corporation begins its rollout of the
Florida-based fishing tackle brand
globally.
Despite these extraordinary times,
the recreational fishing industry has
seen exceptional participation
growth in 2020 in many markets as
people rediscover or try new outdoor
hobbies in wake of the global pandemic that has impacted everyone. 13
Fishing’s international launch has
been met with the same positive
enthusiasm and ‘Make Your Own
Luck’ attitude that the brand represents, delivering a fresh spin on an
otherwise stagnant fishing rod and
reel market that’s proven historically
difficult to break into.
“We are excited to bring 13 Fishing’s edgy identity to a global audience,” says Jari Kokkonen, Director of
Growth & Innovations.
“13 Fishing reminds us of what
fishing is all about. Fishing is not
about the number of ball bearings or
some fancy new reel coating that
can’t be explained. It’s about getting
out there and challenging yourself.
Relying on your senses and giving it
everything you’ve got.”
Its unconventional approach to
product development is one of the
many things that sets 13 Fishing
apart. During the brand’s inception,
13 Fishing recognised that ice fishing
anglers were overlooked by the

industry and developed an entire program that redefined the sport of ice
fishing as we know it. From there the
brand’s popularity exploded as it
expanded this same out-of-the-box
thinking to other fisheries, most
notably to the North American bass
market.
Now, through the widest distribution and marketing network in the
industry, Rapala VMC Corporation
takes 13 Fishing global.
“13 Fishing’s development team
are a bunch of crazy-passionate
anglers with an insatiable appetite for
breaking down barriers,” says Enrico
Ravenni, Executive Vice President
and Head of Global Rods, Reels and
Lines for Rapala VMC Corporation.
“We design products with the love
of fishing as the first consideration –
no gimmicks, just pure performance.

Consequently, the consumer and
retail demand for 13 Fishing’s rods,
reels, and lures inside and outside of
North America is astounding. Our
outstanding suppliers are fully
booked for the foreseeable future with
no signs of slowing down.”
He added that chain retail stores in
Europe have been particularly eager
to stock wide ranges of 13 Fishing,
with good levels of pre-orders in some
regions.
So, what next? Off the back of such
a successful reception, Rapala VMC
Corporation intends to further accelerate its 13 Fishing international
development initiatives in 2021 with a
substantial rod range increase to an
already extensive range, as well as
doubling the spinning reel offering
to meet soaring demand for the
brand. n
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The Barbel Pillow is here!
FOUR New Fish Species are added to the GABY RangeWe are delighted to
inform you four new species of fish have been added to the GABY product range.
Two freshwater and two sea fish:

The Baramundi.

The Barbel.

The Mahi Mahi.

The Roach.

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st June 2021.

Good luck!

Oak Lakes Fisheries
www.oaklakesfisheries.co.uk

John Braybrook - Cracking fishing at this time of year.

After a few sessions with winter blanks Richard Draycott AKA Buddha
netted this 21lb common at his latest visit to Pipe Lake

A selection of Oak Lakes
stunners, lots more on YouTube

Lake Prices
Day ticket lake
(Oak Lake)
– £10 a day and £20
for 24 hours.
Predator Lake
– Prices are the same as the
day ticket lake for pike during
the winter – £20 a day and
£30 for 24 hours for catfish in
the summer.
Match Lake - £6 for one rod
and £10 for two rods.
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Remember
By Lewis Daneshi
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very now and again
you just have one of
those sessions to
remember. This year
so far despite Covid19 has been a very
successful one for me on the angling
front.
Like most lakes around the country,
Farlow’s has been incredibly busy
due to angling being one of the first
sports people were able to take part in
after the countries full lockdown
ended.
With that in mind and knowing that
it was not always going to be possible
to get in the more popular swims on
the venue or find the fish and be able
to fish that area, I came up with the
idea of targeting the far less popular
areas of the lake when busy.
Most anglers would walk past
these areas without even having a
look, heading for swims friends had
told them about, or results they had
seen on social media.
Whilst things like that can be helpful, I always believe that an angler’s
biggest asset is their eyes and not
taking a walk and looking at the
whole venue before fishing can put
you at a disadvantage before you

even start your session.
I have also seen a lot of anglers’
heads drop when they cannot get in a
swim they already picked before even
arriving at the venue. Things like that
can really put you in a negative state
of mind before you even get the rods
out the car and that, in my eyes, can
affect the effort you put into your session.
I believe fishing in general is like
most things in life and the more effort
you put into your angling, the more
rewards will be achieved. This is the
mindset I put myself in before starting
to target overlooked areas and as long
as I would learn something each session would be seen as a successful
one and a step closer to making the
areas work.
After lock down I did stay away
from the venue for a few days and
observed anglers’ great results on
social media. When I was next at Farlows I took a walk around and started
to write down the pegs that were not
taken, even with the lake being super
busy to my surprise on my first walk I
found a couple of fish in the areas that
were not being fished and from that
moment I generally had a belief that
this tactic would work a treat.

I discussed the tactic with my
brother Daniel and our friend Dave
Rowe and between us we would start
to fish these areas as a team and
share results with each other.
Don’t get me wrong if another
swim was becoming available at the
time of our session that we believe to
be a better option in our opinion, we
would fish that swim or if during our
session things did not develop or feel
right, we would move areas.
With us only ever doing day sessions at the venue, we baited very
heavy at first with a lot of pellet and
particles. This was with the mind set
it would keep the fish in the areas for
longer once they had found the bait
and even if the small species turned
up to feed it would contribute to
attracting the carp into the zone
eventually.
Once we started to see carp or
signs of carp in the areas, we then
started to add a lot of boilie to our
baiting approach, this was to get the
fish confident on all sorts of bait in
that area and not become obsessed
with smaller items.
In general, I think the swims were
not being fished much due to their
size and lack of water. If an angler
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Daniel Daneshi with Linear.

Daniel with 34lb common.
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Dear Santa,
PLEASE No
more socks this
Christmas!

Wish list:
In Pursuit of the Largest by Terry Hearn
Carping After-Cut by Jim Shelly
A History of Yateley Volume 4
Old School Carping Volume 2
Old School Carping volume 3
Under The Radar Volume 2
Advanced Terminal Rigs
Fine Lines by Dave Lane
Thames Carping
More Thames Carping

All available now only from Bountyhunter Publications
bigcarpmagazine@hotmail.com or call 01252 373658
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Dave with cut tail linear.
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Dave with mirror carp at 35lbs 8oz.
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
ONLY 500 SIGNED COPIES AVAILABLE – FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
SO ORDER QUICKLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
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Lewis Daneshi Linear at 35lb 12oz.
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were to turn up and put three rods out
in the swim, I think it would kill the
area and any fish present could be
spooked out of the swim.
In these sorts of swims, less can be
more.
After a couple of sessions we were
already catching a carp or two and
the areas were still not really being
fished, the plan for us was to also do
our best not to post any results from
the areas on social media until we
had achieved what we wanted to
from the swims and try and keep the
results from those areas to ourselves.
It was not too long before the carp
started to really show up in numbers
and I think this was due to us regularly putting bait in the swims at the
end of our sessions.
Most of the time the carp would
have had a free feed on bait we had
put out without anyone fishing for
them.
I believe the carp had always been
visiting these areas to get away from
the pressure, but in the past would
have had to leave to feed, but by us
feeding these areas and not much
pressure from other anglers, the areas
soon became popular with the fish.
When doing something like this on
38 Big Carp

a day ticket water, you always run the
risk of someone fishing an area you
have put a lot of effort into and that
was something we were willing to
accept if it did happen and the angler
would be doing nothing wrong in our
eyes. We all paid the price for a ticket
and other anglers have every right to
fish any empty swims. If anything, I
would say it is good angling and
watercraft as they must be seeing the
signs.
Fortunately, this did not really happen and before we knew it the swims
were regularly doing over five bites a
trip, or one would do a couple and we
would move to another area and that
area would do a couple more.
The crazy thing about it all was
how busy the lake was yet we could
turn up at 10.00am after sleeping-in
and still get in at least two of the
areas.
We did not fish the areas too much
as we wanted the angling pressure in
each zone to be minimal, so we
rotated the swims we would fish. By
doing so, the fish would be getting
away with a free feed 80 per cent of
the time.
Over the course of around 8-10
weeks the areas had produced well

A Session to Remember Exclusive

over 100 fish between us from these swims alone,
with a few incredibly special carp included.
Dave’s fish included a new PB common, but the
best came in the shape of a fish called The Cut
Tail Linear, which is in our opinion one of the best
carp in the venue and maybe the valley.
Daniel’s best was a 34lbs common along with a
few nice scaly mirrors.
As for myself, I managed to beat a target I set
myself at the start of the season – that being my
UK PB common.
I managed to achieve it with a huge framed Ateam fish from the venue called Tyson at 38lbs
and 14ozs, which was one of seven from a day
session that included another at 35lbs 12ozs and
all the rest over 24lbs.
All our fish were banked on a variety of different Mainline products and simple Ronnie rigs.
Having a bait that has such a great track record in
carp fishing, is also a massive confidence boost.
As I write this the cat is well and truly out the
bag now and a few more anglers are now fishing
the overlooked areas a lot more. We are incredibly
happy with our results and I hope the anglers
who are doing a similar thing on the venue, have
the success we did and have some special
moments. n
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Providing specialist cover for
you and your equipment

Various Options are available allowing
you to choose the right cover for you
Full details are available on our website
www.anglers昀rstinsurance.co.uk
where you can apply on line
Payment by instalments is available
Special features include:

Up to
£16,000
cover for
昀shing
equipment

Coarse,
Game,
Fly, Match
Fishing

24 Hour
premises
cover

Motor
Vehicle
Cover

Worldwide
Cover
included
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Mead Sport & Leisure arrange cover for Fishing Clubs, Fisheries,
Gillies, Coaches and Guides. If of interest call 0800 085 0261.
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£79
£75
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dependent on the level of cover arranged.
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STANDARD
Worldwide
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Worldwide

SILVER
Worldwide

GOLD
Worldwide

PLATINUM
Worldwide

EXCESS

Public liability
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Nil

Nil
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£12,000
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PERSONAL ACCIDENT
- Loss of limb(s) eye(s)
Reimbursement of subscription
and paid fee
Theft of or Accidental
Damage to fishing Equipment

£50

- maximum claim from
£1,500

£3,000

£6,000

£9,000

£12,000

- bait cover

a locked shed

£100

£200

£400

£600

£800

Tackleand
Boxtent
and contents
- bivvy
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£200
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£1,000
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£3,000

£3,000
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£299

£360
£399
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Record Catch

ANNUAL PREMIUMS
Including Insurance Premium Tax

Payment can be made by instalments. Details available on our website
For full details of the cost, cover, benefits, limitations & excesses visit

www.anglers昀rstinsurance.co.uk and APPLY ON LINE
or call us today if you require any information on 0800 0355842

Anglers First Insurance is a trading name of Golfguard Ltd.
Mead Sport & Leisure Limited is an appointed representative of Golfguard Ltd.
Golfguard Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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GettingTo Grips
With‘The Goon’
By Nick Clayton
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first enquired about joining St
Ives Lakes Fishery in 2009. I
can still remember the conversation with Gordy Howes
and was all set for a recce trip
and ready to join. However,
due to personal circumstances it
never came to fruition. And as a
result, my fishing took a different
path.
Fast forward a few years and I
moved out of East Anglia to North
Devon for a couple of years and it took
me until I returned to Suffolk in the
winter of 2014 to start to think seriously about my fishing and a new
water for the coming season, but with
a new relationship, a joint love of beer
and motorbikes. 2014 soon became
2015! As time ticked by, I was only
doing the odd social at the likes of
Blue Pool, Sandhurst and Yateley Pads
Lake, and needed a ‘proper’ water.
I approached Gordy again, and was
invited for a look around the complex,
which I did on my birthday in November 2015. I had no interest in ‘Colin’
from the shallow pit and knew if I
joined, it would be the ‘Goon’ that I
wanted to concentrate my efforts on.
A good look around the complex,
leaving Lagoon and the other stunning waters until last, made my mind
up. I was hooked on Lagoon and
joined as a member in April 2016. I
fished a 48hr session on the opening
weekend of the season in ‘The Pipe’
swim. Setting up, I was like a kid in a
sweet shop, knowing the worth of
this famous water and the fish it contained and had contained in the past,
as well as the ‘names’ that had
sought and some succeeded in catching it’s most famous resident – ‘The
Fat Lady’, R.I.P. old girl.
Here’s my Facebook post from the
day:
“And so, it begins:
A huge challenge lies ahead of me,
and I could be here for years and
years trying to achieve something
that may never happen. Either way,
I’m gonna enjoy it and relish the challenges it brings. And I’m really looking forward to getting stuck into this
place and some of the other lakes on
the complex.
Huge thanks to my woman Sue for
giving me the green light to go

(Top) Big Daves.
(Centre) Fatties.
(Bottom) Works swim.
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First Lagoon carp.

Blue Pool, 2015.
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin
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straight from a week away with work,
to fish the opening weekend of the
new season. And for your help with
organizing stuff and some super
camo wrapping of various items. Love
you Babe Now – COME ON YOU
SCALY BASTARDS!
A few more sessions later, resulting
in nothing for my efforts – not unexpected to be fair!
Coming off the back of being a former bailiff on a very well stocked
water in Essex, where I enjoyed
immense success catching several
fish over the 30lb barrier, The Goon
was teaching me a lesson; I KNEW
this was a different game altogether
and that I would have to work much
harder for the rewards.
Time constraints in my new position as a Field Service Manager, sees
me travelling all over the UK and limits my availability to get to the lakes. I
think it must have been around May
or June 2016 that we took a few days
off and went up to the lake in our
camper van. Me, Sue (then girlfriend
and now wife) and the dog and a shed
load of snacks, homemade sausage
rolls and a crate of beer and we were
welcomed by the bailiff team, other
members and the place felt like
‘home’ to us. That was our first taste
of a St Ives Lakes ‘mini social’ – since
then loads more have followed
attended by anglers from both sides
of the complex – Good Times indeed!
This was to be the story of things at
The Goon for us, plenty of laughs,
beers, banter and not many fish. On
one trip, I remember the frustration
getting the better of me and I packed
up two days early as it was ‘doing my
head in’.
When I sat down and thought
about things a few days later, I
realised that I was beating myself up
for nothing, as in all the visits we had
made up there – we had yet to see
ANYONE bank a fish, and there were
some prolific anglers among the ranks
on the banks of Lagoon.
As the season progressed, so the
chances became even less likely; but
I continued to fish when I could and
even took a guest up for a session in
late December. Needless to say, we
both blanked as expected.
Time was even more of a pressing

(Top) Robin kettle.
(Centre) Tony Mc and me.
(Bottom) The Pipe Swim.
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issue in the 2017-18 season, we were
getting married in the June, on the
glorious 16th no less, and what a
memorable date – no excuse for forgetting our wedding anniversary
now! Work was busier than ever too,
we also went to Germany for eight
days with my work; and time at the
lake was ever more precious.
We did less than 10 nights that season, but we did get to see our first
Lagoon carp landed in the swim
round the corner from us on one of
these short sessions. A 48hr session
on an exclusive booking of Yateley’s
Pads Lake with a few friends produced a scraper 20 for me though, so
I knew I could still catch carp – even
in February!
In 2019, things were still busy with
work but the love for the lagoon and
the lads on there remained and we
went up early for a four-night session
on the August Bank Holiday weekend, obviously a social was always on
the cards and the fish still weren’t
playing ball with just one scraper 20
common reported caught that I heard
about.
I joined Big Nigel Twin for a 48hr
weekend session in late October for
his Birthday bash and another social,
but we all ended up fishless for the
session. Then we had a lake exclusive
on a small venue in Essex and I ended
up catching a nice Common of 26lb
14oz. That was all I had the time for in
2019, fast forward to 2020 – and we all
know what March brought us!
I literally fished a 36hr session just

before lockdown on a local club
water, and then nothing further until
my most recent session in October
2020. I had arranged to go with my
good mate Tony Mc, well – actually
the wife ‘suggested’ it. I think the
combination of lockdown, both of us
being furloughed from work and me
getting ‘in her way’ might have something to do with it.
Anyway, I didn’t need telling twice
and soon the arrangements were
made and a date set with Tony Mc.
We met up, drove up to the lakes and
settled on my first choice of swim –
‘The Beach’, a decent sized swim
which we could double up in, and a
swim that commands a lot of water
and has a large island on the left of
the swim, which is where I chose to
go. Checked in on Facebook like you
do, and we went about setting up for
the next two nights; with me possibly
fishing a third night.
Houses up, spots found and bait
applied; we saw a good fish crash out
around 4.00pm at range; so, we cast
out the rigs feeling confident and the
wait began. Tony is a relative newcomer to carping, so I shared a few of
my ideas with him and the time
seemed to be flying by.
Dinner soon heated and devoured
along with a shared bottle of Malbec,
we were soon in our bags for the
night. A couple of liners through the
night was the only excitement for
either of us, so on to breakfast and
then wound in and did a lap of the
lake. Saw no fish on our walk around,

Top) Little Daves.
(Above) The Beach.
(Right) The Lawn.
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Gordy’s Fully at 36lb 4oz.
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658
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so back to our swims and got the rods
back out for around 2.00pm. Just as
Tony cast his right-hand rod, a fish
rolled right on his spot and the cast
almost landed the rig on its head –
perfecto!
My turn to provide dinner tonight,
one of Sue’s super chilli-con-canes
and some steamed rice, along with a
very fine bottle of Cotes Du Rhone
provided by Tony. We sat chatting
over dinner, both seeing the odd fish
head and shoulder out in front of our
swim and we were feeling confident.
Around 7.00pm and Tony noticed that
the way my indicators were set, coupled with the night lights on the
alarms – it seemed to form a number
7. A quick phone photo posted to
Facebook with the caption ‘Lucky 7?’.
Well, at 9.00pm I had a slow drop
back on the island rod. Lifted the rod
and there was definitely something
there. Though at first, I thought it was
a big bream. A short while later and a
small scaly mirror is in the net, only
13lb 8oz – but the relief of finally landing a Lagoon carp was incredible!
Congratulations from Tony over a
cold beer, was soon followed by a
warmer of minestrone soup with a

crumbed oxo and a sprinkle of chilli
flakes and we settled into our bags for
the night. I was buzzing, yes it was a
small carp by today’s standards – but
it was a Lagoon carp, my first one and
I went to sleep proper chilled.
Up at first light watching the water,
coffee on the go and life was good.
Tony had to be away for around midday. And as the drizzle started, I
planned on packing up and heading
off with him. As the time wore on, I
just had the feeling to ‘give it an hour
and then decide’. I had no reason to
leave as I was booked off work and
Sue was also at work. Something told
me in my head to stay on, so I did just
that. Tony was packed away and off
home by midday and I sat there thinking to myself shall I wind the rods in
and go for a wander round. I decided
to stay put, then I saw fish showing
again so my mind was made up. I rebaited and recast the right-hand rod
and sent out seven midi spombs of
bait over the spot. And as I put the
line in the indicator, I noticed the middle rod ‘wasn’t right’. This had been
cast straight ahead in open water at
long range at 2.00pm the day before
to showing fish and not baited since.

Yateley Pads Lake - Scraper 20, February 2017.
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But the line had moved way over to
the right, alarmingly so and without a
sound on the alarm or any movement
on the indicator! It wasn’t like this literally five minutes before when I
wound in the right-hand rod.
I knew something was amiss.
Lifted the rod and was immediately
met with solid resistance and a HUGE
weed-bed. I felt no kicking, thumping
or any sensation that there was a fish
still attached.
I heaved and heaved the huge
weed-bed back to within about 25
yards of the bank, the rod was creaking, line grating and the reel just
clicking enough to give line before it
felt it would part. Coupled with this,
the weed then picks up the braid from
my marker rod and I have to heave
this in with it, to the point where the
marker float ends up at the top of my
fishing rod, and I have to put the rod
down and retrieve my scissors from
the bivvy to cut the braid and free the
line.
Disappointed and dejected I felt
that must have been a chance gone,
but then the weed breaks free and the
rod just flattens for a split second
before hooping right over and a huge
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bow wave as an angry fish powers off.
Now my heart is beating out of my
chest, I knew there was a very good
carp attached. Like all anglers, the
doubts about the hook hold enter my
thoughts and with every lunge the
fish makes for freedom you find yourself mentally saying out loud “Please
don’t come off Mr Carp” – we’ve all
been there! Slowly and carefully I am
winning the battle, as the fish tires
and rolls on its side I get a brief
glimpse of a decent sized carp that is
flanked with heavily plated scales.
As I straddle my other rods to reach
for the net, the carp is not amused
with nearing the shallower water
nearer the bank and makes several
more powerful bids for freedom for
what seems like hours but in reality,
was probably 25 minutes. Up to the
limit of my neoprene wellies, I stretch
out and sink the net in position in
readiness. A few moments later after
a few more last wallows and gasps, in
she goes! I let out an almighty
“YESSSSSS!!!! F*****G’ GET IN!” and
collapse on my arse overcome with
emotion, elation and sheer relief.
I just sit there for a few minutes,
with the fish safe in the net in front of
me and just have a moment to savour
it. The size does not really matter, but
it does look a good thirty all day long.
I get the weigh sling, remove the hook
(she was nailed on and never coming
off) and transfer the fish into the sling
and cradle.

Literally, as I get her on the bank
and finish applying the fish care solution to the hook hold and a slight
scale lifted on her flank; another
angler arrives and offers assistance
with weighing and photographs. I
remember asking his name, but
immediately forgot it – I was in a
mess! Turns out it was Lee Price and
he recognises the fish as a fish named
‘Gordy’s Fully’.
On the scales she goes 36lb 4oz, a
top weight for this fish and for me;
more pleasingly the end of my 22-plus
year old UK PB of 34lb 6oz. Totally
made up and Thanks to Lee for the
assistance and the photos.
As soon as we are done, the heavens open and Lee legs it. I release the
fish back to her famous home and
punch the air in elation. My swim is
carnage, rods dumped in the water,
kicked the bait bucket over, net and
sling soaked and dismantled – I didn’t
have a care in the world, I was in my
own little world and absolutely blown
away.
I grab my phone and call Sue; I was
struggling to hold myself together
and get my words out. A 53 year-old
man no longer in control of his emotions just like a baby! Sue was overjoyed for me obviously and quick to
remind me that it was ‘all her idea’ –
LOVE IT!
Then a quick call to Tony Mc that
started with “You ain’t gonna f****n
believe this”… And you get the gist!

(Above) PJ toes.
(Bottom left) Ella (Knob dog).
(Bottom right) Lagoon social.

Two hours later, I’m still sat there
completely frazzled by it all. Finally,
all the time, effort and persistence had
paid off for me. If ever you get the
urge to ‘give it another hour’ listen to
it!
Tightening lines to you all, sometimes you make your own luck boys
and girls. This for me, was certainly a
case of ‘meant to be’ – or is it Lucky 7
that did it? Carp fishing, you just
gotta love it! n
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I

’m a big fish angler that goes
all over Europe fishing lakes
that provide me with the
opportunity to catch fish of
70lb or more. These trips use
up most of my annual allocation of holidays and although I do
have numerous club tickets and three
separate syndicate memberships, I
really don’t make a concerted effort to
go very often in the UK, although two
of my syndicates have numerous forties to over fifty pound. I really enjoy
catching carp out of the River Trent,
and introducing my mates to the
pleasures of river carping, but those
secrets are not going to be shared in
this story.
This year has been very different,
on the foreign fishing front, with my
spring trips cancelled due to the
COVID-19 situation and a bit more
time to go in the UK to get my fix. I’ve
had a very successful spring on one of
my no publicity syndicates, and had
numerous 30 pounders on day sessions, with the odd over-nighter
thrown in. Unfortunately I can’t share
those tales, what I really would like to

share with you is my summer and
early autumn fishing sessions on
another syndicate, what I learned, my
approach and some of the results.
I’ve been a member of my Lincolnshire big fish syndicate for five
years and have really only enjoyed a
few weekends here and there during
the summer months, each and every
year since joining. The owner actually
jokes about me being solar powered
and only being there in the warm
month of July, which is not really that
far from the truth, as I’m normally
abroad in the spring for two weeks
and another two weeks in the
autumn. It’s a water that has over a
dozen forties and a couple of fifties,
it’s a really fantastic venue with great
members, facilities and just a lovely
place to unwind and hopefully catch
a few along the way.
I had a session in June and one at
the start of August where I had seen
carp, including some of the bigger
named ones, swimming near cleared
spots amongst the dense weed. The
spots were just out of wading depth,
but I could see by wading close

enough that they were what I would
call carp craters. I could wade in, drop
the rigs into the craters along with
copious amounts of Mike Willmott’s
B5, soaked in fermented pineapple
liquid, and a good kilo of pellets to get
them grubbing about.
Each spot was a one rod area only
and it was all about waiting for one
bite at a time, dropping the lead on
the take and having a hard battle on a
short line. The other two rods would
go on the normal areas at various
“wraps” recorded via my memo pad
function on my tablet. I caught well
on both sessions and the carp crater
approach worked well with one of the
known mid-forties called the Fat Italian coming to the approach at a well
spawned out and not so Fat Italian
weight of 38lb 12oz.
My next session started on the 7th
August, and I chose a swim on the
other side of the lake after having a
walk around and spotting a few
tucked away in a corner. I had a twonight session in front of me, so 10kg of
B5 was put in a bucket and covered
with lake water to start washing them
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out and as the session went on, it
would appear like the composition of
the other baits that were in the lake.
Another bucket had 5kg of Monster
mix particle and my final bucket had
5kg of 11mm halibut pellets. Once the
rods were assembled and everything
was ready to go, I spent the next two
hours up and down the bank, up
trees, watching their movements,
wading along the margins, and having a feel around with the marker
float. I was putting in large handfuls
of soaked boilies in visible clear spots
to keep my eye on them, and after
about 20 minutes the two largest
commons in the lake, both well into
the forties were
Searching out the boilies and were
virtually taking them on the drop as I
threw them in and every bait I threw
in was being searched out by one of
the half a dozen large carp in that
area of the lake. Getting a hookbait on
the spot involved putting the marker
in, throwing in handfuls of boilies,
scoops of pellets and particle, then
wading along the margin from the
swim, punching a cast under a low
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tree line, feeling the lead donk down,
and wading back to the swim. This
had to be done after every fish, and
was quite a challenge to get right
without spooking the feeding fish.
This was another one rod area and
it produced three twenties over the
session with the pick being a 23lb
common and a 20lb one eyed zip linear. Whilst that rod was producing,
none of the big commons had been
hooked and it was really a day only
spot, and needed the sun to draw the
fish into the area
The left rod was also on a clear
crater at close range and was quite
hectic with action from the small selfbred commons that inhabit the lake
and these were relocated into the onsite stock pond for growing on.
The middle rod was the banker big
fish rod, and I knew a spot that would
normally get a bite at night. Regular
spombing of all the different baits
during the two hours before nightfall
had a good spread over the lightly
weeded area and I know my rigs
would present nicely. A 20lb common
during the first night to the white B5

flouro pop-up proved they were visiting and in the area. Incidentally all
the other takes and hectic action was
coming to the same bait but in a
washed-out pink variety.
As I finished spombing and baiting
up just on dark of the second night,
that was the last of the bait gone in –
all 20kg of it. This was without a
doubt the most bait I had put in during a two-night session and more
than twice the amount I would normally use.
During the darkness the middle rod
melted off and a heavy fish was taking line and kiting right at quite a
pace, the lead had come off and
through my torch light I could see a
glowing mirror fighting along the surface with a white pop-up hanging out
of its mouth and it looked quite large.
It was to be my third member of the
lakes – A-team and another forty
pounder. It has a few names, but the
name I like is ‘The Small Mouthed
Mirror’ and it weighed 42lb 15oz. The
fish were still down a few pounds
since spawning, and far from anywhere near their best weights, but it

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Carp Fisheries

IKTUS CARP HAS WON
THE CATEGORY BEST
FRENCH HOLIDAY
DESTINATION IN OUR
BIG CARP TOP 10
COMPETITION FOR THE
2ND TIME, THEY WON
LAST YEAR TOO!

In Southern France, near the city of Pau is the Carp venue called Iktus.
The property has a total area of 100 Hectares (almost 247acres) with
the magnificent 60 year old gravel pit called Iktus Carp of 35 Hectares
(87acres). Open all year long, the lake has 15 double swims.
The fish stock consists of about 1,300 Common and Mirror Carp, with
approximately 300x40lbs, 50x50lbs, 20x60lbs and 3 fish over 70lbs,
Catfish up to 250lbs, Sturgeon to 150lb and Grass Carp to 70lbs. There
are no ‘Poisson-chat’ or ‘Crayfish’. There are toilet and shower facilities,
an on-site restaurant and bar, we rent boats, electric outboard motors,
bikes, echo sounders and all the fishing equipment you could need
with a tackle shop on site.

Web: cottingtonlakes.co.uk
Email: cottingtonlakes@outlook.com
Tel: 01304 380691

Iktus Lake Two (The Sturgeon lake) has 8 swims and holds about
500 Common and Mirror Carp with approximately 30x40lbs, 3 fish
over 60lbs, 80 Koi Carp up to 40lbs and 200 Sturgeon of 17 different
species, 8 European records, biggest 85kg (French record) and 100
Grass Carp with the biggest 55lbs.

Exclusive booking agents for Iktus Carp,
Iktus Lake Two, Iktus Runs Water
and IktusRuffaud

For information and to book a swim at one of these fantastic lakes
give Rob Watts a call at the number below.

7 Drayton
WoodRoad,
Road,Hellesdon,
Hellesdon,Norwich,
Norwich NR6
email: rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
7 Drayton
Wood
NR65BX
5BX •• email:
rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel: +44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel:
+44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk

Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st June, 2021

– SO GET LIKING!
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really doesn’t matter when everyone
is such an accomplishment for a
restricted time angler like myself.
My next session and final session of
the year started on 2nd October and I
packed up on the fourth, knowing my
next session will be in 2021 during
the warmer months. It also happened
to be a momentous day as it ended
the season on a massive high for me.
It was raining, windy and generally
miserable, but great autumnal fishing
weather and hopefully the fish would
be on the feed. This time I decided to
fish closer to the van for comfort,
putting the bivvy up, and running
everything into it to try and stay as
dry as possible, it really was damp
and miserable.
Battling against the fading light I
was able to get the rods on some
spots I knew and bait up. Two rods
went straight out on one spot and I
went to the right margin. The margin
spot could be baited by hand and
could be done by torchlight so the
area at 40 yards straight out got
baited first with a lot of mixed bait,
and before long it was dark, bivvy
light on, dinner cooking and time to
watch and listen through the letter56 Big Carp

box opening in my bivvy. The rain
was blowing straight into the front of
the bivvy and I was peeping through
a four inch gap at the top.
I know the swim quite well and
was expecting liners through the
night as the fish move through the
area, eat a bit of food as they pass
through, and hopefully pick up a
hookbait.
I heard a few bosh out round to my
left in the night, but couldn’t quite
judge the distance due to the wind
and rain. I eventually drifted off about
10.00pm and was half awake thinking
it was very quiet when the right hand
rod along the margin bent round and
I quite easily wound in a small common that I slipped back without
weighing. It was now 5.00am and I
was wide awake thinking it was too
quiet and something should have
happened out the front. I wrapped the
right hander back up and cast it back
on the spot with some more bait
sprinkled over the top.
The rest of the morning passed by
very quietly, my mate Pete arrived
about 9.30am, we had a chat and he
went to fish the other lake on the
other side of the road. I had a real nig-

gling feeling that the fish weren’t in
front or even passing through the
area, so I reeled in both rods and
decided on a change of plan. The
middle rod would go long onto a clear
area that does a few fish, but never
very many and a lot of bait went in
the area to entice them in. I had not
seen a bubble, or any sign of feeding
fish in any of the areas, it looked very
bleak and I was fishing that rod more
in hope than anything else.
I wasn’t sure what to do with the
left, I knew a few clear spots and
could actually see a few, but the
water clarity was now crystal clear
and the fish just weren’t about. I
remembered a couple of spots further
out that again were difficult awkward
casts due to trees in the swim and in
the fishing area, so I flicked the
marker out to see how clear it was.
The left side was really clear, but does
get fished and I’m sure the bigger fish
are wary of the area as it does tend to
do the smaller ones. Close by to the
right of that spot is an area that is normally weedy in the summer and a real
problem to even pull a lead back
through, but as it was now the
autumn, it felt a lot clearer so that’s
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where the left rod would go.
I knew they liked the B5 boilies and
monster particle mix, so I put 2kg of
each tightly into the area. There was
still a bit of light bottom weed about,
so I changed the set up to a solid bag,
short rig, single washed out B5 pop up
in a bag of 2mm pellets and made the
awkward cast to the spot, landed
slightly off the area I really wanted to
be in, but thought ‘that will do’ I
looked at my watch and it was
12.30pm. Time to listen to the football
and drink a few teas. By now it had
stopped raining and the wind had
dropped a bit.
At 2.30pm I had the door up, the
slight wind and rise in temperature
was drying the bivvy floor as I was
drinking my umpteenth tea of the
day. Beeeeeeeeep the screaming
shriek of the Fox RX on high-tone
was accompanied by the left-hand
rod bending round on the pod and
line being pulled off a tight clutch.
Picking the rod up and cupping the

spool didn’t have much effect on the
speed of the carp, or the direction it
was heading. I could feel it going
through weed, but it wasn’t getting
stuck, so I knew the lead was off and
I was in direct contact. Time to bring
it back from the wrong side of the
island. Tip into the water, loads of
right-hand side strain and give it the
full beans of the Free Spirit Hi S200, or
the broom sticks as my mate calls
them, (they are actually a delight to
play fish on and do everything you
want from a rod).
It was a proper war of attrition, as I
slowly started winning and bringing
back a very heavy weight to the
swim, when I thought it was safe to
lift the rod upright and get some idea
of where the carp was, I could see the
line still going out towards the spot I
had hooked it from. It had obviously
taken more line than I had thought,
and it was a case of tip back in the
water and more heavy side strain to
get it closer to the front of the swim.
It was now on a shorter line, rod tip
up in the air, change of line angle and
off it went on a couple of powerful
runs into the open water in front of
the swim. It was now squeaky bum
time as thoughts about the hook hold
and other things going wrong, as I
slowly slid the obvious 40 pounder
towards the net. I took it really slowly
as it dropped in at the first attempt.
I got the identification completely
wrong, though it was one fish, but
turned out to be another one. It didn’t
really matter as it was the fourth
member of the A-team so far, and at
42lb 2oz, it made that wet windy session all the more bearable, and I was
beaming.

Photos done, rod back on the spot,
same bag presentation and a load
more bait over the top via the spomb.
I was pleased with the re-cast, drank
a celebratory beer, then offered to
order and pay for the Indian takeaway
for Pete and I later.
5.00pm came around, the food was
ordered, delivered 45 minutes later
and we had a good chill out for an
hour. We talked about the fish stock
and one I really wanted was a mirror
that was heading towards 50lb, and
was probably between 48lb and 50lb
now and called ‘Steve’s Long Lost’. It
is a good looking fish, well proportioned and not that easy to catch. I
told Pete I would ring him when I
catch it whatever time of the day or
night it was. He just laughed and
knew how we had talked many times
about fish in the lakes that we have
fished, and how I’d caught them relatively quickly afterwards. With that
Pete went back over the road with a
full belly to cast his rods out and get
settled for the night.
I watched it get dark and the tiredness really got a grip of me as I
slipped out of my crocs and into the
sleeping bag for a nap. At 9.30pm the
same left-hand rod bent round, I woke
up like I had been electrocuted, crocs
on and I was bent into battle. This one
didn’t hold the rod bent like the last
one, and it was quite obvious that it
was a smaller fish. At 21lbs it was a
lovely common, quick mat shot with
the phone, and I slipped it back. Now
the fun would begin, a new lead on,
rod wrapped back up, fresh pop-up
on, new solid bag of pellets prepared,
and now for the cast in the dark. It is
a tight back swing, and hard to see
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the cast fly, as it was such a short
overhead cast and pick out where it
lands. Again, it didn’t land where I
really wanted it but it was close
enough and in amongst the bait.
One last cup of tea, door zipped up
and letterbox open, the rain had
started again, contact lenses out and
in the pot, glasses on the table ready,
head torch round my neck and I was
in the sleeping bag with my feet on
the hot water bottle.
I hadn’t had any sign of a liner or
the odd beep as is typical of this
swim, so the fish must have been
coming between the islands and
straight onto the baited spot. Thinking back I had heard fish just beyond
the area lumping out the previous
night, and only now realised that they
must be holding up on the other side
of the islands in my out-of-bounds
area that I couldn’t get to. I must have
nodded off again about 10.15pm and
the next thing I knew it was about
4.00am, I was wide awake and was no
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CARPING AFTER-CUT
At last, the third book from the UK’s most prolific catcher, Jim Shelley.
Following in the footsteps of his sellout second book, Carping Re-Cut, this book
documents Jim’s fishing over the last few incredible years. No one comes within
light years of Jim’s captures over this time with numerous 50-pluses from some
very testing venues and a shed full of backup 30s and 40s.

ALL BOOKS ARE
SIGNED BY JIM

Here is what Jim
had to say…
“My new book is finally
here, ‘Carping AFTERCUT’, after spending
hundreds of hours
writing it bankside.
Come join me in the
next installment
detailing my highs and
lows over the last few
years, starting from
Charnwood, Ellis,
Dinton, Fen, Swavesey,
Woolpack, Bayeswater,
Sutton, Buchan plus
some poaching for good
measure.
Like ‘Carping RE-CUT’,
there will be plenty
going on to keep you
gagging for more.”

£35.00 plus £3.00 post UK

Buy it here with paypal: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
or pay by card on our ORDER HOTLINE 01252 373658
Order NOW – don’t delay! This book will sell out fast, as the print run was only
3,000 copies. Carping Re-Cut sold out, and secondhand copies are now £100!!
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longer tired. Time for a cup of tea,
keeping warm in the bag and listening to the usual night-time noises.
Beeeeeeeeep the screaming shriek
of the Fox RX alarm again, I shot up,
head torch on, glasses on, crocs on,
zip stuck on the bivvy door, and the
alarm is still screaming with line
being taken at an alarming rate, door
finally opened, I knock my glasses off
my face and onto the floor, the head
torch now falls down over my face
and around my neck.
It felt like 20 seconds before I
finally got the rod in hand and I just
held on for grim death as the line
tightened, and the rod held round at
the test curve. God only knows how
far through the island gap the fish had
gone, so it was head down, tip down
and just keep slowly, slowly pumping
it back.
About five minutes into the fight It
was definitely back into my water, so
I slipped the head torch back into
position on my head to get a view of
where my line was going. Oh no, I
now couldn’t see as I’m so short
sighted that I can only literally see in
focus at about 2ft in front of my face. I
slackened the clutch off and walked
back to the bivvy trying to find my
60 Big Carp

glasses on the muddy bivvy floor,
found them, cleaned them on my Tshirt, glasses on ,back to the front of
the swim and get my bearings on the
fish.
In the light of the headtorch I could
see a large mirror with a very distinctive line of scales on its left flank, it
was Steve’s Long Lost, it came right
up to the net before powering about
the front and really taking line from
the clutch in bursts that coincided
with the powerful beats of its tail. It
was now 40 yards out in front of the
swim and gained all that line in a few
short seconds.
Slowly I pumped it back again, it
swam right over the net and did
another 30-yard blast out to where it
had come from. Squeaky bum time
again and it was slowly coming back
towards the net. Yes! I have got it,
quick photo of the net in the water,
calm down, check it is definitely that
fish and get the weighing gear. Wet,
zeroed and sling under the fish in the
landing net. I need not have worried
about the hook hold, the size 6 Korda
choddy was well buried beyond the
barb.
Net out of the way, admire another
40 pounder on the mat and up onto

the scales for weighing, it goes 49lbs
3ozs and a new English personal best.
Into the retainer and kettle on as I
take it all in. Oh, and on the phone to
Pete. He answers quite quickly seeing
as he was sound asleep. “I’ve done it”
I tell him, it’s a new PB. He thinks I’ve
got the big one that has been over
60lb in the past. No, I tell him, I’ve got
the last fish we were talking about
last night. It’s Steve’s Long Lost and
it’s 49lb 3oz and my fifth one of the ‘Ateam’.
Pete agreed to come over at first
light and do the photos. At that
moment I knew that would be the
end of my fishing on the lake this
year, it might sound a bit strange but
I really don’t want to catch them all
that quick, as I can never imagine me
ever giving up the ticket, and I’ve got
the rest of my life to catch them.
Four sessions this year and four of
the A-team, three in my last two sessions, resulting in a personal best is
one of the positives about 2020 and
the whole COVID-19 situation. Every
cloud and all that and I’ve thoroughly
enjoyed my summer into autumn
carping this year, tight lines, stay safe
and be lucky. As I always tell Pete, I’d
rather be lucky than good! n
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CARP IN BRONZE
F U L LY S C A L E D
MIRROR

Size: 90mm high x 145mm long,
Price: £59.95

COMMON CARP
Size: 70mm high x 135mm long,
Price: £54.95

LINEAR MIRROR
Size: 80mm high x 115mm long,
Price: £49.95

Each bronze is made in England.
Shipping: Single unit based
on latest Royal Mail prices:
UK first class = £2.70
EU small packet = £3.40
World zone 1 = £5
World zone 2 = £5.10
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Baby Baz
By Jack Greenway

I

t was Saturday the 19th and I
found myself en-route to
Ty r a m , I w a s e x t r e m e l y
excited. Knowing full well
that Baz loves to feed on a
new moon phase, I really felt
like this was my chance at catching
this epic old carp! I arrived at the lake
during the late afternoon and for the
first time in a long time, the lake was
severely busy. My jaw dropped with
disbelief; I just hoped the area that I
was hoping to fish was available.
As I got to the main car park, I
glanced across the lake to see that
the swim that I had been baiting was
empty, I could not believe my eyes! I
wasted no time loading up the carp
porter and making my way around to
my chosen area. The first night
passed very uneventfully but with the
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lake being so busy it really didn’t surprise or worry me in the slightest, as I
knew that when all the pressure was
relieved the following day that the
bites would come.
On Monday Morning I sat up on my
bed at around 6am, watching the mist
rise off the lake as the morning
unfolded. At 8am on the dot the middle rod pulled up tight and I was into
what was a very lively and characterful mirror.
Once I had returned the lovely mirror it was quite clear that there was
still a particularly good chance of
another bite, with the odd patch of
bubbles still appearing I looked in
prime position!
At 10am the sound of the R3
grabbed my attention as the tip of the
left-hand rod swung round! As soon

as I struck the rod, I was greeted with
a huge eruption on the surface down
to my left, it was at that point I knew
what I was attached to. After an
almighty battle I got my first glance of
what was quite clearly Baz! My heart
was beating out of my chest, my
stomach dropped, and I found myself
trying to calm myself down. I had all
manner of thoughts racing through
my mind as this huge, framed mirror
edged closer and closer to my net.
After another gasp for air the queen of
the lake slowly slipped over my net
cord and it was at that point i
screamed out “Yes!!, I’ve Got you!”.
After a quick call to a good mate, it
was soon time to hold my nemesis up
for the camera. Weighing in at an
almighty 52lb 4oz, the relief and smile
on my face said it all. n

Baby Baz Exclusive
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Confusion to
Infusion
By Grant Walters

W

ith a year of
what can only
be described
as surreal,
many of us
f o u n d o u rselves filling the void in our lives
caused by the pandemic with new
and sometimes wonderful hobbies to
get through the lockdown period. For
myself I returned to an area of our
loved sport that over the last couple of
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years I had put on the back burner
that I have a huge passion and possibly an obsession for, which is the art
of bait making.
Way back in the early 90s aged 13 I
first became interested in boiled
baits, quizzing the local carp anglers
of the now gone fishery Westfield
lakes and reading for information
published. I remember well how difficult it was to acquire advise on bait
making due to the secret squirrel

nature of both bait making and carp
fishing in general really and if it was
not for the likes of Rod and Kevin
Maddocks published work alongside
Julian Cundiffe and Andy Little to
name but a few for their weekly editorials in the mags during these times I
may never have got into carp fishing
in the way I did.
Back then the emphasis on what
makes for a good quality carp bait
was all about HNV but as we now

Confusion to Infusion Exclusive
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BIG CARP TOP TEN
French Holiday Destination

France’s premier runs water
For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com
Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news

www.lakefishabil.com
07810 710 880

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland
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magazine, Bountyhunter Publications have put
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up a fantastic prize of 18 carp books worth £540! BOUNTYHUNTE

One lucky winner gets...
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The Darker Side Of Carp Fishing, Under The Radar, River Carping, Canal Carping,
Urban Carping, Rotary Letter Volume 1, Off The Beaten Track, More River Carping,
Advanced Terminal Rigs, Bait And Baiting Strategies, River’s End,
Rotary Letter Volume 2, Watercraft, Rotary Letter Volume 3, Rotary Letter Volume 4,
Tactics Spring/Summer, Tactics Autumn/Winter, Further Off The Beaten Track

You also get two chances to win!!

Chance 1 – Go to the Rob Maylin Facebook fan page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top), like and share it and post
‘done’ in the messages. It’s as simple as that!
Chance 2 – Go to the Big Carp magazine page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top),
like and share it and post ‘done’ in the messages.
It’s as simple as that!

Get liking
and good luck,
Rob Maylin

Rob will pick one winner at random on the closing date – 1st June, 2021
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ALREADY HAD ENOUGH
OF THE CORONA VIRUS?
SELF ISOLATION - SOCIAL DISTANCING
HOUSE BOUND - SELF QUARANTINE
SUPERMARKET CHAOS - WORKING FROM HOME
Why not relax, sit down somewhere quiet with a good book?
Let you mind wander down to the lake on a warm sunny day.
The ﬁsh are bubbling. Feeding without caution.
Today’s the day!! Holding your prize for the camera.

NEW BOOKS

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk/online-shop.html
NEW AND OLD BOOKS:

www.ebay.co.uk/usr/rarecarpbooksunlimited

Totally safe and virus free – there’s
nothing quite like reading a good book
to free your mind from all this anxiety.
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Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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know theirs far more than just protein that carp require
within their diet and as the years progressed so did my
knowledge of what is needed to make a well-rounded bait
that not only offers a source of protein but also the vitamins, fibre and carbohydrates our beloved species require
and can digest.
Fast forward to now and with the first lockdown being
implemented my passion for bait making was reborn. The
old note pads were dragged out of the cupboard and their
followed hours of tinkering in my bait shed with ingredients, flavours and base mixes that had accounted for many
fish for myself over the years.
As many of you know due to the ever changing EU laws
many of the chemicals and liquids once used are no longer
allowed and because of this certain flavours and feed stimulators had to be changed which at first gave me a head
ache until I found a combination that I was happy with but
needed testing.
For the last four years I have been part of the Rod
Hutchinson Tackle and bait company now owned by the
Cooke’s family who are one of largest seed and animal feed
companies in the UK and it was with their ingredients and
flavours the now named Infusion was born.
With the lockdown rules and only local travel allowed I
decided for my own exercise to walk around my local clubs
reservoir taking with me a few kilo of both the Infusion and
another firm favourite of mine every couple of days to introduced into a few areas within the res hoping that when the
time came that we was safe to re start our sport my spots
would be primed and the carp within it had started to see
my bait as a natural feed source, Little did I know this was
going to be the start of a journey I was probably not ready
for and expecting in any way.
Don’t miss part two in next month’s Big Carp. n
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Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

Angler: Dave Hogg
Capture: ‘Oggie’ 30lb

www.cooleacresfishery.co.uk
L: 01270 812929
M: 07747 007669
e-Mail brian.reilly@live.co.uk
Like us on Facebook
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Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends
Early in 2019, I published a Big Carp magazine devoted solely to the River Thames. It was another first for Big
Carp, as there had never been a magazine of its kind. It was a sellout nationwide, such was the interest from
carp anglers, whether they were river anglers or, so it was obvious a book was to be my next project. Six months
later and I have something a bit special for you – long overdue in my opinion – another first for Bountyhunter
Publications and a book EVERY carp angler, novice or expert, still water angler or river angler should read, a
book dedicated solely to the greatest river in the UK, a river that glides majestically through our capital and
contains some of the finest looking carp in the land – The River Thames.
Every carp in this book was caught from Old Father Thames, some huge carp – thirties, forties and a fifty, but
why are so many Thames monsters being caught now? Where have they come from, and where is the best area
to fish if you want to catch these monsters of the flow? This
issue will answer these questions and more.
In 2018, Ash Geden rocked the news feed with his capture
of three Thames forties, and his chapter 'Chasing Dreams on
the River Thames' makes breathtaking reading.
Nick Helleur also landed the first Thames fifty in 2018 after
a two-year campaign for this, the King Of The Thames. As with
most river carp, The King was an escapee, almost certainly
due to its location originally being one of the Dinton Pastures
stock. This fish has been the Thames record for many years,
although most of the previous captors have kept their catch
under wraps. However, this carp has featured in Big Carp a
few times in the past, right back to when it was only 30lb, and
more recently when caught by Katch Bullet and Steve
Shenfield at weights in the low forties. Here for the first time
is the history of The King, along with many interesting facts
about the Thames and its carp stock. Nick’s capture will
certainly mean other high profile anglers will soon be visiting
this stretch… Anglers like Terry Hearn and Dave Lane will
undoubtedly already be making plans!
David Wallen’s fantastic 'Life on the Thames' chapter also
features some huge river carp and tells the tale of life while
boat fishing this amazing venue, the largest piece of water in
the UK – the planning, the prepping and the dedication
needed to be successful. Aiden Savan’s account of his Thames
life emphasises the passion these guys have and the respect these fish have earned, while Simon Rumsey’s
chapter focuses on his hunt for his first Thames thirty, something we can all relate to.
Mikey Frost’s huge Thames common would have been a record not so long ago, the highlight of his neverending campaign so far. Mike Wilson takes a look back at his long Thames fishing history and also asks what is
the true origin of Thames carp? Zeth Christie has spent many years targeting these magical Thames fish; he’s a
great all-round angler and a great addition to this book. Jason Smith’s chapter emphasises the dedication that
some of these Thames carpers go to consistently catch these beautiful creatures.
One of our great lady anglers, Jo Green, also has a passion for these stunning beasts, and her chapter on the
Berkshire Thames makes exciting reading. Paul Miller has spent over 15 years fishing, moved onto the Thames
when syndicate carping lost its appeal, and he never regretted it! Graham Stevens spends a season on the
Thames, catching some incredible Thames specimens. It’s a milestone in carp angling literature – the first carp
book ever solely dedicated to the Thames.

Rob Maylin
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Still the proper carp angler’s favourite read

Also available this month,
Big Carp Issue 294.
Miss it and miss out!
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I can’t understand why
this petition isn’t flying
towards 100,000
signatures, I’ve shared
and shared. Posted on my
wall ‐ just 2 friends
signed it, less than 20
people have signed it today. I’ve even joined twitter ‐ admittedly I
don’t know what I’m doing! There must be millions of people in
the UK that share our opinion. Just don’t get it.
Sam Colclough
Petition: Commit to a public review of HS2 project and suspend
all on‐going work now
A review of HS2 due to enormous changes in the last month,
which significantly alter the basis on which the original decision
was made.
The review should consider data on anticipated journeys, demands
on public expenditure, increased national debt and the potential
impact of Covid 19.
More details
1. The pandemic has forced people to explore technology and the
practicality of home working. This could change the justification
for HS2;
2. The pandemic has highlighted investment needed in NHS. This
investment should take priority to HS2;
3. The country is incurring enormous costs as a result of the
pandemic. It is questioned we can now aﬀord HS2;
4. Covid‐19 has left a society shocked and emotionally shaken. The
nation needs to heal; this project could lead to more division.
Government responded: This response was given on 20 July 2020
The Government is doing whatever is necessary to deal with
Covid‐19, while continuing to invest in the country’s future
infrastructure and level up the economy. That is why we are
getting on with HS2.
At 100,000 signatures...
At 100,000 signatures, this petition will be considered for debate
in Parliament
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Carpy News
Fish safely, locally and respect
the ‘rule of two’ during lockdown
Having now examined the government’s new Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England) (No. 4)
Regulations the Angling Trust is
pleased to be able to offer some initial
guidance and interpretation to
anglers and fishery providers. Our formal guidelines will be published following further consultation with colleagues at Sport England and DCMS
once Parliament has debated the regulations today and passed them into
law.
Overall the Angling Trust is pleased
that ministers have recognised the
value of allowing angling and some
other forms of outdoor recreation to
continue through the forthcoming
lockdown period in England. However, the new rules are more compli-

Carpy Humour
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cated than we had hoped and anglers
should be fully aware of what we can
and can’t do in the next 28 days.
How to fish
The regulations are clear and you can
only leave home to fish with members
of your own household, your support
bubble or with one other individual.
The Rule of Six is now effectively the
Rule of Two for most of us. The tightening of the rules on ‘gatherings’
means that match fishing or any other
organised fishing event is prohibited
by law during lockdown. However,
competitive fishing will be able to
resume once there is a return to the
three tier system of restrictions.
On this basis we can announce
that all Angling Trust competitions
are suspended for the period covering
5th November – 2nd December 2020.
Where to fish
Angling is deemed a permissible form
of ‘outdoor recreation’, and a lawful
reason to leave home. It can take
place, without time limits, within the
provision allowing people “to visit a
public outdoor space for the purposes
of open air recreation”.
A ‘public outdoor space’ is defined
as an ‘outdoor place to which the

public have, or are permitted, access
(whether on payment or otherwise).’
We believe this clearly includes riverbanks, towpaths, beaches and stillwaters that can either be accessed
freely or on the payment of a day
ticket or subscription levied by the
owner or leased to a publicly available
fishing association. The Government
clearly intends for people to be able to
take their outdoor exercise and recreation in the form of angling and these
regulations allow this to occur.
Fisheries are not on the published
list of businesses that the government
has ordered to close and there is no
reason that they should do so providing that they operate in accordance
with the rules.
It does not permit club outings or
organised amateur sporting activities
of any sort. All indoor or social facilities in any way connected with a fishing venue must close or refer to the
relevant Government guidance. Fishing tackle shops, whether onsite or
not, can only operate a ‘click and collect’ service.
Travelling to fish
Whilst the Government have chosen
not to write their travel guidance into
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law we are urging anglers to respect
the advice which states that it is permissible to travel in order:
“to spend time or exercise outdoors
– this should be done locally wherever possible, but you can travel to do
so if necessary (for example, to access
an open space)”
Put simply, you can travel to go
fishing but long journeys should be
avoided ‘wherever possible’. Sea
anglers should focus on their local
beaches and fishing marks and freshwater anglers should not be travelling
hundreds of miles in search of fishing
during lockdown. It is up to the individual to apply common sense and
act within the spirit of the Government’s guidance. You absolutely cannot leave home to fish if you have
Coronavirus symptoms or are self-isolating.
How long to fish
There are no limits on the time that

can be spent on outdoor recreation
which means that anglers are able to
continue fishing into and through the
hours of darkness providing the other
rules are observed.
Fishery management
Essential fishery management work,
which clearly cannot be undertaken
from home, can continue as can any
necessary, socially distanced working
parties which fall within the provisions for ‘voluntary work’. Appropriate risk assessments must be in place
and numbers should sensibly managed.
Summary
This is going to be an extremely difficult period for everybody and as
anglers we must recognise that we
are fortunate that our chosen form of
recreation can continue even though
there are restrictions on what we can
do. The Angling Trust made the case
for fishing based on the health and

wellbeing benefits that angling offers
coupled with the importance of
reducing pressure on other open
spaces by allowing us to continue to
safely enjoy the social isolation and
peace that fishing brings. It is incumbent on us all to continue to act
responsibly and to fish safely, fish
locally and respect the Rule of Two.
Jamie Cook, Angling Trust CEO,
said:
“We are obviously pleased that
fishing can continue during lockdown
even with the restrictions that are in
place which have to temporarily suspend match fishing. Angling has conducted itself safely and responsibly
throughout this pandemic and the
Angling Trust is determined to ensure
that our chosen form of outdoor recreation remains part of the solution
rather than the problem. To do this
anglers must continue to fish safely,
locally and responsibly. “ n

News from Angling Trust and Fish Legal
Chance to win £2,000
and raise funds for
the Trust’s work

Online invasive species survey

Our popular Christmas raffle is an
important fundraiser for the Angling
Trust. For just £2 per ticket you can
support our work whilst hopefully
winning a little something for yourself, too!
First prize is £2,000 CASH with fantastic runner up prizes including
£1,500 and £750 of Daiwa UK tackle
and Glasgow Angling Centre Fishing
Megastore vouchers. You must be 18
years or over to enter. n

There’s still time to take part in our survey, in collaboration with the University
College London, to understand current awareness of invasive non-native species
and what we at the Trust can do to assist in managing the issue. n

Top tips for
winter fishing
Heavy rain can make for
challenging fishing, but
with the right mindset it’s
still possible to enjoy some
great sport! In their latest
blog post, Dom Garnett and
the Freshwater Team have
some essential tips for staying safe and enjoying excellent fishing, regardless of
the weather. n
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Please follow the lockdown rules
– message from CEO Jamie Cook

Call to halt
hydropower
expansion
As part of the Missing Salmon Alliance,
the Angling Trust has joined with organisations from across Europe in supporting
a manifesto calling for a halt to expansion
of hydropower in rivers. The manifesto
challenges the assumption that in-river
hydropower is a clean, green, sustainable
way of generating power with little or no
consequences, and highlights the loss of
freshwater environments and the negative impact on migratory fish. n

“I want to thank anglers for fishing responsibly during this lockdown. It is clear
from the messages we have received that, despite the restrictions, thousands of
anglers are adhering to the guidance and still enjoying their fishing. It is absolutely vital that anglers continue to fish safely, locally and responsibly throughout
this pandemic.” – Jamie Cook, CEO, Angling Trust & Fish Legal
The Angling Trust has produced a series of documents to assist anglers, clubs
and fisheries during the current pandemic lockdown in England. These free
advice guides are ideal to download and store on your phone. You can also find
more information on the Angling Trust’s dedicated Covid-19 Support Hub. n

Saving roach on
Hampshire Avon

Fishing Buzz for fantastic videos
Did you know
there are over 700
angling videos
and articles on our
website Fishing
Buzz? With
lockdown
restrictions in
place in England,
many of us will be
fishing a lot closer
to home. Check
out this video
with Matrix’s Lee
Wright to pick up
some great tips on
fishing canals! n

The Avon Roach Project book chronicles
the fantastic work of Trevor Harrop and
Budgie Price in helping to restore the
once threatened roach stocks of the
beautiful Hampshire Avon. The book is
now available to order online or you can
follow the link through to their website,
where Trev and Budgie have also posted
a blog of their 2020 activities. There’s a
hardback edition at £25 plus £5 P&P and
a special limited leather edition of just 50
copies at £185 plus £5 P&P. n

Reminder: AGM on November 28
This year’s Annual
General Meetings
for the Angling
Trust and Fish
Legal are being
held online on
Saturday,
November 28th.
If you want to
attend please
register
beforehand. n
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Show your
support...
buy a
branded
shirt
Show your support for our Anglers
Against Pollution campaign and raise
much needed funds to help the fight
by buying our branded clothing. Cotton processing and dyeing causes
pollution in many countries, so we
have worked hard to find a manufacturer whose supply chain ensures
that our shirts and hoodies don’t
damage the environment. Our shirts
cost a little more than the bargain
outlets on the high street, but you will
know that you are actively helping to
keep our rivers, lakes and oceans
clean and pollution free.
Fish Legal forces back down over
Hoveton Broad fish barriers
The legal action being taken by
Fish Legal on behalf of Angling Trust
and Broads Angling Services has won
the first battle to halt the Hoveton
Great Broad fish barriers and save the
Broads bream. n

Get the kettle on!
Let’s have a social
and talk about the
good old days.
Every carp angler should have their
own Pennywise. Though our good
friend, Terry the dwarf, has offered to
dress up as Pennywise and turn up in
the dark of the night while anglers are
sleeping on their bedchairs and
introduce himself while wearing a full
bodycam.
Back in the day we did something
similar Rob, dressed as Mummies.
Though Tel has been cancelled for
panto this year and needs something
to keep him active.
We have also given him a handful of
target celebrity carp anglers to sneak
up on in the night. Which include
Nigel Sharp, Ian Poole, and Rob
Hughes… Get that kettle on!
Keep up the good work!
Kibsee
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Steve Briggs – Always makes me smile when
someone spots one of these Joan serving Barnaby a
cup of tea in Midsomer Murders, which was sent
over by an eagle-eyed viewer.

CARP CHAT
Carpy Humour from Dr. Kibble Lockeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
It’s a funny old world. I blame the
King of carp bling Martin Locke
myself, for my personal love of sheep.
Back in the day some carp anglers in
Kent used to call him ‘The Shepherd’.
Apparently, he could name every
sheep within a ten-mile radius of his
house. There was Sally, Barbara,
Sheila, Roxanne, the names were endless. I did hear once he had his carp
buzzers converted. So, when he got a
run, they would make a loud sound of
Baa… baa… baa… baaaaaaaa!…
Only a rumour though. When he was
on ‘Rainbow’ Bungle and George had
the right hump with him. He showed
no love for bears or hippopotamuses… Though if you are ever in the
great man’s company. Just pop a few
sheep breeds into the conversation.
Like Awassi, Bleu du Maine, Cheviot,
Dorset Down, Grey Troender, Kerry
Hill, Marwari, Poll Dorset, Romanov,
Santa Cruz, and especially a Zackel.
Then watch his little eyes light up.
His favourite I believe is the Exmoor

Horn though… Apparently every
sheep expert loves a Exmoor Horn.
Say no more squire. All I know if a
sheep hasn’t got legs, you might be
actually looking at a cloud, or the
medication you’re on is far too strong.
I’ve had sheepless nights thinking

about this for months. Fake news, and
rumours from Kent. or Shear madness? I let you decide for yourselves. I
know nothing Governor!… I think
Rob, I might have let the lamb out of
the bag, with this tale from the
water’s edge. n
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Sport England bosses learn about
increase in angling numbers
Sport England’s Director of Sport Phil
Smith and Director of Communications Ali Donnelly joined the Angling
Trust’s Jamie Cook and Martin Salter
as guests of Godalming Angling Society at Marsh Farm for their first ever
fishing trip.
Marsh Farm is home to specimen
tench and crucians as well as being a
thriving match and day ticket fishery.
It was one of the first fisheries in the
country to benefit from Sport England
investment and its success is testament to the dedication and hard work
of the club’s committee and volunteers.
Sport England work with the
Angling Trust to maintain active
lifestyles through sport and are
acutely aware of the benefits to physical health and mental wellbeing
angling delivers.
As skilled sporting enthusiasts in
their own right, Ali and Phil hit the
ground running and with the support
o f G o d a l m i n g ’s s k i l l e d L e v e l 2
coaches they managed six different
species and even encountered the
crucian carp which have made the
fishery famous. Not a bad start on a
chilly day with falling water temperatures!
Jamie Cook, CEO of Angling Trust
& Fish Legal, said:
“More than ever, it is important that
we do more to promote the benefits of
fishing to the wider community and

Ali Donnelly.
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Ali Donnelly and Phil Smith from Sport England with Jamie Cooke in background.

encourage our friends and colleagues
to give the sport a try. I know firsthand just how hard Ali and Phil have
worked over the past six months to
help sports like ours to continue and
it was fantastic to hear that they both
felt a sense of relaxation and enjoyment from their first experience of
fishing.
“I wasn’t surprised to see their
competitive nature kicking in as the
fish began to feed. However, I think it
would be fair to call this first round a
score draw and we look forward to
welcoming back both Phil and Ali, as
well as their colleagues and families,
for another try at fishing. In these difficult times I urge all anglers to introduce someone new to our wonderful
pastime.”
Mike Holcombe, Vice President of
Godalming Angling Society, said:
“We were delighted to host the
Angling Trust and Sport England at
Marsh Farm and show what we have
developed here over the last 15 years.
“Since the change in Covid restrictions in May allowing fishing to
recommence, we have experienced a
20% surge in new member applications, with nearly 300 joining the
Society from May to September this
year.
“This together with so many not
working, or furloughed, plus the
school closures, has resulted in all of
our fisheries being very popular with
anglers fishing safely on our banks
seven days every week.”
Phil Smith added:
“It was fantastic to see first-hand

one of the outstanding angling locations in the country and a real treat to
get to know the people behind the
Godalming Angling Society, who are
doing a great job in engaging people
of all ages in their community.
“We know that getting outside and
taking part in much loved pastimes is
vitally important for mental wellbeing
and it was uplifting to hear how much
work the Angling Trust are putting in
to make sure that in these challenges
times that people are able to do just
that.” n

Phil Smith.
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Norfolk Broads fish barriers face legal challenge

Acting on behalf of the Angling Trust
and the Broads Angling Services
Group, solicitors at Fish Legal have
issued a legal challenge against the
decision by the Environment Agency
(EA) and Natural England to press
ahead with plans to install fish barriers to block off vital spawning
grounds in Norfolk’s Hoveton Great
Broad.Top fisheries scientists at the
Institute of Fisheries Management,
who formally reviewed the project.
came to the same conclusions as the
EA’s own fisheries experts judging
the barriers to be potentially harmful
and recommending that they should
not proceed.
Part of the application for a Judicial
Review of the decision to proceed
with the fish barriers is based on the
EA ignoring the advice of their own
specialists.
The EA Fisheries Team stated:
“It follows that the proposed
biomanipulation methodology, involving the installation of fish proof barriers to prevent fish accessing the habitats currently found within HGB
[Hoveton Great Broad] carries a high
risk of detrimental impacts to the fish
populations of both HGB and the
Northern Broads system.”
They also warned that in granting
a permit, the EA would be in breach
of its statutory obligations under the
Water Framework Directive (WFD)
and that the precedent set would by
highly damaging both to the reputation of the Agency and its ability to
function in future as a credible environmental regulator.
“The impacts on fish cannot be
mitigated at a waterbody level within
HGB. Deteriorations in Fish Element
Status are not permissible under WFD
and the impacts and potential risks to
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fish arising from the proposed activity
are incompatible with the exercise of
our statutory fisheries obligations in
respect of the Broads fishery
resource.”
Other grounds for Review
include:Unfair and unlawful public
consultation as evidence by the failure to place relevant information,
including the objections from EA fishery staff, in the public domain.Failure
to follow obligations under the Water
F r a m e w o r k D i r e c t i v e. T h e W F D
requires getting waterbodies and
linked waters to “Good Ecological
Status” but failed to take into account
the fact that Hoveton Great Broad
would go from being a prolific spawning area to having no fish.Natural
England gave an assurance that it
would not go ahead if there was a
‘significant impact on fish’’
Natural England and the Environment Agency have 21 days to lodge
their “acknowledgment of service”
under which they states if they want
to fight or concede the case against
them.
Martin Salter, Head of Policy at the
Angling Trust, said:“It’s a shame it
has come to this as we pleaded with
both agencies not to waste public
money contesting our challenge to
their palpably absurd and environmentally disastrous decision. It was
scandalous that the Angling Trust had
to use Freedom of Information legislation to force the EA to make public
the views of their own Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology team in
East Anglia who had spent seven
years on fish surveys, studies and tagging at a cost of more than £250,000
of rod licence and taxpayers’
money.”Their evidence showed that
the proposed barriers would be harm-

ful to the recruitment of bream stocks
in the Northern Broads. Bream are
one of the iconic species upon which
the £100 million angling economy of
the Norfolk Broads depends and we
trust that the courts will agree and
put an end to this nonsense once and
for all.”
Kelvin Allen, Chairman of Broads
Angling Servives Group, added:
“Since the EA granted the permit, It
is very evident now we have all the
relevant documents from the engagement of Fish Legal, that neither the
internal objection from the EA Fisheries based on clear evidenced work
was going to influence the outcome.
The telling internal papers from Natural England, only released to us three
weeks ago, show their true colours
and objectives of the project, set
against all the public environment
statements that fish would receive
protection seem worthless. Let’s give
the fish a voice for once!”
Justin Neal, Head Solicitor at Fish
Legal, said: “It took almost two
months after the permit was granted
for the EA to disclose the reasons for
their decision. The EA fishery team’s
scientifically-based objections and
other documents used to reach the
EA’s permitting decision were kept
from the public. The relevant documentation was not shared during the
consultation. Meanwhile, Natural
England said it would not continue
with the project if the fisheries team
objected. But there is no sign that
they intend to hold to that commitment. That is why we have launched
the legal challenge at the High Court
on behalf of the Angling Trust and the
Broads Angling Services Group.”
More information:Martin Salter
07976 946033. n
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Angling Trust launches major campaign to end pollution
and halt decline in Britain’s rivers, lakes and coastal waters
The Angling Trust today launches a
major campaign to halt the decline in
Britain’s waters and protect the environment for future generations.
With every water body in England
assessed against the Water Framework standard failing, our rivers, lakes
and coastal waters are in crisis with
pollution from farming, sewage, plastics and litter the main cause.
Our Anglers Against Pollution campaign aims to give anglers a voice in
ensuring this Government lives up to
its rhetoric on improving our environment and meets its own legal responsibilities.
The campaign calls for:
• Better monitoring of our waters
• Proper enforcement of existing
laws and regulations
• Stricter punishments against polluters to discourage them from polluting again
• A review of existing laws to help
close loopholes
Together with climate change, pollution in rivers, lakes and estuaries is
having a catastrophic effect on plants
and wildlife – and the biggest threat
is in freshwater species. A recent
WWF Living Planet Report estimated
an 84 per cent loss in freshwater biodiversity.
Combined sewage overflows
(CSOs) are meant to only allow water
companies to pump raw sewage into
our rivers in exceptional circumstances. Yet in 2019, 6,508 CSOs
released untreated sewage into our
rivers 204,134 times. In total, they discharged raw sewage for 1.53 million
hours across nine water companies.

Exceptional circumstances?
At the same time, the Environment
Agency seemed to be turning a blind
eye. Its own river quality monitoring
programme reduced the number of
samples taken by over a quarter in the
last five years, from 126,723 in 2014 to
94,408 in 2019. And the number of
places it took those sample from was
reduced from 17,970 to 14,498. Worryingly, the number of river habitat surveys undertaken by the Agency
crashed from 312 in 2014 to just eight
in 2019.
It is not only the monitoring of
rivers that are suffering. Enforcement
of the rules has been devastated, too.
A good example is a group of regulations called the Farming Rules for
Water. Introduced in 2018, these rules
require good farming practice so that
farmers manage their land both to
avoid water pollution and to benefit
their business. Yet due to a lack of
resources, the Environment Agency
cannot enforce these rules properly.
With such few staff, it is estimated
each farm in England is likely to get a
visit to check they are following the
rules about once every 100 years.
Stuart Singleton-White, Angling
Trust’s Head of Campaigns, said:
“The Agency is struggling, but it is
hardly surprising when it has seen its
budget reduced by 57 per cent since
2010. It is hard to see how such drastic cuts are benefiting the taxpayer,
but it is easy to see how our rivers are
paying the price.
“The waters we fish are in crisis
and things are becoming worse, not
better. This Government has repeat-

edly said that the UK wishes to be a
world leader in conserving both the
environment and biodiversity but has
frequently failed to back this up with
action. Enough is enough!”
Jamie Cook, CEO of Angling Trust
& Fish Legal, said:
“The Angling Trust has been campaigning for cleaner waterways since
1948 and through our Anglers Against
Pollution campaign seeks to give
anglers a voice in the fight for a better
future for our environment by holding
the Government to account for its
promises and its responsibilities.
“Our waterways are suffocating
from all forms of pollution – from agricultural runoff to plastics, chemical
pesticides to raw sewage. Time is no
longer a luxury we can afford in the
fight for a cleaner tomorrow for our
environment, our fish and our fishing.”
Anglers Against Pollution has
already attracted support from highprofile anglers. Marina Gibson,
founder of the Northern Fishing
School and specialist game angler,
said:
“We have laws in place that should
be protecting our waterways from
pollution, but they are simply not
being enforced in a meaningful way.
Everyone wants to blame the Environment Agency, but we really need
to be scrutinising the Government
and asking why enforcement is so
under resourced and de-prioritised.
It’s time to invest in enforcement,
incentivise the updating of sewage
systems, and ensure that companies
and individuals who pollute our rivers
are held to account. If we don’t act
now it will be too late.”
Dai Gribble, former Drennan Cup
winner and specialist coarse angler,
said:
“Anglers are amongst those most
directly affected by poor water quality. Agriculture and sewage are the
source of both headline grabbing
incidents that kill fish but are also
responsible for many minor incidents
that have a more insidious impact on
water quality. The Environment
Agency can tackle both using existing legislation. In my experience from
working with the Environment
Agency, more bodies are needed in
the field rather than behind desks.”
The Angling Trust is calling on
anglers to support Anglers Against
Pollution by signing the petition on
the Angling Trust website. n
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Court orders Caerphilly Council to pay £30,000 to
angling club after botched de-silting works
Cardiff County Court last week found
in favour of the Rhymney and District
Angling Society in a long-running
claim against Caerphilly County Borough Council after the club’s fishery
at Parc Cwm Darran was decimated
when a lake was negligently drained
down to carry out desilting works in
2013.
The Council failed to put protection
in place to prevent fish being lost via
an outlet pipe and left the water levels
in the lake so low that most of the
carp, bream and roach suffocated in
the exposed silt. On the final day of a
three-day trial by video, the Judge
ordered the Council to pay the
angling club over £30,000 in damages
as well as substantial legal costs.
The trial was the culmination of a
seven-year battle for justice after the
Council denied responsibility for the
flawed works and even that any fish
had died, and refused to pay the club
anything towards restoring the fishery.
Five members of the club and two
local residents gave evidence via
video about the extent of the draindown, the fish losses and the impact
on the club, which holds the fishing
rights on Deri Lake at Parc Cwm Darran.
The 140 member strong club based
near Bargoed in the Rhymney Valley
was only able to fight the Council
with the backing of Fish Legal – a
membership association that uses the
law to protect fisheries on behalf of its
angler members.
Jesse Pugh, Secretary of the Rhymney & District Angling Society, said:
“Deri Lake is an artificial lake that

Deri Lake at Parc Cwm Darran after it had been drained.

was constructed on former colliery
land following the closure of Ogilvie
coal mine. The club leased it in 2010
from the Council and invested considerable time and money into making it a popular fishing venue by
installing fishing platforms, stocking
and carrying out regular maintenance. By 2012 it had become our
best fishery.
“In 2013, the Council decided to
carry out works to trap incoming silt.
Unfortunately, it started these works
without informing the club or Natural
Resources Wales, opened the outlet
pipe without ensuring a grid was in
place and drained down the shallow
lake by over a metre without monitoring the impact on the fish. The club
found out this was happening and
waded out into the exposed silt to try
to rescue any fish that had not already
died. Afterwards, when we asked for

Five members of Rhymney & District Angling Society and two local residents
attending the court hearing by video link .
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compensation in order to be able to
re-stock, the Council told us we had
no proof that any fish had died
because we had taken no photographs of dead fish. They have
maintained that position for the past
seven years.”
He added: “It is a great relief that
the court has now found that we have
been telling the truth all along and
has awarded us compensation for the
loss of our best fishery over those
years. In fact, it is now returning to its
former high quality after re-stocking
in 2018-19.”
“None of this would have been possible without the help of Fish Legal
and without doubt every penny that
we’ve paid for membership of the
organisation has proven to be well
and truly worthwhile. We, as a small
club, would in no way have had the
finances to pursue this matter to a
conclusion without Fish Legal and
would strongly advise any club that
leases water to become members.”
Andrew Kelton, Solicitor for Fish
Legal, said: “I am glad to say that the
court’s judgment has completely vindicated the club’s version of events in
early 2013, which they were formally
accused of fabricating during the
trial. By contrast, the Council’s version was in effect found to be completely unreliable. We do not know
why it did not admit its fault and settle the case much earlier, but I do
know the club is greatly relieved that
justice has at last been achieved. I
found Jesse Pugh and Brian Rees
(club chairman) to be models of
integrity throughout the whole process.” n
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Government rejects plea to add cormorants
to the General Licence
Once again, government ministers
have failed to approve proposals that
would help control cormorant numbers in the UK and give fish stocks
some protection from the unsustainable levels of predation caused by
these birds, whose numbers have
skyrocketed over the last 30 years.
Representations from anglers and
fishery owners were ignored and the
new general licences, which come
into force on January 1st, make no
allowance for the need to have better
controls on fish-eating birds.
The current cumbersome and
bureaucratic Natural England licensing scheme for cormorant control
remains in place with a national cap
of 3,000 birds in any one year.
Background
Working with the Avon Roach Project
and other partners, the Angling Trust
led a campaign to have cormorants
added to the general shooting licence,
along with jackdaws, magpies and
pigeons, so that their numbers could
be kept down to sustainable levels.
A review of the General Licence
was announced last year, and the
Trust submitted a comprehensive
case to Ministers making the following key points:
• The biodiversity of our rivers and
still waters are at serious risk from
excessive predation from cormorants.
• The abundance and range of cormorants have both increased dramatically in recent decades to often
unsustainable levels in many areas,
with an influx of the migrant European sub-species Phalacrocorax
carbo sinensis from mainland
Europe.
• 86% of rivers in the UK are failing to
meet the standard of good ecological condition measured against the
Water Framework Directive – with
part of the assessment based upon
general fish assemblage.
• It is an accepted fact that predation
by cormorants is a significant factor
in fish population declines, particularly in the context of low flows,
loss of spawning habitat, barriers to
migration and pollution that
threaten the regeneration of fish
populations.
• Modification of our rivers by man
has resulted in all coarse and game
fish species being increasingly vulnerable to cormorants as they try to
migrate up and down rivers
through weirs, hydropower plants

and other man-made barriers to
complete their life cycles. Cormorants pose a direct threat to designated endangered fish species
protected under European legislation, including European eel,
Atlantic salmon, lamprey and bullhead.
• Overwintering cormorants in England are now estimated at over
30,000. Each individual requires
approximately 500g (in excess of
1lb) of fish every day.
• The Eel Management Plans submitted and accepted by the European Commission estimate that
between 29 & 43 tonnes of endangered eels are eaten by cormorants
every year in England and Wales.
• The government’s Moran Committee acknowledged the damage that
cormorants can do to inland fisheries.
Also included was a comprehensive report from the Avon Roach Project which can be found here:
The Avon Roach Project evidencebased Challenge to Natural England/Defra Review of Fish-Eating
Birds Policy, including history, facts
and a short film
Anglers and fishery owners were
encouraged to respond to the General
Licence review consultation, and
many did so before the deadline in
December 2019.
The Angling Trust submission
concluded:
We believe that cormorants should be
included on the revised General
Licences, under section 16(1) of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981,
subsection (k) preventing serious
damage to livestock, foodstuffs for
livestock, crops, vegetables, fruit,
growing timber, fisheries or inland
waters, in order to enable fishery
managers to adequately protect their
fish stocks and their livelihoods.
General Licence 42
Despite the new General Licence
(GL42) being available from January
1st 2021 for the purpose of combatting six serious damage purposes –
livestock attacks; livestock feedstuffs
and spread of disease; crops including fruit and vegetables; timber; fisheries; inland waters – not a single
fish-eating bird has been added to the
list.
Click here for Statutory
Guidance
Stuart Singleton-White, Head of Campaigns at the Angling Trust said:

“This is yet another opportunity
lost for cormorants to be added to the
General Licence to enable angling
clubs and riparian owners to more
effectively control the impact these
fish-eating birds are having on our
fish, including those fish which are
themselves meant to be protected
under UK and European legislation.
We submitted a powerful evidence
case, and it is disappointing to see
Ministers shying away from giving
our fish stocks the protection they
need.”
Trevor Harrop of the Avon Roach
Project said:
“Despite two of the things listed for
protection being ‘fisheries’ and
‘inland waters’ it is extremely disappointing and frustrating to see the
species responsible for the greatest
threat to these remaining unlisted on
the General Licence.
“It is quite extraordinary that ministers continue to deny the right to a
reasonable level of protection of our
vulnerable inland fish populations
from a non-native European overwintering visitor despite a solid evidence-based argument and a huge
response to their public consultation.
“It seriously calls into question the
level of qualification of those making
these decisions and how unarguable
facts and sound science can simply
be ignored. This is nothing short of an
insult, and we will not let this be the
end of it.”
Martin Salter, Head of Policy at the
Angling Trust and long-time campaigner for cormorant controls said:
“Whilst the Angling Trust has won
plenty of campaigns of late for the
benefit of fish and fishing, it’s a matter
of extreme frustration for us all that
governments of all persuasions seem
reluctant to acknowledge the damage
these invasive birds can do to some of
our vulnerable native fish species.
“The cormorant is an apex predator, unmatched in nature, and is a
major threat to the health of our
inland fish populations. Although
there have been some modest
improvements over the years current
licensing regime remains woefully
inadequate, restrictive and inflexible.
However, we are not giving up and
the Angling Trust will continue to
make representations to Defra and
the devolved administrations about
the need to effectively manage the
impact fish-eating birds have upon
fisheries and inland waters.” n
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

CARP
SCENE
Reviews
Snugpak’s New Fleece Liner with
Zip Adds Extra Layer of Warmth
‘Add an extra season to your sleeping bag’

Wide-Fit Ladies
Wellington Boots
Over 25% of women have calves too large for
traditional Wellington boots.
Wide calf welly specialists Jileon have just
launched a brand new purple version of their
groundbreaking ladies’ boot in response to a
Facebook vote by fans.
Fashionable and versatile, this new addition can be worn in summer and winter with
all kinds of outfits.
With 26% of women having a calf size too
large for regular Wellington boots, Jileon have
created a stylish range for ladies who don’t
want to compromise on comfort and style.
They are the widest fitting wellies in the UK.
Jileon’s extra wide fit wellies feature a brilliantly simple expanding insert making them
a comfortable fit for ladies with calf sizes from
45-53cm. They also come with a thick padded
insole for more comfort.
Perfect for a long walk in the country, or for
shouting on the side of a sports field, Jileon
Purple Wellies combine practicality with style
for the plus size woman.
Jileon Extra Wide Fit Purple Wellies are
available in sizes 4-8 from www.jileon.com
About Jileon:
Launched in 2006, Jileon are a family run
business, focused on providing a range of
high quality wide calf and funky wellies at a
good price, backed by exceptional customer
service.
Website: www.jileon.com n
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As seasons change you’ll need extra
warmth from your sleeping bag on
overnight camping trips. Snugpak’s
insulating sleeping bag liner with full
length zip can instantly add over a
season to your sleeping bag and the
lush fleece will create luxurious comfort and warmth for occasional colder
nights without the need to invest in a
new bag.
The breathable and moisture wicking fleece liner @ £44.95 rrp is supplied with its own compression sack
when not in use, it weighs only 1000g
is available in Olive green and packs
down to a handy space saving 25cm x
18cm pack size.
To s a v e b u l k , t h e p a c k a b l e
lightweight fleece liner can even be
used on its own as a sleep system in
warmer climates if a full sleeping bag
is not necessary.

Snugpak’s full range of Essential
Camping Kit can be found on the
website at www.snugpak.com. n

CARP SCENE
Outlaw Pro Unveils Megastore Nine Months After Online Launch
The newest and fastest growing UK fishing retailer, Outlaw Pro, is set
to open its very first store in Billericay, Essex on Saturday 31 October.
Outlaw Pro launched online only this
February and thanks to huge success
in spite of the challenges that this
year has presented, is fast on its way
to becoming the leading angling
retailer in the UK.
With a mission to disrupt the £1.4
billion recreational angling market, a
strong focus on offering premium
products at fair prices, and with a
quality of customer service that outperforms all competitors, the Outlaw
Pro megastore will provide a truly
immersive experience for anglers.
Whilst browsing products, customers will be able to stop and
observe carp up to 15lb – including
leathers, fully scaled mirrors and zip
linears – in the store’s 11-tonne fish
tank; check out the bivvies on the
turfed raised bed; enjoy fishing content broadcast from the store’s 12’x6’
screen – including product videos,
Terry Edmunds Casting Tips and ‘Live
from the Lake’ sessions hosted by
Russell Webb; be transported to the
bank with Outlaw Pro original atmospheric scents; and book a session to
try out new purchases at Outlaw
Pro’s very own four acre fishing lake
in Brentwood.
With fishing experts on hand offer-

ing tailored advice to suit any skillset,
visitors to the Outlaw Pro store will
also benefit from the knowledge of
high-profile anglers including long
range casting legend and ex-record
holder, Terry Edmonds, who will regularly be on site advising customers on
rod choice. Set over 6,000 square feet,
the new megastore will showcase
Outlaw Pro’s extensive product
range, which is designed to suit all
fishing abilities; from complete
novices to the most expert of anglers.
Products include bait, clothing, tackle
and bank accessories for carp, coarse,
match & predator anglers.
Supporting a whole host of top
British manufacturers, Outlaw Pro
partners with premium brands to offer

customers the best quality fishing
products without the premium price
tags. Brands available at the store will
include Outlaw Pro own brand, Shimano, RidgeMonkey, NASH, Summit
Tackle, Cygnet, Trakker, ESP, Avid,
Carp Royale, Drennan, Preston, Zebco
Browning, Quantum and E-Sox.
Co-founder and Outlaw Pro
‘Guvnor’ Stewart Lawson says “We’re
chuffed to be launching Outlaw Pro’s
first store. It will be a total game
changer for the industry. We believe
the Outlaw Pro experience is unlike
anything else on the market and can’t
wait to invite customers in to join in
the fun.”
For more information about Outlaw
Pro, visit www.outlawpro.co.uk. n

New styles from Nite Watches
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CARP SCENE
70QT Xtreme® Marine Cooler

A must-have for fishermen, Coleman
Xtreme® Marine Coolers are
designed specifically for use in the
hot sun.
UVGuard™ reflective colour additives protect the cooler, fighting
against yellow discoloration and
cracking caused by sun exposure.
Combined with all of the Coleman
Xtreme® cooling-qualities, these
coolers are perfect for outdoorsmen,
fishermen, or a day at the
beach!
Additional Premium
PU Insulation
Unlike other manufacturers, Coleman rigid coolers
are insulated with
Polyurethane insulation
(PU). PU is a very dense
and an excellent insulator
filling the entire internal
cavity of the cooler, leaving
no air gaps and so improving its insulating efficiency.
Extensive testing at Coleman has
shown that cooling loss from rigid
coolers is 30% through the top and
also 30% through the base. Coleman’s
latest models feature increased insulation in these particular areas
together with reduced insulation on
the sides. The result of these changes
is not only improved cooling performance but the reduction in exterior
dimensions and the increase in internal volume.
A New Shape and Increased
Efficiency
When a cooler comes in contact with
a warm floor, heat is transferred
directly from the floor to the cooler
and reduces the cooler’s efficiency.
Coleman has included shaped feet
into the design of its newer rigid
cooler models separating the cooler
base from the floor and increasing airflow.
This flow of air acts as an additional
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form of insulation, slowing the transfer of heat from the floor and so
improving the coolers performance.
Additional research has also resulted
in the rounding of the cooler’s corners, once again this change of shape
has increased airflow and further
enhanced their performance.
Increased Efficiency
When a cooler comes in contact with
a hot floor, heat is transferred directly
to the cooler. If the
cooler is lifted off of
the ground, the heat is
transferred through
the air in the gap (air is
a great insulator).
Cooler have two integrated, rounded feet
providing the perfect
amount of space for
air to flow.
Research indicates
that the most performance efficient
shape for a cooler is spherical, as this
is not practical we have angled the
corners of selected models to further
enhance performance.
Antimicrobial Liner – Resists
odor, mold and mildew
The Antimicrobial additive is bonded
in the material and there is no risk of

it being scratched or washed off. It is
very strong and won’t weak over time
– it’s there for the life of the product.
The Antimicrobial barrier ensures
the product resists mold and mildew
growth and it also blocks unpleasant
odors from developing.
It is totally safe. The active ingredient in the antimicrobial substance is
also used in common dandruff shampoos and artificial food additives.
Consumers come in contact with the
substance daily and in some cases
digest it without any ill effects. The
Antimicrobial surface is environmentally and eco-friendly.
Stainless steel hinges and
screws
All metal components on this cooler
are made from premium stainless
steel. This prevents the screws and
hinges from rusting or eroding over
time in salt-water environments.
UV Protectant – Prohibits
damage from sun exposure
The outer case and lid of the cooler is
injected with a UV inhibitor. The
cooler is protected from constant sun
exposure and will protect against yellowing and cracking, which can often
occur if the cooler is kept permanently on a boat or dock. n

UFB
ultimate feed boilies

Using the fishmeal & birdseed as a base, we have created an
entire range of pre flavoured ufb’s. Some are brand new flavours and combinations and some are old classic fan favourites brought back and given a new lease of life.

starmerbaits.com
eBay.co.uk/str/starmerltd
Amazon, search: starmerbaits
tel: 01268 690300
collection: call ahead.

Halibut & coconut
Plum & hemp

Available from

Almond & nut

1.9kg £12.50
5kg £26.00
10kg £50.00
25kg £112.50
50kg £225.00

Garlic mint

15mm & 20mm

Spicy sausage

Flavoured
range

Hempseed

Candy sweet cream

Bun spice

As with the fishmeal & birdseed ufb our flavoured ufb’s are fully
compatible with our liquid feed range, thus keeping the amazing flexibility and customizations options offered by the ufb’s.

Urban Fishing
London Docks
By Clifford Britton

T

he quest first begun when
a group of friends decided
to tackle a local London
dock. (picture 1) We started
gathering as much information on the place as possible, and as we expected there wasn’t a
great deal to go on apart from that the
dock is deep, silty, still open to the Thames
and holds hundreds of bream and a handful of carp. We went about joining the club
and started regular walks of the dock trying to locate the fish. We bumped into
many match anglers who always had a
story or two of when they had been
smashed up by a big fish, which encouraged us even more.
We had been given a map from the club
showing where we could fish, and we
found out we could only fish six parts of
the dock. Once we knew this we decided
to bait heavily with boilies in a little cut
and also baited the other five available
locations just to get them eating our bait
and moving about.

The first fish was caught from the docks by Jake – a little
11lb mirror. This was caught on a blowback rig fished
snowman style with a good spread of boilies.

The second fish was this lovely common of 20lb caught
using the same method. We called this the Birthmark
Common.

Please take a look at our website: http://www.urbanfishinglondondocks.com
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Urban Fishing London Docks

Jake caught this amazing looking mirror of 14lb 8oz on a
blowback rig fished snowman style with a homemade
fishmeal bottom bait and a homemade pop-up fished over a
prebaited spot.

This woodcarving of a mirror gave a good early morning
wake-up call caught using a blowback rig fished snowman
style on a prebaited spot. Jake used a homemade bottom
bait and homemade pop-up.

This little grey mirror of 7lb will be one to look out for –
caught on the same method as above.

Charlie caught this spectacular mirror of 18lb using a solid PVA bag
full of boilie a short uncoated hooklength fished kd style with a pop
up and a shot on the hair.

Buster caught this wonderful looking 26lb 6oz mirror using
a chod rig on a homemade pop-up.

Buster caught this 24lb mirror on a zig rig fished under a
boat and was spodding a soupy mix over the top every ten
minutes. Two hours later this was in the net.
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Urban Fishing London Docks

This mirror seems to like the bait. It was the first fish that
graced the bank, but bigger here at 14lb 12oz.

Jake caught this old looking ghost common carp of 27lb on a
blowback rig fished snowman style with a homemade
bottom bait and home made pop-up.

Buster caught the same common carp that Jake had
previously on a chod rig. It weighed 26lb and has put 6lb on
in a year and a half!

Charlie caught this little mirror on a quick overnighter on a
chod rig using a homemade pop-up as bait.

What a carp weighs isn’t always relevant.

Buster caught this lovely 23lb mirror on a chod rig using a
homemade pop-up.
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BIG CARP TOP TEN
Day Ticket Carp Fishery

Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com
Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news
Angler: Dave Hogg
Capture: ‘Oggie’ 30lb

www.cooleacresfishery.co.uk
L: 01270 812929
M: 07747 007669
e-Mail brian.reilly@live.co.uk
Like us on Facebook

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland

Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st June, 2021

– SO GET LIKING!
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Providing specialist cover for
you and your equipment

Various Options are available allowing
you to choose the right cover for you
Full details are available on our website
www.anglers昀rstinsurance.co.uk
where you can apply on line
Payment by instalments is available
Special features include:

Up to
£16,000
cover for
昀shing
equipment

Coarse,
Game,
Fly, Match
Fishing

24 Hour
premises
cover

Motor
Vehicle
Cover

Worldwide
Cover
included
as standard

Mead Sport & Leisure arrange cover for Fishing Clubs, Fisheries,
Gillies, Coaches and Guides. If of interest call 0800 085 0261.

Cover
from just

£79
£75
Anglers First
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DISCOUNT VOUCHER!

The value of the voucher will be
dependent on the level of cover arranged.

Below is a summary of the bene昀ts that are
included according to the Option selected:

24 Hour Cover
for Theft
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Quote BIG CARP when
taking out an insurance
cover with Anglers First
Insurance and receive a

Night
Fishing

BIG
CARP

Readers
Offer

Cover while
you are 昀shing
abroad

BENEFITS

STANDARD
Worldwide

BRONZE
Worldwide

SILVER
Worldwide

GOLD
Worldwide

PLATINUM
Worldwide

EXCESS

Public liability

£5 million

£5 million

£5 million

£5 million

£5 million

Nil

£2,500

£5,000

£7,500

£10,000

£12,500

Nil

Nil

Nil

£250

£500

£750

£2,000

£4,000

£8,000

£12,000

£16,000

PERSONAL ACCIDENT
- Loss of limb(s) eye(s)
Reimbursement of subscription
and paid fee
Theft of or Accidental
Damage to fishing Equipment

£50

- maximum claim from
£1,500

£3,000

£6,000

£9,000

£12,000

- bait cover

a locked shed

£100

£200

£400

£600

£800

Tackleand
Boxtent
and contents
- bivvy

£100
£200

£200
£400

£400
£800

£600
£1,200

£800
£1,600

£1,000

£1,000

£2,000

£3,000

£3,000

Nil

£75
£79

£90
£99

£180
£199

£275
£299

£360
£399

Nil

Record Catch

ANNUAL PREMIUMS
Including Insurance Premium Tax

Payment can be made by instalments. Details available on our website
For full details of the cost, cover, benefits, limitations & excesses visit

www.anglers昀rstinsurance.co.uk and APPLY ON LINE
or call us today if you require any information on 0800 0355842

Anglers First Insurance is a trading name of Golfguard Ltd.
Mead Sport & Leisure Limited is an appointed representative of Golfguard Ltd.
Golfguard Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Anglers First

INSURANCE

The River Fish
By Chad Critchley
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Rob’s Intro – The River Fish
This is an OTBT tale with a difference the subject ‘The River Fish’
is one of the most extraordinary
looking carp I have ever seen. It
appeared on FB in 2013 and I
knew I had to have the story for
BC. Once I knew its history, having spent most of its life in the Mill
Stream part of the River Lea system until it was moved into the pit
next door I felt this ‘traveller’
should be part of this OTBT issue.
Even if strictly speaking it has
been moved.

I

t’s going to be hard for me to
condense the 12 months’ fishing that I had during the
2007/2008 season, as I could
probably write a book on it, so
I’ll apologise now if some of it
seems a little brief…
In October 2007 I obtained a ticket
for Abbots Lake, Hertfordshire after
hearing that the fish had been coming
out at very good weights. I remember
going for a walk around the lake
before getting my ticket and instantly
had a very good feel for the place. I
had also read a short piece about this
in Rob’s book Bazil’s Bush, where he
was holding a fish that was subsequently named Maylin’s, but what
appealed to me more than anything
was the photo of a fish called the
Riverfish. This was a fish that had
reached 40lb-plus, but regardless of
the weight was one of the best looking fish I had ever seen. I had been
spoilt with the quality of the fish in
Carthagena, run by Jerry Hammond,
which would be hard to top, but the
Riverfish was something else. It was

plated with big scales across its back,
two big scales on its right side and
incredible dark chestnut colours – a
classic carp! This was the fish that
most members desired to catch.
On top of this I had been told that if
you hooked a fish there was a good
chance it would be a 30-plus! Also
there would be a very good chance I
would land my first 40! The water
itself was part of the Lea Valley Parks.
It had islands, bays, shallows, bars,
silt, weed, gravel and was home to a
sailing club. It was full of character,
and I was itching to get on there.
Before I get on to the fishing, there
were a number of factors that contributed to the year that I was about
to have, both good and bad. I was
going through a bad time at work,
and my personal life had been a dis-

(Above) The wind was hacking in and
fish were showing!
(Bottom) Chub Common, 36lb.

aster! However, at the time I joined I
was given a consultancy with Nash,
which gave me access to the bait I
wanted to use for a campaign. I had
time on my side, not having a family
back then and also had a couple of
weeks to get going before going back
to work. I also had very good friends
there who supported me through
what I was going through at work
and gave me something to go on
when I started. In fact, without my
fishing and angling friends I think I
would have lost the plot! Unfortunately I was burgled three years ago
and lost all my tackle, laptop, camera
and along with it my photos and
catch log, so some of my dates may be
a little out, but the months are pretty
accurate.
My first session was the end of
October. I arrived at the lake in the
early hours as I normally do due to
having a two-hour journey. After a
good walk around in the dark and
seeing a few fish show in an area, I
opted for a swim called the Water
Tower. I was on the phone with Tony,
being told about a spot, when a fish
showed right on it to my right. A rod
was placed immediately on that. I put
another towards a buoy out in front at
probably 90yds. The third was put to
the left of the buoy on a hard spot on
the back of heavy weed. I then spent
an hour spodding out a few kilos of
Scopex Squid Liver. It wasn’t long
before I had my first take, as at
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3.30pm the rod to the right of the
buoy tore off while I was stood next to
it, and Gary Artois, who was next
door, came to net it. Unfortunately the
hook pulled close in, almost at the
net. I do have a knack of losing the

first fish on waters!
The following day, around the same
time, the same rod went again, and
this time Artois netted a mint 32lb
common for me. First trip and I was
off the mark. I aimed to be back at the

lake within a couple of days for three
nights and wanted to get back in the
same area. When I got home I had a
phone call from one of the bailiffs who
was thinking of going in the Water
Tower but had been told I was coming back two days later. He actually
said to me he would leave it for me to
go back in! I’ll never forget that!
It was the 2nd November when I
got back in the Water Tower. The
weather was awesome for it – mild
with winds pushing into the area. I
had seen a couple of fish show early
on and confidence was high. They
were actually some of the windiest
conditions I had fished in, and I had to
chuck way right to get anywhere near
the spots and struggled with the distance due to the crosswind. On my
third attempt casting with the first
rod I heard a massive crack! The rod
had blown at the spigot! I still had
two rods so was not over concerned
until the following two followed suit
and I was left with only a spod rod! I
had blown all three rods up trying to
hit the spots! It was 1pm and without
any rods I was left with no choice but
to pack up. However, I made a phone
call to Tony who told me he had two
rods at his office I could borrow, and
with conditions too good, I had to
take him up on the offer.
About 90 minutes later I was back
trying to hit the spots, and I eventually got both baits out somewhere in
the vicinity. I then fought the wind to
spod 5kg of bait out, causing a large
blister on my finger! Eventually all
was done and the kettle on, and I was
sat with a hot needle piercing the
blister on my finger just before dark
when I had a take on the left rod and,
again, I lost it! So, conditions were
perfect, but I had blown three rods up,
blistered my finger, and lost the first
fish! It wasn’t going too well! It was
quiet for the next couple of hours and
then at 7pm I had another take on the
same rod I’d lost the fish on. Following a very nervous fight on my part,
with the wind hitting the line and
thinking I had lost it a number of
times, Tony lifted the net around a
clonking mirror known as Flipper, due
to its massive fins. On the scales it
went 39lb and very nearly my first 40,
and now the disastrous start was well
and truly forgotten about.
Within 30 minutes of getting the
(Top) 38lb mirror.
(Centre) The Fat One and my first 40!
(Bottom) Parrot, 31lb.
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Ben’s at 37lb, the third of the trio.

rod back out I had a take on the right
rod, and after a similar fight netted
another of the known mirrors, Chip
Fat, with scatterings of small spot
scales, which went 38lb! A brace of
big 30s had me on a massive high!
Shortly after Chip Fat, the rod I had
Flipper on took off again with a one
toner – no warning bleep – and it was
flying! This fight was completely dif-

Not all massive but still stunning!

Chip Fat at 38lb, number 2!
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Ben’s second time around! Thought it was Maylin’s!

ferent to the others; the fish constantly taking line, giving a bit, taking
a lot and so on. During the fight Paul,
who was fishing to my right, said to
me, “They all swim together. You
know what this could be!” That made
me a bag of nerves thinking the Riverfish or Maylin’s was on! Eventually
the fish was netted and we could see
it was one of the slate greys – was it
Maylin’s? It was actually another of
the big ones, Ben’s, a stunning slate
grey that went 37lbs! I couldn’t
believe what was happening and was
on cloud nine!
I had another two takes after this,
losing the first and then landing a low
30 common. I had done three nights
so far on the lake, landed five fish, all
of which were over 30lb, three of
which being over 36 and targets.
What a start! The wind died down
completely during the early hours and

One Eye, 42lb 4oz.

so did the action. The following two
nights saw no further action except
for a mass of firework displays! Massive thanks go to Tony for lending me
the rods, which I actually had off him
after this, and his brother Paul for the
pics.
Due to being back at work I managed another short session in November without result, and then one in
December, losing yet another fish
from the Reeds swim in freezing cold
conditions! The next action I had was
from the Little Rushes swim in February. I actually only had the one take,
which was about 10am, completely
out of the blue, having seen nothing.
This fish turned out to be one of the
rare visitors called the Pretty One and
very aptly named, as can be seen in
the picture. It has huge apple slice
scales, and on the opposite side the
scales are laid out like the ace of

The River Fish

Flipper at 39lb, first of the big trio.

spades – a truly stunning mirror,
which sadly died recently.
I managed a couple of 20s in March
fishing the same swim, and it was
then April before I had any further
action. There was a five-day rule on
the water and then 24 hours off. I had
booked two weeks off work to fish the
first five and then home for a refresh
before fishing the next five. I started
on one of the swims behind the

I waited for this one!

Instant result!

The Pretty One – a rare visitor!

islands and managed a nice low 20
common, but nothing further. Mark,
another member, had offered to let me
stay at his instead of me travelling
two hours home to come back the following day, so I gladly took him up on
t h i s . H o w e v e r, t h e t e m p e r a t u r e
dropped and the following morning at
about 7am we woke to snow, and
plenty of it! Mark decided he was
going to wait, but with the direction
of the wind I had a hunch the fish
would be back towards the tower
again.
Within 30 minutes I was stood in
the Water Tower with my gear on the
barrow, covered in snow, watching
fish showing over the area that I had
my result from in November. I wasted
no time and got one rod out of the
bag, attached the lead and rig, put the
hookbait on, which I wrapped in
paste and stood in the casting position waiting for the next fish to show.
Within seconds one showed at about

Snow, snow and more snow! This
time in the marina!

80 yards, and I landed the rig right in
the middle of the rings first cast. I felt
the lead down for a firm drop, which I
got, before something pulled back at
me! Everything felt tight and the line
started kiting to the left and then I
knew I had a fish on within a second
of the bait hitting the deck! My first
thought was that it was foul-hooked,

Long Common, 36lb.
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First blood!

Crinkle Tail, 33lb.

but when it went in the net I could
see it was hooked cleanly in the bottom lip. It had either followed the bait
down or it was one hell of a welltimed cast! A low 20 mirror and my
first snow carp! I got on the phone to
Mark and on answering he said, “You
have one already, don’t you?”
Within a couple of hours of that fish
the snow had pretty much all gone. I
set about setting the rest of my gear
up, and due to the amount of fish that
had been showing I just put singles
out for the remainder of the morning,
then in the afternoon I spodded
approximately 5kg of boilie and pellet
out. The wind had pretty much died
off and everything seemed to go very
calm and eerie. It was actually hard to
believe that everything was covered
in snow earlier that day, as the temperatures had risen considerably. By
late evening the wind had died com-

pletely. It had gone flat calm and little
showed, however I remember going
to bed feeling very confident, almost
expectant of a take. I felt closer to getting one of my main targets, and after
the result in the morning I felt luck
was on my side.
At 7am I woke to a single bleep on
my left hand rod. Although fishing
captive back leads due to the boats
that would be out, and having everything tight due to the distance, I could
just tell something was occurring,
almost a sixth sense. Normally I
would leave it for a short while and
watch the line, but I saw that the line
was out of the back lead. I lifted the
rod and as I did it took on a healthy
bend and I realised I was in to a fish.
The fish was holding its ground, not
taking any line but just plodding,
heavily. I had a feeling this was a
good fish straight away. The fish just
moved short distances to the left,
then the right, just using its weight. It

The Hulk, pure muscle and one hell of a fight!
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18lb 8oz fully scaled, summer ‘09.

Parrot mirror 33lb, summer ‘09.

never took any line, and I slowly kept
it coming towards me, the fish just
making heavy lunges, twisting and
turning, trying to shed the hook. By
the time I had got the fish towards the
net Mark was stood with me. As the
fish drew closer I remember seeing a
huge head and large dark scales
across its back, and I began to realise
that this may just be the Riverfish!
After a very slow fight the fish went
over the cord and into the net, which
Mark lifted around it. Both Mark and I
looked in the net and said very little,
as I think we were both looking for
the two big scales on its side. I tilted
the net one way and then the other
and Mark then said, “It’s the River!
There’s the scales! You’ve only gone
and got the River, and it’s big!” I took
a second look, then a third and confirmed in my own mind that I had got
the Riverfish in my net – in my first

Dear Santa,
PLEASE No
more socks this
Christmas!

Wish list:
In Pursuit of the Largest by Terry Hearn
Carping After-Cut by Jim Shelly
A History of Yateley Volume 4
Old School Carping Volume 2
Old School Carping volume 3
Under The Radar Volume 2
Advanced Terminal Rigs
Fine Lines by Dave Lane
Thames Carping
More Thames Carping

All available now only from Bountyhunter Publications
bigcarpmagazine@hotmail.com or call 01252 373658
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Simply majestic! The Riverfish at 39lb 14oz.

30lb mirror, spring ‘09.

those that like to know, but what
becomes of little importance for a fish
of this beauty, she weighed just two
ounces under 40lb, but to me that was
irrelevant. Mark duly handed me a
can of Stella at 8.30 in the morning,
and a celebration commenced.
Although I do recall being back in bed
for 11am a bit worse for wear!
I had another take the following
morning, which again was just a single bleep on the Neville but soon after
lifting into the fish it was off! After
what I can only describe as a dream
start to my season, the success continued. In May I had a hit of fish in a
swim known as the Marina. I had
seen that a big easterly was coming
in and would push straight into the
Marina. I remember using nearly 20kg
of bait that session in an attempt to
hold the fish.
The action started at 7am on the
first morning and in a four-hour
period I landed the Hulk Common at
35lb, the Parrot Mirror at 33lb, the
Chub Common at 36lb, and Cut Tail at
38lb. The action died in the day, but
the following night I landed the Fat
One, which gave me my first 40lb fish

Flipper, 34lb 8oz, summer ‘09.

Little Head Common at 36lb.

season! I remember being taken
aback by it all, and I had to step back
and have a cigarette while it sunk in.
Mark remained with the net while I
got the camera, water, mat etc ready.
I remember lifting the fish out of the
water and thinking that she was big
and heavy.
When I laid her on the mat and then
moved the net away it was not the
size of her that struck me, but I was
blown away by the colours. I had a
piece of art lying in front of me; in fact
I don’t think any artist could have
done the Riverfish any justice that
morning – she was simply majestic!
Tony was, yet again, on hand to do
the pictures with Mark assisting, and
I have to say what a bloody good job
he did too, as the picture shows! For
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at 40lb 2oz, which
Steve the gardener
took a video of.
The following day
was quiet until the
evening. Tony was sat
with me having a brew
and we were just discussing how most of
the takes had come in
such a short spell and
then stopped, and that
the fish had probably
cleared the bait and
moved on. I asked
Tony the time and he
replied with, “Ten to
ten.” I then said, “Cowb o y t i m e,” a n d
beeeeeeeeeeeeeeep!
The right hand rod was
away as soon as I said
“Cowboy time”! Ever
since then we always wait for that
time, and if fishing different venues to
each other, text when it’s cowboy
time!
By December of 2008, I had also
landed a mirror known as One Eye at
42lb 4oz and again at 41lb, the Long
Common at 36lb, the Little Head
Common at 37lb, Crinkle Tail at 33lb,
Flipper again at 36lb, Ben’s again at
36lb, and Chip Fat again at 37lb, and a
number of 20lb-plus fish. With One
Eye and Cut Tail I had seen them on
the bank only weeks before and
talked about the fish that much that I
think I talked them on to the bank, as
after seeing each one they were the
next fish that I caught!
The second capture of One Eye and
the Long Common came within an
hour of casting out in early December
after arriving at the lake at 10pm and
chucking out in darkness. It was an
unbelievable brace to finish what I
can only describe as an incredible 12
months. Not only did I have year to
remember but also shared the memories with some very good friends,
Tony Moulder my photographer, Paul
Moulder, Stowe Mark, Steve the gardener, Rory, Gary Artois, Al, Bones,
Nobby, Shane, Pete, Steve Staff, Martin
aka Uncle Albert, Matt, Cornish Bob,
Gordon the tench, and others, all of
w h o m h e l p e d m e i n s o m e w a y,
whether it be the socials, advice, getting me supplies when I was on fish,
doing the photos, or simply just being
the characters they were – it all went
a long way to having one to remember! Thanks to you all. n

Trent Secrets
By Marc Twaite – Smurf ‘The Traveller’

T

he mystery, the myth,
t h e c h a l l e n g e, t h e
unknown are just a few
words that describes
targeting carp on the
rivers. If you read my
feature on the River Trent you would
have a little insight to the hard work,
time and dedication you have to put
into your angling to reap the rewards
from your efforts on the river. The
River Severn has always been at the
back of my mind, knowing there
could be some uncaught monsters
that could make headlines – carp
with no name off the beaten track.
This is what drives me into walking
miles and miles trying to locate such
specimens along the huge stretches
of the river.
The carp are often located in nice,
shallow backwater areas where they
will hold up or visit for a feed. With the
River Severn always being in flood
due to the mass flow of water, including where I was angling on the tidal
stretch, it’s always been difficult to
get something going regarding any
kind of prebaiting campaign.
My bait company, Pukka Squirrel
Baits has two ranges of quality food
source baits, which have natural
ingredients – very highly digestible
and soluble fishmeals with many nat-
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ural stimulants flavours and attractions. This has been doing the business because I know exactly the optimum levels of essential oils and powders etc. It gives me 100% confidence
in knowing I just have to locate the
carp and let the bait do the rest.
After many day sessions catching
many double figured carp I kept the
bait going in. Unlike on the River
Trent, I didn’t pile buckets of mixed
particle and boilie in this time; just
purely boilie with chops and using
the stick mix with Secret oil and paste

(Above) River Severn – miles and
miles of untouched water.
(Bottom) Nice double figured
common during a quick afternoon
session.
(Below) GS4 doing the business on
the river.

to great affect. I wanted to just target
the carp and nothing else, but one day
in September just sitting there watching for any sign with a cup of tea in
my hand, a massive seal all the way
from the Bristol Channel popped its
head up right over the baited area. I
wondered why it had been so quiet;
the seal has been doing some serious
damage to this stretch I’d been targeting and I was told it was eventually been shot by authorities.
In between targeting carp on the
river I’ve been chasing uncaught carp
out of a secret pond where I’ve
caught every session, having to be

really stealthy and just angle at night.
It’s the adrenaline again that keeps
me going back for more. Angling is
always fun; you should never lose
that buzz, and if you do, take up golf
or something. On a quick overnighter
I caught a stunning fully scaled mirror

on the SS4 range – a red fishmeal that
did me proud that night.
It was back to the river again for
me, wanting to hit my target for the
season. I had the tide and seal to
worry about, but this did nothing for
my confidence, especially as I was

using fishmeals. I was wondering
whether Mr. Seal was getting a free
meal. Was I feeding him or the carp?
I never gave up; I carried on baiting
up, walking to three baited areas per
day hoping I could finally nail one of
the bigger residents of the River Sev-
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Chasing dreams on the river.

ern. I knew if I could find them I
would catch them, but the fact of the
seal being in those areas along with
the tidal stretch flooding up to 9ft
sometimes was proving very difficult.
My experience and knowledge told
me to stick at it and never quit – keep
the bait going in and trying to make
sure I was prepared for anything. The
last thing I wanted was to be caught
up in the floods; for example the tidal
stretch could prove very dangerous if
I wasn’t aware how far the water level

would actually rise.
One day when we’d been having
lots of heavy rain the levels came up
around 6ft; the water becoming very
dark brown, almost chocolaty, so I
knew this triggered them to be on the
search for food. The joy of the river is
that carp are constantly on the move,
going with the flow so to speak, in
search of their next meal. So I opted
for a known area where I had many
doubles using the GS4, soaking the
hard hookers and small mesh bags of
stick mix and crumb in the food dip to
attract them in the coloured water.
Carp use their sense of smell more
than their eyes for finding food, so I
knew this would work for me, and I
was proved right.
As the river started to drop slightly
I baited up first with around 1kg of
15mm freebies all soaked in food dip
and presented a snowman hookbait
tipped with a white pop-up from the
range all wrapped in paste with a
small bag. After two hours I received
a savage take on my right hand rod.
The fish took me into the fast flowing
current; the main flow was stronger
due to rain we’d had. The fish was

stripping line, but was it a carp or a
huge zander or sea salmon even, as I
was using fishmeals? What was it?
After a battle of 30-odd minutes I
landed a beast of a River Severn carp.
“Boom” what a feeling! It brought
back so many great memories of
landing the big common I caught on
the Trent. I quickly got my mat and
camera set up. It was so quiet –
nobody was around – not another
angler. It was so tranquil and surreal.
It was 10am in mid November. I got
the pics done and put her back. I gave
a huge sigh of relief! Everyone has to
experience chasing carp on the river
at some stage in their angling career.
It’s free fishing and you’re left alone –
just you against the carp. This one
had probably never been caught
before – that’s what it’s all about for
me. I could name this one “Smurf”,
and some lucky angler will catch it
again someday hopefully.
There’s unfinished business on the
River Severn for me, so watch this
space. Let’s hope next time I’m holding an even bigger carp for everyone
at Big Carp mag.
Until next time… Sshhhh! n
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin
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TheWharf
By Ross Partridge

S

ituated on the outskirts
o f C a r d i f f ’s b u s t l i n g
town center lies East
Bute dock known to
local anglers as “the
Long Lake” or the
“Wharf”. Once a part of Cardiff’s coal
dock industry, it was built between
1855-1859. The docks and surrounding area benefitted from a massive
regeneration scheme in the late 80s
and is now a 23-acre freshwater lake
that is fed from the adjoining canal,
which enters both ends of the lake.
The lake itself is overlooked by half a
million pound luxury apartments and
blocks of high-rise flats, but for the
urban carp angler that’s willing to put
a bit of time and effort into this concrete jungle as some of the boys call
it, there are some huge rewards.
There are approximately 100-150 fish
that reside in its depths, which range

A couple of smaller ones off the top.
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from 2ft gin clear margins to 22ft
holes in places. I’ve never known a
lake to have so many different depths.
There’s even a plateau as well that’s
6ft with 10 to 12ft either side of it, and
that’s where a lot of the fish I’ve
caught have come from.
On one occasion my brother
Spencer landed 14 fish in a night off
that spot when I blanked next to him.
It’s chocked with Canadian
pondweed as well, which doesn’t
help, as when you hook one in there

they go absolutely mad – proper onetoners. It’s also full of every day
objects as well from ironing boards to
motorbikes to half of the local Tesco’s
shopping trolleys and the odd dead
body as well. Once you get your head
round all of the obstacles like setting
up on concrete walkways and fishing
between and over 3ft high iron railings, and also getting threatened by
the local police with an ASBO for
obstructing the walkways. There are
some stunning carp in there with a

The Wharf

14lb.

rumored black mirror supposed to be
40lb-plus which has only ever been
caught the once by a local angler
years ago, but there are no photos.
I’ve actually seen the same fish about
four years ago and estimated it to be
an upper 30, but that fish hasn’t be
seen for years now, so no one really
knows what’s in there. I reckon there
could be one or two surprises left that
haven’t been caught before.
With the big common known as
Ollie going over 38lb last year, he is
definitely top of my list. Also in the ATeam are two or three mirrors known
as Arnie the Dinosaur. They are absolutely stunning old black mirrors
thought to be of the Leney strain.

16lb black common.

There is a good head of back-up 20s
too and lots of small commons as well
as some of the best looking fully
scaled carp I’ve ever seen. My
biggest to date out of there is a fish
called Lumpy at 28lb, which was part
of the A-Team, which was sadly
found dead a couple of months ago.
Over the last couple of years I’ve
landed about 50 fish from there and
lost count of how many I’ve lost to the
many snags that take up most of the
lakebed. A lot of them were caught off
the top in the summer months, as
they are suckers for dog biscuits. Not
many anglers fish down there so they
don’t see much bait, but the fish have
absolutely piled the weight on over

A-Team – the Dinosaur.

My brother Spencer with a cracking
19lb common.

A-Team – Ollie at 38lb.

Me with lumpy at 28lb.

A-Team – Arnie.

A-Team – unknown upper 20lb.

the years, as it’s overflowing with naturals and had the biggest mussels
I’ve ever seen, which the carp have
obviously benefitted from big time.
They also love the Nash Monster
Squid Purples; they can’t get enough
of them.
So if you fancy a bit of urban carping in the concrete jungle and are sick
of all these commercial fisheries, this
is the place. Oh yeah, I forgot to say
it’s free as well, and there’s lots of
secure parking spaces as well. Also, if
you fancy a quick pint there’s a pub
on the side of the lake as well so
everyone’s happy. Tight lines! n
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Mystery and Secrets
By Matt Lee

T

he mystery and
secrets of the canal
have always been niggling at me in the
back of my mind for
more reasons than I
can ever explain. It all started years
ago when I was a curious young lad
that needed something to occupy me
in my spare time and school holidays
and to keep me out of trouble. I asked
in the local tackle shop what was the
cheapest and easiest way of catching
a fish from the canal. Off I wandered
to the canal with my new sparkly
spinner in the hope of catching a
prickly perch.
After a long, hot wait getting
sweaty and irritated I was about to
give up when I flicked my spinner out
for the last time, only this time I was
fishing alongside a stationary boat.
Within seconds the rod tip bounced
and I had my first perch. After catching a few of the stripeys I noticed a
dark shadow move out from under
the boat, and my curiosity was
sparked. After watching the shadow
for a few minutes I realised it was a
carp. I followed the shadow with
baited breath until I reached a floating pontoon, where to my amazement
sat 15 carp basking in the sun, six of
the carp being the size of my arm! My

adrenaline was pumping through
body; I needed to catch one of those
beasts.
I remembered passing a man along
the canal path who was match fishing, so I went back to him as quickly
as my feet could take me. When I got
to him I explained my excitement at
what I had seen further down the
bank, he looked at me and smirked,
then told me that I wouldn’t catch
them on the tackle I was using. After
some deliberation the man reluctantly
gave me a size 12 hook and six slices
of bread, but he was adamant that a
lad of my age would never catch a

canal warrior. With my new tackle
and bread in hand I was full of determination to prove the man wrong. I
scurried back to the pontoon in the
hope that the carp would still be
basking in the summer sun.
When I returned to the pontoon
they were all still basking. I wasted no
time and flicked my bread out. Within
a few minutes I heard a massive slurp
and I was hooked into my first dark
canal warrior. The fight was like nothing I had experienced before. After
landing my second carp the lock
keeper was on my back, giving me
grief about no fishing near the boats.
I moved off, unhappy and disheartened, but I wasn’t going to give up
that easily; I wanted the big mamma I
had seen earlier. I waited 30 minutes
before returning to the basking spot. I
caught a further two carp and I lost
one that can only be described as
Jaws. I was then thrown off again by
the grumpy lock keeper. I took his
advice this time but this would be the
turning point of my carp adventures.
Over the next ten years I built up
my carp fishing gear and joined various associations, clubs and many day
ticket waters. I even ventured to
France a couple of times but nothing

(Top) Standing at the mouth of the
lock before it enters the sea – pukka.
(Left) Lovely sunrise as I’m leaving
the canal, which I normally miss.
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Caught at the tips of my rods in thick lilies… Sshhhh!

Same session – thick lilies hook and hold… Sshhhh!

Unique torpedo-shaped carp fight the best.

This common really gave me a challenge; I had to jump over
boats to land it.

matched the exhilaration, adrenaline
or excitement that the canal gave me.
I gave into the temptation of the canal
and started the hunt for my childhood
mystery all over again, only this time I
had a bit more knowledge of carp
fishing, but I also had to fish when-

Secret squirrel – staying stealthy and
keeping out of sight is a challenge on
its own.

ever I could due to acquiring a wife
and two beautiful daughters.
I spent every hour I could rowing
up and down the canal with a couple
of mates on the lookout for signs of
t h e m y s t e r i o u s c a r p . We f o u n d
numerous signs and locations of the
big warriors, and this is where the
passion was reignited. I would return
to the locations that we had found
armed with buckets of particle, pellets
and boilies on the hope of enticing my
mystery secrets to feed and be confident.
Over the time I landed a few carp
but nothing to shout about, but I
knew the big girls where still out
there. I tried fishing over snags, lilies,
in the tight margin and open water
using a basic blow back rig with double bottom baits, coating my gripper
leads with paste and filling the middle
with oil attractant so when the paste
breaks down the oil sweeps along the
water and attracts the curious carp
with bursts of flavour. I tried to keep
everything simple, as most of the carp
have never experienced rigs or never
been caught. I caught numerous sin-

gle and mid double carp using this
technique but still hadn’t tricked the
bigger, wiser carp.
I observed the canal for many years
where the boats were moored and
realising this is where my childhood
secrets and mysteries were hiding.
The only problem I came across was
there is strictly no fishing where the
big girls were. I used to find every
excuse to walk the canal, even taking
the wife and the girls for a day out to
watch the canal for carp. The girls fed
the ducks, and the wife thought I was
taking her to the pub for lunch, but
actually I was still chasing my
dreams, and everyone was happy.
Once the family are tucked up for the
night that is my opportunity to creep
along the towpath in search of my
dream fish.
I tucked myself and all my gear up
beside a crane or a dry docked boat so
I was virtually invisible, setting my
rods up in the pitch dark with only the
moonlight to guide me. I put Blue Tac
over my Delkim lights, and the tone
on minimum so it was almost inaudible to the human ear. I put my traps in
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place using an old 13 metre match
pole to push my lead under the boats
for perfect positioning, and it was a sit
and wait process, making sure I was
out of sight, using the crane as a bed
chair, and my unhooking mat and bag
for a bit of comfort.
I had just got into position and set
my rod beside the boat, I had taken
the protective tip off of my second rod
and I had a screaming one-toner. The
rod had bent over and the butt end
came off its resting place. I ran to the
rod and struck into a dead heavy
weight. I set my clutch tight and
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applied pressure. All it felt like was a
dead weight holding the bottom and
stripping line into open water. It
started kiting right towards the row of
stationary boats, which were three
deep.
I knew I was in severe danger of
losing it, so I lowered my rod tip into
the water and nearly buried the tip
into the silt, keeping my line as close
as I possibly could to the bottom,
hoping that I could deter the fish from
heading towards the boats’ propellers. I tried holding pressure and to
gain line on the fish, but when most of
the rod is in the water it’s impossible
to know where the fish is. I lifted the
rod a little just to see where the fish
was, as I had already managed to gain
a lot of line back. My heart was
pounding and my legs shaking as the
fish was now at the bow of the boat. I
knew now that I could start to fight
the fish properly and it was now in my
control. My rod was still doubled over
with the carp just under my rod tip in
the deep margin hugging the bottom.
I knew this was going to be a very big
mystery warrior.
I had never had a carp hold the bot-

(Top left) The unique SS4 range doing
it for me… Sshhhh!!
(Left) Simple blowback rig nailed
most of my fish.
(Above) A solid common – hard work
really paying off.
(Bottom) Sleeping on a crane and
staying light, stealthy and out of
sight.

t o m l i k e t h i s b e f o r e, a n d m y
adrenaline was racing. The carp
decided to take a powerful lunge forward into open water, but my clutch
was set tight so it made the carp rise
through the layers of water. I had so
much pressure on it that it made the
beast come up and take a huge gulp
of air. I knew I had to try my best to
hold it there. I managed to slip the net
straight under the warrior, and it went
head first into my net. I was
delighted, and I punched the air with
a silent shout. I couldn’t believe my
eyes when I looked down into my net
at my achievement – all my hard work
was starting to pay off. I was chuffed,
as it was a great result for only having
my rod in the water for five minutes.
Where I fish there is a working lock
nearby the last lock, which goes out
to sea, and with the lock gates in constant use the carp and bream are
attracted to the influx of salt water,
which helps them clean and flush
their gills. I always keep a tide table in
my bag so I know in advance when
the salt content is at its highest. As a
family man my sessions are very limited and are usually only five hours
long, normally midnight until 5am. I’m
always packed up and at work whatever the weather. I have caught a few
20lb-plus carp; they fight unbeliev-

Mystery and Secrets

able hard, fast and strong – a lot like
torpedos. Most of my captures I like
to keep secret, like the canal mysteries!
I have been lucky and honoured
enough to be a team member of
pukka Squirrel Baits. With the Smurf
‘the traveller’ Marc Twaite’s brains
and knowledge behind them gives
me confidence, and it’s the only bait
range I’m aware of that’s got 100%
natural ingredients in both the ranges
that are highly soluble and digestible
fishmeals. The SS4 and GS4 ranges

have transformed my angling, singling out the bigger carp. I try to prebait and keep my spot primed as
much as I can, and without fail the
night before I go I give them a good
few kilos of boilies.
The mystery continues… I know
there are uncaught canal carp with
no name, and I will continue to work
hard, keep the bait going in, keep the

(Left) Keeping it real – most of my
fishing is done under the stars.
(Above) Myths mysteries
and achievements are made from
effort and hard work.

family happy and enjoy every
moment on the bank chasing dreams.
Until next time… Sshhhh!
Follow my adventures on twitter:
matlee198787. n

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st June 2021.

Good luck!

‘The One’
Aaron Isherwood

I

first saw this fish on the
Northern Carp Anglers’ Facebook page and was simply
amazed at the photo. The
caption was 31lb 11oz. I
didn’t hesitate to send the
captor a message, but fair play to him;
he chose to keep it under wraps, and
I’m glad he did. After a little digging
around I started to suspect where the
fish resided; it was a water I had
already started fishing and the fish
were all unknown – nobody bothered
with then much at all. I had always
known there were carp in there but
every capture would be a surprise –
just how I like it. The venue is an off
the beaten track section of a northwest canal. I had started wandering it
more and more when I recognised a
section of guttering on a house in the
background that matched the house
on the photo from Facebook. That will
do me, I thought, and I was off.
The water became my main target
water, and I enjoyed some real close
encounter stalking and a little “guesting” at night, which was completely
against all rules but that’s how it got
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me; it was right under my skin. I had
eight different fish up to 26lb 2oz
before I finally became aquatinted
with “The One”. All these fish were
stunning dark, scaly mirrors, and I’m
so privileged to have caught them. It
was 12 months after starting my campaign when I got down on a cold,
foggy late October morning. I had
found the fish in the usual area, and I
managed to get a rod in position 3ft
from the bank without any disturbance. A handful of hemp with a
white Northern Special fished Withy
Pool style was the downfall of this
incredible creature.
I watched it come in and feed, and
then it just went mental and shook its
head violently from side to side before
bolting out of the swim leaving my
clutch spinning. After a short, hairy
battle victory was mine and the fish
was in the net. Adrenaline took over
and the rest is a blur. After a quick call
to my good friend Si, he was on his
way with the camera and to help out
with weighing. For the record the fish
was 28lb 12oz but that really didn’t
matter – I was overwhelmed with
what had just happ e n e d a n d c o u l d n ’t
stop staring at the phot o s f o r w e e k s a f t e r.
These fish mean a lot to
me now, and I was in
two minds whether to
publish this or not, but I
think fish like this just
have to be shared. I
hunted it, I found it, I
baited and I caught!
Get out and look for
them – you never know
what you might find. n
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?
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More
Thames
Magic
By Zeth Christie

Talk about peace and quiet – beautiful.
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More Thames Magic

H

i, yes it is me again.
Thanks for all the
positive feedback
that I got on my last
piece I did for BC.
Rob has asked me
to do a little bit more for BC so here
goes:
Now the river Thames is a pretty
amazing place to fish; the sights and
sounds, the places that you get to
fish, some of the backdrops that you
wake up to in the morning, and the
sunsets and the sunrises are just out
of this world. At the beginning of my
Thames ‘let’s say campaign’ I knew
nothing about river fishing. I had
never really dabbled on running water
before; it was all new to me. It turns
out that it is pretty similar to lake fishing in so many ways, apart from the
obvious of course. I class the carp in
the river the same as cows; they are
like cows chewing the cud, starting at
one end of the field and working to
the other end, then they turn around
and graze all the way back.
I believe Thames carp do the same
thing; they start at one end and work
either upstream or downstream eating everything in sight, and when
they get to a weir they either go
through the locks or they turn around
and go the other way, and vice versa.

(Top) Zeth, Alex and Jay, The missus
is not bad with the camera, and the
boys love a spot of fishing. The first of
three fish and the one from that
session.
(Below) These fish just speak for
themselves.

The Thames is so vast, and with such
a variety of fish present surely there is
competition for food. Look at when
the river is in flood; the sheer volume
of water and the speed it flows
washes everything downstream and
out to sea. So when food supplies are
plentiful, they eat. Throughout the
years, you learn a thing or two, like
when the fish move in you will hopefully catch more than one fish. I’ve
had so many sessions, such as when
you turn up to a spot you have had
going for a while, you whack out 5kg
of boilies and bang, it’s on, one, two,
three, maybe four fish in two hours
then nothing for the rest of the session.
They move in on you, eat all your
bait, and then you catch a couple and

they are gone. at different times of the
year, I believe the fish spread right out
and the fishing can be very hard. It’s
when they shoal up; you can have
some amazing fun, and just look at
the quality of these fish. They are outstanding; all the lumps and bumps
and all the old war wounds give all
these fish real character. All you have
to do is go and have a look at the river
in winter; it’s just amazing to believe
they are still there the following year.
It’s crazy when I think about it; no
matter what size of carp I catch out of
the river, I am always so happy to
have caught one. Every fish is special
and hard earned. When I catch fish of
this quality, I couldn’t care how big it
is; they are just stunners, and Thames
fishing is definitely not about size. It
all about quality and the thought that
it may never have had a hook in it –
now how special is that?
Back in late August 2004, the missus, the kids and I were at the river for
my birthday, the same as every year
(got that one sorted!). Anyway, it was
a stormy weekend with really heavy
rain. I had set up the bivvy for the
kids, with the missus and me under
the brolly; it was perfect. I put the
rods on the spots, gave them some
bait and got settled for a chilled one.
But it rained… and boy did it. We
were bivvy bound, but not for long, as
one of the rods ripped off just before
sunset. I didn’t get set up till late and
wasn’t expecting action that quickly
but it was fish on, and a good fight
resulted in a 21lb common. A quick
peek, and then I popped it back,
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whacked the rod back out, got out of
my wet clothes all sorted. It seemed
like two minutes and the rod beeped
again, and it was fish on again. It was
still hammering down; I laugh about
it now, but this was a long night, I can
tell you. I was getting soaked, but it is
all part of the fun. The second fish
was a heavily scaled mirror, and what
a cracker at 22lb 12oz – a very pretty
fish indeed, and I took a quick picture
and back she went. It must have been
less than an hour and I had two fish –
get in! It was the same with the kids
laughing at me dripping, but you
carry on – rod back on the spot and
back under the brolly. I was one
happy man!
The weather was perfect and they
were feeding on my spots. We must
have been at the river for about four
hours, and by this time it was about
11pm. I had just put the kettle on to
warm up after the last fish, and then
the margin rod was off. This fish put
up a really good scrap, held its own in
the margin, and then went in the net
– yes! Now what a fish this was, a
fully scaled of 21lb 14oz. God I love
scaly fish, and I was well happy. Into
the sack it went, as I wanted daytime
pictures of that one. That was one fish
on each rod. They were really on it
now, and with the fish safely in the
deep margin and the rods all sorted, I
finally got to have my coffee and
relax.
It was still raining and blowing a
gale, and I was just getting into bed
and chatting with the missus, when
beep… here we go again! One of the
far margin rods was off. It seemed to
be kicking off. Now when you catch
carp from the margin on the river, trying to get them back across to the net
can be hard work because there is a
flow. It’s like trying to land a sack of
spuds. Anyway, this fish was just like
that, and I thought I was in contact
with a whale. After another great
scrap, into the net she went. I
couldn’t believe my eyes; it was
another fully scaled, and on the scales
she went 22lb 8oz. It was mental; I’d
been there six hours and had four
(Top) Five of these in one night –
never heard of anything like it before
in my life.
(Centre) They don’t come any better
than this.
(Bottom) This one looks like it has
been in the wars – stunning
nonetheless.
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More Thames Magic

fish, and not just that, but they were
all over twenty pounds. Now that’s
amazing fishing in my eyes. So it was
into another sack and in the margin
with the other fully.
I was buzzing; the adrenalin was
flowing a lot faster than the river.
After every fish, I had been topping
the spots up with about half a kilo of
boilies. So by now I had done about
seven kilos of boilies and the bucket
was getting low. Now Sam was getting kind of pissed at me because
after every fish I was getting her
soaked because I was so wet. I got
back into bed, and within minutes the
other far margin rod was off, and after
yet another scrap over the cord went
a 20lb 12oz common. After a quick
night shot, back she went. Sam did
not want to take that pic; it was still
raining, but she did, and with everything all sorted, it was back to bed.
At about 2am the same far margin
rod ripped off. I’d had five runs, landed
two commons, one cracking heavily
plated and two fully scaled crackers,
which were still tucked away down
the margin. What was this going to
be? It was a lake escapee of 25lb 8oz
and not a bad looking fish either. After
a quick picture and off she went.
What a session, and it wasn’t over
yet.
I was fast asleep, as it had been a
long day so far, and I was shattered.
The margin rod rudely woke me up. I
fell out of bed and hit it – fish on. It
tore off at some speed downstream –
one angry fish, I soon had her under
control and in the net. This was nuts
– yet another fully scaled mirror –
how many are in there? I had caught
three now; it was mind blowing. It
went 10lb 8oz on the scales, and I was
very happy with that. I took a few
night shots of that one, then off it
popped back into its watery home. I
was soaked again, but the fishing was
out of this world. By now it was
3.30am; I’d had had no sleep, but the
smile on my face said it all. The rods
were all back on the spots, and it
would be light in a while, but I just
couldn’t go back to sleep. I was sitting there smiling away, I just could
(Top) Early morning wake up call,
and what a fish to wake up to!
(Centre) I absolutely love this fish,
and every time I see this picture I
relive that day.
(Bottom) This one is a right old
character.
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not believe I had had three fullies, and
I was that confident I couldn’t take
my eyes off the rods. In all this time I
had been catching, I still hadn’t even
seen one fish roll or any sign of carp
whatsoever, but that is the norm on
the Thames; you just catch them.
While sitting there staring at the
rods, the middle rod on the far margin
tore off. I was already on it, and this
fish came straight at me. I just wound
it in and into the net, and as quick as
that, it was done. I got my head torch
out, looked down, and I didn’t believe
my eyes! You will never guess – it was
yet another fully scaled! This one
looked about the same size as the
others. I didn’t get a chance to weigh
it, as just after landing it, the left rod
was screaming off. In a pickle, I tried
to hold the net with my foot and
grabbed the rod, but I dropped the net
and “Shit!” it was gone. Why she
didn’t fight? She was full of life, but all
I could do was concentrate on the
task at hand. I still had a fish on, and
it was angry, going downstream then
upstream for a few minutes, and then
in the net.
Now I know it does not make sense,
but it had been no ordinary night. I’d
had a lot of amazing fish in less than
12 hours fishing; it was just a red-letter day, or should I say night, which I
can never forget. In the net lay a stunning fully scaled mirror. I had no idea

what had just happened; one minute
I had a fully in the net, then it’s gone,
and then I had another one – just like
that! Sam was laughing her head off,
the kids were snoring, and I was
soaked to the bone and smiling my
head off too. It was just unbelievable,
and on the scales it went 23lb 12oz –

amazing, and stunning. It went into
the sack in the margin where there
just happened to be two other spanking fullies.
I couldn’t go back to sleep at all
with all the rods back out. I just sat
there for another ten minutes and by
then it was daytime. I baited up, sat
and watched the sun rise; it was all
just perfect. I sat there with the missus and kids on my birthday morning
with a smile from ear to ear and three
out of five fullies in the sacks in the
margin. I was ready to pose for the
camera, thinking to myself life just
doesn’t get any better, and that was
it, the rods stayed out. We took pictures of the fish, popped them all back
safely and enjoyed the rest of the
weekend. Just as quickly as it started,
it stopped; they had gone, and we got
not another sniff all weekend. I couldn’t care less though; I had eight fish in
12 hours and one of the most memorable sessions of my life. Now if that
isn’t Thames magic I don’t know
what is.
Tight lines! n

(Top) This one I had in about three
feet of water; a nice margin spot. Look
at how black its lips are – a cracker.
(Centre) The start of the new season
social on a island on the Thames.
(Right) That’s a lot of water – imagine
what that looks like in autumn.
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The Neglected Pool
By Scott Tippett

T

he mystery of certain
local waters are
always in the back of
your mind – is there a
surprise resident that
nobody knows about,
or is there a once talked about big’un
15 years on actually doubled in size!
Having finished my time on my syndicate and with a house move on the
horizon my angling time needed to be
at a minimum, so I decided to revisit a
local club water I hadn’t seen for several years where I did know some of
the true English residents had grown
into some really desired fish, mainly
stunning black mirrors.
My plan of action was to bait in the
dark out of sight like a secret squirrel
and return a couple of days later
armed with just a couple of singles
and a few pouches of boilie crumb to
fire onto the spots, just fishing for six
hours on morning sessions only.
Luckily for me I was trying out a new
bait from PSB “Secret Smurf, the SS4”,
which turned out to be an instant hit.
The first morning I arrived to wet a
line I could clearly see the baited
spots had major fish activity so with a
stealthy approach out came my rods,
clipped up ready to land spot-on.
The rigs I came to use after long
experiments were long running chods
around 2in high with super sharp
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Drennan Continentals with a 1oz
drop-off lead tied with 3lb mono. The
reasons for this is that the lakebed is
almost solid weed, so instead of finding the clear areas I wanted to fish as
effectively as I could on top of the
weed.
There were a few good anglers on
there all using the same kind of bait. I
did my homework, but I didn’t want
to follow the crowd on Cell or Sticky
Baits Krill; I wanted to do my own
thing using a bait that the carp would
have never seen before. This proved
to be a massive edge for me, as after

(Above) A sought-after resident from
this secret squirrel venue caught after
just one hour of getting the SS4 in
place.
(Bottom left) Proper English carp
nailed by presenting a hookbait in
thick weed using the stealthy
approach.
(Below) Frosty mornings on the River
Severn in flood chasing dreams! Hob
Nobs and brandy ready to go.

speaking to Smurf The Traveller who
owns Pukka Squirrel Baits I knew the
ingredients in the SS4 were especially
good for silty and weedy waters.
The proof was in the pudding when
on the first session I saw that where
I’d been baiting up the water clarity
was like chocolate. Talk about confi-

The Neglected Pool

carp – mainly target fish of several
anglers on there who had done a full
season, whereas all my carp were
caught within just a few weeks. I
know there are still some real dark
stunners to be had for another day,
but I can always go back to this
secret little venue when I feel the
time is right. This place is certainly off
the beaten track and one where these
dark old warriors could grow on to be
something very special in the years to
come. It was very hard work to keep
the family happy, work full time and
prepare myself for the house move,
but like they all say in angling, hard
work equals results, and so it proved.
These secret venues across the country have all been fished at some stage.
There aren’t not many carp these
days that haven’t seen a baited rig,
but my advice is to make sure your
baited rig is perfectly balanced for the
situation, along with making sure you
are different from the crowd with your
baiting approach. Always make sure
you do your research into the bait
you’re using; its all about confidence
and knowing you’re giving these
amazing creatures a meal they’ll
never forget.
Thanks for reading my story, and
maybe next time I’ll have a few more
dark old English carp to show you.
Be lucky! n

dence! I was buzzing! The rods had
only been out five minutes when the
alarm burst into life, only to net a
stunning little tench. Ten minutes
later the buzzer tore off again but
instantly I knew this was something
much larger. After a great scrap in
and out of weed I slipped a large dark
mirror over the cord. It wasn’t until
later inspection that she turned out to
be one of the lake’s largest residents –
one that has eluded me in the past
over several years. The new bait was

certainly helping, and needless to say
I was a very happy angler.
Over the next eight morning sessions I managed eight takes and
landed some stunning old English

(Top) Black as your hat… Sshhhh!
(Left) Lines had been wet for just ten
minutes when this one rattled off on
the SS4 cork ball pop-ups.
(Below left) The local geese keeping
me entertained.
(Below right) Another old English
warrior on the SS4.
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Private House Pond
By Toby Nathan

A

round three years
ago my father
informed me about
a private property
that was for sale
that had a lake
with it. We decided to have a look, as
I was itching to know what it was
like. The house was still occupied, but
I managed to climb a tree in order to
get a view of the lake and what a
sight it was… roughly two acres in
size with an overgrown island, pads
dotted around and lots of overhanging trees. All I could think about was
whether or not there were carp present. I had absolutely no idea what
was resident in the lake.
Over the next couple of weeks,
once the house became vacant, every
22lb 8oz mirror.

evening I went down there armed
with my polaroids in the hope that I
might spot some carp. After a few
trips down I hadn’t seen any and I
soon began to doubt that there were
any in there. However, one evening
upon arriving at the shallow bay,
which is only yards from the end of
the house, there sat a lump on the surface in about 3ft of water. I couldn’t
believe that I was potentially going to
have a room only yards from a lake
that had some big old carp present…
that’s what dreams are made of!
A couple of weeks later and to my
delight, the move was actually going
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18lb common.

ahead. After speaking to the previous
owner, he confirmed that he himself
dug and stocked the lake with 30 carp
in 1977 making them nearly 37 years
old! He confirmed to me that they had
never been fished for, as the lake was
never open to the public. Unfortunately 20 died not long after the
stocking, leaving a remainder of ten
carp.
Things just kept getting better and
better, and over the next few weeks I
managed to spot a few different fish,
including two fish in particular. One
was a scaly orange fish, and one an
almost purple zip linear, both around
the low 20lb mark and definitely two
21lb 8oz
mirror,
Orange Fish.

Private House Pond

34lb mirror.

of the most stunning looking fish I
have ever seen in the water.
As they had never seen anglers’
baits, it was going to be challenging,
but I decided to start introducing

boilies regularly on spots that I was
happy with and that I was sure were
and still are some of their natural
feeding areas. It paid off… I have
been lucky enough to catch seven dif-

ferent fish including one of the two
that I really wanted. My fishing here
has been a dream come true – a real
adventure, and it’s certainly not over
yet! n

38lb 1oz mirror.
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Treasures of
TheThames
Ben Hinton
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Treasures of the Thames

J

une 2007 and the start of
the new season saw the
River Thames flowing
slightly faster than it
should have been for that
time of year. Having lost
my first two bites right at the net on
the opening afternoon I was not
happy and spent the night sat in the
bivvy sulking, hoping and praying to
the river gods for another chance to
put the two wrongs right.
My prayers must have been heard,
as the following afternoon I was lucky
enough to receive another take at
exactly the same time as the previous
day. This one must have had my
name on it, as it came to the net without any trouble. At 30lb 8oz I could
not believe how little effort she put
into her fight, especially with how
long and powerful she looked. I had
soon forgotten about the previous
day’s lost fish and was really looking
forward to getting into some more
fish. The river, on the other hand,
thought not.
Over the next couple of weeks we
received an unseasonable amount of
rain that bought the water levels up
and over the banks, and before the
season had even got going the river
was a raging torrent, slowly spreading out over the flood plains. This was
the first experience I had of a summer
flood, and what an eye-opener it was
to be. Wading in the flooded fields
with 30lb carp swimming through my
legs and brushing up against me
without a care in the world really did
get the old heart racing. I spent a
good few hours stood amongst them,
watching in amazement what they
got up to. All the worms in the fields

had drowned as the warm floodwater
took over their grassy homes leaving
them nowhere to escape to. At least
they would not go to waste and were
providing the fish with an easy meal.
It was so interesting to see how
nature reacted to this summer phenomenon and how quickly the carp
seek somewhere to rest their fins out
of the surge of water that was coming
down the main river. (It’s worth noting that in all the years since the 2007
summer floods, I have spent many

(Above) 30lb 8oz mirror, June 17th.
(Bottom) Willow swim from the boat.

winters looking in the fields when the
river has burst its banks but never
seen the carp or any other fish move
into the fields like they did that year).
I could not bring myself to fish for
them though, as it felt like shooting
fish in a barrel. My brother Jak on the
other hand had no issues and was
soon set up with a bait cast out on to
a nice grassy patch in the middle of
the flooded field. He received a bite
within ten minutes of the rod being
out.
As the water was only 3ft deep the
fish powered off on a fast, powerful
run but the hook pulled. This in turn
spooked the fish out of the field back
into the river for the rest of the flood,
which lasted right into August.
By the time September had come
around and the river had settled
down to its normal level and became
fishable again I was chomping at the
bit to get a spot going. I started where
I had left off before the high water,
and first night back in my island swim
I received a bite at 3am and a great
battle followed, but there was only to
be one winner after twenty minutes
of having my arms pulled off from try-
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ing to stop the unseen beast going
over the top of the nearby weir. I soon
slipped the net under a good fish. At
29lb 2oz I was made up, and seeing as
the last month or so had been a writeoff it was nice to start where we left
off and bag another Thames lump.
The next fish to fall to my rods
turned out to be a bit of a special one.
Not huge at 23lb 14oz but a lake
escape carp with a story to go with it.
At the time I didn’t even notice and it
was a few months later while reading
Dave Lane’s book, A Flick of the Tale,
I realized it was in fact a escapee from
Sonning Eye lake. I was fishing a long
way from this lake and it really did
show how far these fish travel once
they hit the river and how quickly
they could be 40 miles away from
what was once their home.
I had also been baiting another
spot since the river had receded, and
my first afternoon/evening trip there
produced three bites. The first, only
an hour after putting the rods out, the
tip slammed round and the reel burst
into life. I was fishing to a fallen tree
that had gone over in the floods and
created a nice area of slack water just
downstream of it. I was sat in the boat
with the rods on long bank sticks in
the shallow margins just to the side.
The first take caught me a bit off
guard. It was a struggle pulling my
waders up and jumping into the river
to get to the rod, but this just added to
the excitement. Keeping the rod low
to the water’s surface to keep the line
out of the overhanging trees the tip
bent to the butt as another angry
Thames carp beat me about as best
as it could trying to slip my hook.
Luck was on my side though and I
soon had a stunning scaly mirror
lying in the folds. Securing the net to
the boat I set the camera up on a little
clearing behind where the boat was
tied, quickly zeroing the scales so
everything was ready to hoist the
stunner on to dry land.
The scales spun to 21lb and it was
one I recognised from our last meeting in 2005. At least they had not all
been washed downriver and out to
sea although she had certainly had a
rough ride throughout the floods and
a rather large open wound on her
flank showed how much these fish
must get beaten around in the turbulent water.
The next bite half hour later was
from a barbel. I normally don’t weigh
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29lb 2oz – first fish after the summer floods.

The Sonning escapee that was in Dave Lane’s A Flick of the Tale book.

21lb flood-beaten scaly mirror.
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(Above) Nuisance barbel.
(Below right) Typical Oxford flood
escapee Simmo.
(Bottom) 29lb 8oz river warrior.

or do pictures of these, but as I had
the camera and scales still set up
from the carp I quickly weighed it at
11lb and took a quick picture for
future reference. (It’s nice to see how
far all the river fish travel and not just
the carp. It can also be an advantage
knowing which species of fish move
where and when). With the rod flicked
back out I could not believe I had only
been out for one-and-a-half hours’
angling and had already had a couple
of bites. Another half hour passed
when the rod ripped into life, and
again a short but spirited fight followed. Once in the net I was slightly
disappointed to see a typical lake
escape Simmo mid double sat looking
up at me. I clicked a couple of pictures off before letting it swim off
back into its new home. Not a bad
way to start in the new spot though,
and I could not wait to return for

another afternoon/evening session a
week later.
Throughout the week I had been
back to the spot every night putting
30 boilies and a bucket of maple peas
out with my homemade bait dropper.
Upon my return the following Friday
after work, I had the rods out in double quick time full of anticipation.
Action was not so fast and furious
this week, and I had to wait till just
gone 4am before the rod bucked and
ripped off. This time the fish powered
off on an upstream run and had gone
straight through the fallen tree I was
fishing up to. The three bites the previous week had all gone off downstream, so I had a good idea I was
attached to a better fish, as for some
reason the big ones do like to make an
upstream run. With line ripping off a
tight clutch the fish kited out towards
the middle of the river before starting

a deep, powerful run back downstream. Luckily for me the line pinged
free from the fallen tree putting me
back in direct contact with the fish as
it made its way towards London. It
didn’t last too long before it ran out of
steam, and I had her coming back
towards me. A few more powerful
lunges and it was soon wallowing
ready for the net. As its broad shoulders slid over the cord I thought I had
another Thames 30, but the scales
said otherwise, stopping at 29lb 8oz.
This was a real battle-scarred mirror
that had a few nasty gashes that
needed to be treated. I was certainly
going through the carp care kits
catching these flood beaten fish. Still,
a Thames upper 20 is not to be sniffed
at.
I was really enjoying fishing this
spot; it was well out of the way in the
wooded wilds where not a soul could

get to me without the use of a boat.
The only downside was the chub!
They were murder, picking up the
baits and running off with them but
not hooking themselves due to my
long hair rigs. Not that I minded too
much, as the feeding activity from
them was obviously stirring the carp
up. All too soon it was dark and time
to make a move home to get to the
pub.
Once again the same pattern as the
previous week followed where I kept
the bait going in every night. Little
and often seemed to be doing the job.
Friday was soon upon me, and again
the rods were out within five minutes
of tying the boat up. The chub were
all over me from the get-go, and after
five or six aborted takes I finally
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hooked one, but this was no chub. It
sped off downriver at a good rate of
knots only to double back on itself
and swim straight into the waiting
net. As soon as I peeled the net back
I could see it was another one I had
caught before, so I just got a few pictures and slipped her back. She was a
cracking upper double with a little
heart shaped tail and tiny round pecs.
I had had the pleasure of watching
her in the water a few times over the
years and had caught her in the
September of 2005 about two miles
away from where I was now.
Things went quiet on the spot for
the next three weeks and no more
fish showed up at all. I just knew time
was running out. The water was getting colder, and October was just a
few days away. It would not be long
before I would want to be chasing the
Thames pike stocks, so I had one last
trip up to the fallen willow. I had run
out of my homemade baits I had been
using apart from a small tub of the
hardened hookers, so I was only baiting with maple peas in the week leading up to my next trip. It had now
turned really cold. We had had frosts
all week and baiting up was a real
chore each night, but the words
“effort equals reward” kept ringing
out in my head as the icy wind cut
through me every evening as I made

Really struggling to hold her weight and click the camera remote.

the half-hour journey to the fallen willow.
Friday afternoon soon came round,
and it was noticeably warmer than it
had been all week. With the rods all
sorted, I lay on the deck of the boat
watching the world go by, happy with
the autumn’s results and planning for
the pike assault that I was about to
embark on.
All too soon the afternoon had
slipped away; the sun was slowly

dropping out of sight when from
nowhere with no warning the banker
rod was away. I got my wader strap
caught around my boot so was in a
real pickle as I tried to pull them up,
nearly falling face first as I went to
jump off the boat to get to the rod.
Upon picking the rod up I was flatrodded instantly. I could tell this was
the one that I had been dreaming of
all week whilst out on those cold baiting-up missions. As the fight played

34lb Thames PB. Buzzing was an understatement.
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17lb stunner.

out it was now dark, and in the moonlight I could see this fish was a long,
long way downriver with no letting
up. A good half hour passed as the
fish made run after run, and just as I
thought I was gaining the upper hand
it would just rip another 50 yards off
the reel and be back where we were
ten minutes before.

I stood up to the top of my waders
holding on for all I was worth. It was
turning into a real tussle, and I really
did not think I was going to win this
one. With a bit of patience, slowly but
surely I was gaining the upper hand,
and in the moonlight I saw a huge set
of pale shoulders break the surface. It
was still out of reach for the net when

BIG CARP TOP TEN
French Holiday Destination

it made a dive back downstream
before tearing up and down the margins in front of me no more than a rod
length out. Gentle pressure brought it
back to the surface when all of a sudden it popped up right in front of me,
so without a second’s thought I bundled the monster into the net.
I stood shaking in the cold waters
of the Thames straining my eyes to
see what lay beaten. At first glance I
didn’t think it was as big as it had felt
during the fight, and it was not until I
went to lift the net that I realized
what I had caught. I had often heard
people say that they thought the net
was snagged on an unseen obstacle
when they went to lift a fish out of the
water and always assumed it was an
exaggeration, until that night!
It spun the scales round to 34lb, and
it was a new PB and still is to this day!
I was pleased as punch and let out a
little cheer. That was to be my last
fish of the autumn and now it was
time for some pike, or so I thought.
But that’s another story. n

IKTUS CARP HAS WON
THE CATEGORY BEST
FRENCH HOLIDAY
DESTINATION IN OUR
BIG CARP TOP 10
COMPETITION FOR THE
2ND TIME, THEY WON
LAST YEAR TOO!

France’s premier runs water

www.lakefishabil.com
07810 710 880

In Southern France, near the city of Pau is the Carp venue called Iktus.
The property has a total area of 100 Hectares (almost 247acres) with
the magnificent 60 year old gravel pit called Iktus Carp of 35 Hectares
(87acres). Open all year long, the lake has 15 double swims.
The fish stock consists of about 1,300 Common and Mirror Carp, with
approximately 300x40lbs, 50x50lbs, 20x60lbs and 3 fish over 70lbs,
Catfish up to 250lbs, Sturgeon to 150lb and Grass Carp to 70lbs. There
are no ‘Poisson-chat’ or ‘Crayfish’. There are toilet and shower facilities,
an on-site restaurant and bar, we rent boats, electric outboard motors,
bikes, echo sounders and all the fishing equipment you could need
with a tackle shop on site.
Iktus Lake Two (The Sturgeon lake) has 8 swims and holds about
500 Common and Mirror Carp with approximately 30x40lbs, 3 fish
over 60lbs, 80 Koi Carp up to 40lbs and 200 Sturgeon of 17 different
species, 8 European records, biggest 85kg (French record) and 100
Grass Carp with the biggest 55lbs.

Exclusive booking agents for Iktus Carp,
Iktus Lake Two, Iktus Runs Water
and IktusRuffaud

For information and to book a swim at one of these fantastic lakes
give Rob Watts a call at the number below.

7 Drayton
WoodRoad,
Road,Hellesdon,
Hellesdon,Norwich,
Norwich NR6
email: rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
7 Drayton
Wood
NR65BX
5BX •• email:
rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel: +44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel:
+44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658

A Carper’s Path... at an end

The River’s Mouth
By Dave Little
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The River’s Mouth

S

itting alone, I cast my
mind back, no longer the
riparian angler I once
was. A real sense of loss
crosses my thoughts, a
lump in my throat forms.
Just like all rivers from source to
mouth and just like most things in life,
there is a beginning and an end. With
spring to summer floating past like
fallen debris, this story continues after
fish caught and misdemeanours were
conquered. Long, hot summer days
were still apparent, but autumn was
looming its golden brown head.
It wouldn’t be long before leaves
would turn red and fall with more seasonal rain. Soon a rising river coloured
with intensity, a force of nature that
could push fish elsewhere and anywhere. After those still, warm summer
nights, where dark skies let their
gleaming white points shine through,
where crickets chirped and owls
hooted and other insects droned to
the changing autumnal, cloud-filled
night skies where the willows whistle
and rustle all night long. It would soon
all be changing.
The perch that housed ‘Old Nog’
(the heron) would soon be empty for
the colder months. Already the tree
lined banks were changing to their
sculptured, annual display. It wouldn’t
be long now…

The Ouse was changing above and
below the surface. Will-o-the-wisp
seemed to put an end to the surface
inspecting carp. Lily pads, no longer
ripe with their yellow flowers and
spreading like stepping-stones across

the river. Weed falling after a June’s
sunlight spoiling, and misty mornings
become a delight to see as first light
breaks and burns through.
If you remember from last time, I
had been carpin’ a new section of
river above where I had spent a lot of
my youth fishing. I had been dragged
there during my adolescent years,
from my home town, to fish all the
species that swam in the flowing
water. It was night fishing that
attracted me to the river the most. To
stay up and out all night without
parental guidance was like Christmas
to me. Being a kid stuck in a bedroom
would just make me bounce off the
walls. Come the end of the school
week, the Ouse was now my weekend retreat.
For years, I had spent time fishing
around that beautiful, magical section
of the Ouse, roach and perch, chub
and barbel, bream and tench, enough
to spoil any young piscatorial. Then,
there was carp.
Around sixteen years of age, after
baiting heavily with boiled wheat and
hemp, my first river Ouse carp, in the
shape of an eleven-pound common,
graced my net. It was a slow, almost
still section of the Ouse, and tench
had been the target. The Bob Draper
carp rods, which had tamed the Gar-
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(Above) With fish like this, it was
enough for me to try my luck for the
carp of the Great River Ouse…
(Below right) This river common I
was not going to lose!

den City cracker factory town carp,
had been swapped for a Drennan
tench float rod. Lobtails as hook bait
and a Trudex centre-pin reel had both
helped and hindered the job of catching that golden-scaled river creature.
There was nothing commercial
about this section of river; no real purpose made swims. No gate codes. No
syndicate. No real rules. No named
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fish. A bailiff you might just get the
chance of seeing. A £20 club ticket
was all that was required to fish. It
was left to be wild with only a narrow
path through stinging nettles and
thistles to help you explore the channels. It had become the centre of my
universe.
The river had always been there,

always flowing past me while I had
grown to learn its secrets as a boy.
The river had been there when we
visited for drunken social nights, (set
up, and always end up in the pub!)
during my early twenties. The river
had been there during wintery weekends when there was nothing to do
except lob a pike bung to the oppo-
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CARP IN BRONZE
F U L LY S C A L E D
MIRROR

Size: 90mm high x 145mm long,
Price: £59.95

COMMON CARP
Size: 70mm high x 135mm long,
Price: £54.95

LINEAR MIRROR
Size: 80mm high x 115mm long,
Price: £49.95

Each bronze is made in England.
Shipping: Single unit based
on latest Royal Mail prices:
UK first class = £2.70
EU small packet = £3.40
World zone 1 = £5
World zone 2 = £5.10
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The River’s Mouth

(Left) The lake escapee and my fourth
take of the morning.
(Above) Spot the poacher!
(Bottom) The old warrior common
from the old section of river.

site side. The river had been there to
walk along in the evenings with my
dogs just to get away from it all after
‘one of those days’. People had come
and gone like the boats that were
moored up. I had also met most of the
wildlife from muntjac to foxes and
badgers to otters along the way...
Unexpectedly, when I thought my
life had been planned out and then
abruptly changed, the river eventually
ended up housing me. It had become
my home. Fishing from my new floating dwelling seemed to be where
most of this river carpin’ lark started.
So, last time I had managed to winkle out a few scaly mirrors on the new
section of river. It was between locks,
approximately 2.6 nautical miles long.
I was above a weir, which regulated
the water flow. The swim looked
directly upstream along the miles of
river, and it was inspiring and daunting to think that this runway was
where the handfuls of carp would be
travelling down. Well, hopefully.
Casting towards an overhanging
willow, I settled in for another quick
overnighter. There was a bright as
you like full moon going on, and I was
pretty confident of a bite, as I had
seen fish before setting up. It was
around midnight when the first take
ripped off in an uncannily river carp
manner. It fought well but not as
heavily as many before it. I had
played it well and it was about done
when unfortunately the thicker weed
in front of me saved the carp and off it
pinged. Balls-up!
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Lead fuzzed hazily and a little
angrily back over to the willow and it
wasn’t long before Mr. Little was
snoring again. Second take was
around six and I was not going to let
the same happen again. The usual
unmistakable roar of the underwater
river torpedo. Nuclear charged turbine engines on full power. They
never cease to amaze me and still to
this day just send me into a shaking
mess of a man. It was a common, and
this time it was netted.
Two bites in a night had happened
before to me, and others… but three!
It was around eight in the morning.
The commotion of locomotives had
got busier on the tracks that ran parallel with this section of the Ouse.
People making their usual haul to

work and there I was with carbon
bent double on my third take. This
carp, unlike the last, however, had its
full intentions of ‘stitching me up’.
Away from the overhanging tree I
managed to turn it before it glided off
to the right. A small clump of lilies,
two metres long, and the fish headed
towards it. Within a matter of seconds
the pull had become solid. Not again!
I kept the tension on, but by the
time I had got out to the lily bed, by
boat, I was dumbfounded at what I
discovered. I followed my line two
metres across the tops of the lilies, the
carp’s chosen route. Then he had
decided to go back down through the
way he had come. Eventually, I had
found my leader. I was shocked to
find it sewn around, like cotton and
thread, on an old sunken branch,

The River’s Mouth

(Above) With crickets chirping and
owls hooting, it was a pleasure to just
be there on the banks of the Great
River Ouse…
(Above right) Rainfall on the River
Ouse and a rising river was apparent
at the nearby weir.
(Below) From my toes to my hands.

which must have sat at the base of
those old lilies for years. This carp had
absolutely no intentions of being shot
and framed!
Three takes was pretty rare, even if
I had managed to lose two. Leads had
been thrown out again by this
stumped angler, and then the kettle

was lit. It was after nine in the morning and a couple of dog walkers had
crossed the weir. I heard them spouting the same old crap about bills and
kids when lo and behold another rod
was pulled from its rests.
I couldn’t believe it. Four takes! I
landed it! Even after such an already
unlucky performance by this angler.
Well you can’t win them all! Over into
the awaiting net rolled a mirror that
was obviously AWOL, an escape artist
from a lake close by maybe. I had
recognised it as one of the fish I had
seen cruising around the pads. Its
distinctive high back was gliding
around above the surface. I gave my

mate Warren, who was down on the
old section, a shout and a quick snap
of the ‘tourist’ was taken.
It had been hard to resist the urge,
but gentle persuasion talked me into
doing a night on the old section. It
was the most unlikely of swims to fish
from. No brolly, just a bedchair and
the stars above. It was a private section of the river, where carp usually
bathed in the summer sun. A good
bed of Addiction boilies and two plum
pop-ups above, and I managed a bite
in the early hours of the morning. An
old warrior looking common was the
victim, and I was more than happy
with the result.
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It was now September and I knew
that the river would soon be shutting
up shop. I know that fish can and do
get caught over the colder months
but personally mid October is where I
give up. I take my hat off to those that
succeed after this, as it’s hard at the
best of times. Back to the new section
and knowing that this was probably
my last session ever on the Great
River Ouse, at Offord, made me commence wishing and praying, as you
do.
If you can recall, I mentioned seeing a fish at my feet in the last story.
Thankfully, it was before the EA bailiff
turned up. Anyway, it was a lovely
looking, long, dark common. It had
given me a fright as it was just sitting
there only inches from my toes. I had
seen it again about a month later,
with another common similar in size
and a couple of mirrors, merrily swimming along.
I was fortunate enough to have
been given some bait from Madbaits.
Only Jerry and I were given it to test.
I had deposited a couple of pouchfuls
of the test bait around the overhanging willow. Setting up for the usual
quick overnighter, it was apparent
there had been a bit of rainwater. The
weir behind was flowing a little
harder, and the sound of gallons of
water was soothing as I tucked
myself in for the night. The take came
around four in the morning, and I was
on it as quick as a hare! It took the
usual route, trying to take me deep
under the willow, until out into the
open water and then pulling into the
weedbeds in front.
I had learnt their battle and quickly
prevented another epic fail. The fish
was eventually netted and looking to
the skies I thanked the stars above. I
had caught the common, from my
toes, to my hands.
It was a lovely dark, old river common, and by its length I could tell it
was the one I saw. Over the moon
was an understatement. From the
new section of river it was to be the
last carp I would ever catch. Extra
care and attention was paid to the
fish, and into the water with the carp
I got, returning her to the Great River
(Top) Extra care and attention
required to return the dark river Ouse
common.
(Right) An end to the fishing at a
magical section of the Great River
Ouse.
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Ouse. I held onto the fish just like all
the memories made fond to me by
this river. I was holding tight and did
not want to let go.
The fish was still; its gill rakers
moving gently. My hand ran under its
belly and after a while the carp knew
it was time to go. She slowly started
to beat her tail and glided gently
away and with it, years of angling this
mighty river. I was both elated and
saddened.
The moment and every event leading to it had planted something in my

soul, and I would never forget or forgive the river for it. All the vintage and
remarkable looking fish I had caught
over my time on the ever enchanting
Ouse had come to an end, for I was
moving to a new valley with hopefully
a new path to walk down. I still pass
over the river on my way to work now
and feel its unique might, as water
flows heavily past to the estuary. So
many miles, so many swims. Who
knows what secrets are in store for
those who dare to tackle this mother
of all rivers? Be lucky… n
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The Secrets of the
RSPB Lake
By Mark Johnson

O

ne day I was sat
chatting to a good
friend of mine about
all things carpy and
he was telling me
about a friend of his
who was fishing a lake owned by the
RSPB – a no-fishing lake of about 40
acres! But he’s managed to sneak in
and fish it and had a few nice carp
out. Well that was it; I just had get
myself down there for a look round
and find somewhere I could fish it
without being seen. So armed with a
marker rod and a few kilos of boilies I
waited till late one night before it got
dark to have a look round in the hope
that at that time the dog walkers and
birdwatchers would not be about!
I found an area of the lake I liked,
which had a big willow tree I could
set a shelter under in the hope of not
being seen by people walking round.
It had an island out in front of it that I
just knew the carp would patrol. That
night when marking out I even saw a
few fish too! There was a big plateau
that came off the island and off the
drop off it was 8ft so the plan was to
bait off the plateau in 8ft of water and
not bait on the plateau because
you’ve never seen so many swans
and birds, and on top was only 3ft so
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I knew they would eat it all. I kept the
bait going in for that week, knowing I
had four nights coming up to fish.
The plan was to do four nights, as it
was a long way with your tackle to
get to the lake and my spot. I was
buzzing to get down there, and Sunday night was when I was heading
down there just before dark. I got
down there and lugged all my tackle,

(Above) My first Secret Lake fish at 23lb.
(Bottom) My second Secret Lake carp: a
nice grey 28lb 2oz linear.

being as light with it as possible,
ready to fish it for the first time. The
plan was to fish chods over boilies. So
I got all set up and put two rods on
the baited area off the plateau and
two rods on top of the plateau. I put a
good couple of kilos out on the 8ft
spots off the plateau and only the odd
bait on top of the plateau, as I didn’t
want to attract the many birds. I saw
the odd fish cruising on top and it
was a nice warm evening.
When it was dark I went to bed
hoping no one had seen me, wishing
for one of my rods to rip off, and it didn’t take long, as at 11pm my right
hand rod over the bait on the 8ft spot
was away. After a little battle I had my
first Secret Lake carp in the net at
23lb! I wasn’t fishing far out – only 20
yards – so putting the rod back out
was easily done. With the rod back
out and pics done I got back in bed
very happy with my first carp. Then at
1am the same rod was off again, and
this time it was a 28lb 2oz linear! The
pics were done and the rod put back
out, this time with a few pouches of
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Chunky 24lb 4oz common.

Callum and me with the 15lb 10oz.

Callum and me with the 20lb 6oz common.

My son Callum, happy to be here with this 15lb 10oz.

Orangey mirror of 18lb 6oz.

Callum happy again with another Secret Lake common of
20lb 6oz.
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A nice 22lb 4oz linear.

One-eyed common 17lb 12oz.

27lb 4oz common.

Pretty 26lb mirror.

31lb 1oz common with a bit of ghost in it.
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Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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boilies over the top, and I was back in
bed very happy!
At 5am I woke to a one-toner, this
time to a rod on top of the plateau and
I landed a nice 24lb 4oz common!
They kept coming that morning with
a couple more carp banked by lunch!
I reeled in at lunch because I had to
go and pick my son Callum up for the
night, and yes, he was coming with
me back to the reserve! I knew my
gear was safe stashed under the willow so off I went to pick him up!
When we got back to the lake we had
to wait till no dog walkers were about
to cast my rods out.
We h a d s o m e d i n n e r a n d s a t
watching the water when one went
off and I landed a 27lb 4oz common! I
was very happy that they were on the
bait and I put a good couple of kilos
out before we went to bed.
Not long into dark I had a linear of
18lb 14oz. We went back to sleep but
half an hour later the rod was off
again, this time with a 15lb 10oz mirror. This time I got some pics of Callum and me with the carp as he’d got
up to help out! With the rod back out
and more bait out it was back in bed
with a big smile on my face thinking
about what the next fish could be!
(Top) A 19lb 6oz Secret Lake common.
(Below) Powerhouse of a common
31lb 2oz.
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Callum was happy to see a couple of
carp on the bank. Then just after first
light one of the plateau rods was
away again, and after a good fight I
had a nice 26lb mirror in the net. Then
the right hand rod ripped off and I
landed a 20lb 6oz common, and by
lunch I’d had a couple of doubles too.
Callum went home back to his mum
after a bit of hectic fishing so he was
happy, and all I wanted to do was get
back down there and get the rods
back out.

I had a double in the night that
night then in the morning a rod on the
plateau was away. It kept on going,
and I could see it bow waving across
the plateau; I could tell it was a good
fish! After getting line back on it and
under control I played it close in hoping to get it in, and I did. And it was a
lovely common of 31lb 2oz! I was very
happy with this one, but there were
more to be had, so I got the rod back
out super quick with a few baits. I
was sat waiting again, but not for
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l o n g, a s t h e y k e p t c o m i n g w i t h
another double banked.
By this time I was running out of
bait fast, so the plan was to go home
and get more, but before I could go I
had another take. I had a powerful fish
on, and when I got it in close I could
see it was a big common with a bit of
white ghost in it, and I managed to
land it. On the scales it went 31lb 1oz
– just one ounce under my other 30!
With the pics done it was off home to
get more bait. I got back down there
about 5pm and quickly got my rods
back out and sat watching and hoping for another Secret Lake lump to
grace my net.
When sat on my bedchair I heard
someone say “Hello” so I peeked out
of my bivvy to see some bloke standing there saying, “You’re not allowed
to fish here!” Obviously I said, “Sorry, I
wasn’t aware,” and he went on to say
he was the warden and I needed to
pack up and leave and to never come
back to fish again! This is not what I
wanted, as it was my last night and
now it was cut short, and I packed up
and went home. To be fair I’d had an

18lb 14oz zip linear.

awesome few nights on there, so was
pleased he only asked me to leave.
I do walk it still now and then and
I’ve seen the white/ghost common I
caught at 31 in the edge with a cou-
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ple of mirrors one being a mid 30 linear. I’ve also seen commons bigger
than that, so I will be sneaking back
in at some point this year… How
could I not go back? n

Carpy Humour

Web: cottingtonlakes.co.uk
Email: cottingtonlakes@outlook.com
Tel: 01304 380691
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RiverCarping:

TheAddiction
By Joseph Gacon

I

had grown up alongside the
river; it ran right through the
centre of my town. Since a
child I had cut my teeth fishing, swimming and fashioning anything that would float
into makeshift rafts. The river was
very much a part of my life, but I had
always said that carp fishing was for
older men who were too tired to stay
up all night and that life was too short
to waste time doing it. I’d had a few
river carp on paste, worms and bread
using the tip rod but was far from a
carp angler. Some of my friends were
already well into their carp fishing,
but I wasn’t drawn in by their photographs of monsters. I really only
went fishing with them for the social.
Tench on light tackle or long trotting
for dace was what fishing was all
about to me.
My new girlfriend was great; she
enjoyed camping out all night and
cooking food on the bank in the summertime. One night after a barbecue
and a few too many beers I decided to
turn in. Before going to sleep, I
checked that my bite alarm was
turned right up on my token carp rod
(like all good nods do) and got my
head down. At 7am I jumped out of
my skin to the sound of my alarm
one-toning at max volume. My first
response was to check up and down
the river for a canal boat that might
have picked up my line, but looking
down at my rod it was bent double
and the spool was turning at a rate of
knots.
Still confused, I picked the rod up
from the stands, but all I could do was
push the butt into the base of my
stomach and hold on with both
hands. “Was this fish ever gonna
stop?” It had taken 60 yards off a very
tight clutch and was heading
upstream, if it got under the stanchions of the bridge it would be game
over! Just then the line fell loose and
my heart sank. I carried on retrieving
line just in case the fish had turned
with the same speed. I could hear my
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My first river 20 – the start of my addiction.

heartbeat through my open mouth
and my hands were shaking as I
called for my girlfriend to tell her how
close we had been. At that point my
suspicions were answered and I felt
the weight of the fish again! “IT’S
STILL ON!”
It did not want to stop, this time
stripping off 40 yards of line and
heading downstream. “What have I
got on here? I can’t lose this; I’ve just
got to see what it is.” I’ve never felt
anything like it. Around ten minutes
later the scariest battle that I’ve ever
had was over, and my girlfriend held
the net as I stepped back and pulled
the fish over it. I exhaled deeply and
turned to my girlfriend who was

jumping up and down on the spot like
a child, waving her hands about. We
both peered down into the net then
looked back up at each other with
wide eyes, and a stream of expletives
followed. My first 20lb-plus carp...
and from the river. An immaculate
and muscular common; it didn’t look
like anyone had ever seen this fish
before, and it certainly didn’t have a
name. We were both still stunned by
its power. I was knackered and had a
thumping headache from the beers
and the shrieking noise of the bite
alarm, but it didn’t matter. This was
the start; the mystery of what was out
there was too much for me… I was
totally addicted.

The Addiction

(Left) 23lb 6oz after a week of
prebaiting taken in a freezing cold
northeasterly wind in late October.
(Above) My friend Fagan (a drunken
graffiti artist) would visit me and
bring some beers when he was at a
loose end. He must have been
inspired on the way home after seeing
one banked.
(Below) Bang on 32lb.

Over the next few years I had quite
a few carp, most of them being low to
mid doubles. I noticed a pattern
emerging though; I was getting bites
at certain times in different swims. I
had a very secret swim that I built in
a small section of wooded area. The
banks were high, so I had used a

spade to fashion some steps down to
the water’s edge, and trees on both
sides hung low with the branches
touching the water. Behind the wood
was a park bench that the locals used
to skin up on. Large gangs of chavs
would gather there to drink, and
unbeknown to them I was fishing less

than 20ft away. This swim had thrown
up a couple of mid doubles that
straightened my size 8 long shanks as
they charged away; my rod tip well
under the water to avoid the overhanging branches. Both bites came at
the same time of the morning –
5.30am. The swim half a mile downriver was always good for a bite at
around 7 or 7.30am, and the next one
that I favoured, half a mile downstream again was giving me fish at 9
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to 9.30. Could this be the same pod of
fish, grazing downstream at the same
time each morning? Could a truly
mobile angler take advantage of this?
Word had spread quickly about the
fish I was having, and people were all
of a sudden fishing my swims, and
the blatant lack of etiquette saw me
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prebaiting new places after dark. A
couple of repeat captures had me
wanting to spread my wings and try a
different section of river. The centre of
a town with over 40,000 people living
in it was a hard place to keep a secret.
A cracking September session saw
my cover well and truly blown. I had

fished right next to the river bridge
and had three fish over three nights;
an eerie ghostlike fog delivered a 21lb
common on the first night; a prehistoric mirror just under 24lb the following morning, and on the second
morning I witnessed a huge fish roll
on my spot. I was sitting on my rod for
the next few hours but nothing happened so I was straight on the phone
and somehow managed to book the
next day off work, which turned out to
be the right decision.
On the final morning as the kids
walked to school and the traffic
queued on the bridge, all hell broke
loose. My rod suddenly bent double
and my alarm one-toned, as something powered away, making a total
mockery of the super tight clutch I
had set the night before. With the
constant pressure the fish turned and
luckily ran upstream, away from the
bridge. I can honestly say I was completely powerless as I watched
streamer weed on the other side of
the river float to the surface, my line
slicing it clean as the fish gathered
(Top) Just under 24lb.
(Below) The 32lb 18 months earlier,
here at 27lb 9oz.
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Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends
Early in 2019, I published a Big Carp magazine devoted solely to the River Thames. It was another first for Big
Carp, as there had never been a magazine of its kind. It was a sellout nationwide, such was the interest from
carp anglers, whether they were river anglers or, so it was obvious a book was to be my next project. Six months
later and I have something a bit special for you – long overdue in my opinion – another first for Bountyhunter
Publications and a book EVERY carp angler, novice or expert, still water angler or river angler should read, a
book dedicated solely to the greatest river in the UK, a river that glides majestically through our capital and
contains some of the finest looking carp in the land – The River Thames.
Every carp in this book was caught from Old Father Thames, some huge carp – thirties, forties and a fifty, but
why are so many Thames monsters being caught now? Where have they come from, and where is the best area
to fish if you want to catch these monsters of the flow? This
issue will answer these questions and more.
In 2018, Ash Geden rocked the news feed with his capture
of three Thames forties, and his chapter 'Chasing Dreams on
the River Thames' makes breathtaking reading.
Nick Helleur also landed the first Thames fifty in 2018 after
a two-year campaign for this, the King Of The Thames. As with
most river carp, The King was an escapee, almost certainly
due to its location originally being one of the Dinton Pastures
stock. This fish has been the Thames record for many years,
although most of the previous captors have kept their catch
under wraps. However, this carp has featured in Big Carp a
few times in the past, right back to when it was only 30lb, and
more recently when caught by Katch Bullet and Steve
Shenfield at weights in the low forties. Here for the first time
is the history of The King, along with many interesting facts
about the Thames and its carp stock. Nick’s capture will
certainly mean other high profile anglers will soon be visiting
this stretch… Anglers like Terry Hearn and Dave Lane will
undoubtedly already be making plans!
David Wallen’s fantastic 'Life on the Thames' chapter also
features some huge river carp and tells the tale of life while
boat fishing this amazing venue, the largest piece of water in
the UK – the planning, the prepping and the dedication
needed to be successful. Aiden Savan’s account of his Thames
life emphasises the passion these guys have and the respect these fish have earned, while Simon Rumsey’s
chapter focuses on his hunt for his first Thames thirty, something we can all relate to.
Mikey Frost’s huge Thames common would have been a record not so long ago, the highlight of his neverending campaign so far. Mike Wilson takes a look back at his long Thames fishing history and also asks what is
the true origin of Thames carp? Zeth Christie has spent many years targeting these magical Thames fish; he’s a
great all-round angler and a great addition to this book. Jason Smith’s chapter emphasises the dedication that
some of these Thames carpers go to consistently catch these beautiful creatures.
One of our great lady anglers, Jo Green, also has a passion for these stunning beasts, and her chapter on the
Berkshire Thames makes exciting reading. Paul Miller has spent over 15 years fishing, moved onto the Thames
when syndicate carping lost its appeal, and he never regretted it! Graham Stevens spends a season on the
Thames, catching some incredible Thames specimens. It’s a milestone in carp angling literature – the first carp
book ever solely dedicated to the Thames.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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Left to right: Leadcore with the Rig Marole drop-off lead clip system used with
the blowback snowman rig on a long shank; in the summer months tied with
fluorocarbon – the baits whipped onto a pliable hair. The chod with a rotten
bottom – believe it or not in slow moving water the chod still works well, and
lifting your bait from bottom by 3ins will lesson the bream you catch by around
70%. Another good way to do this is by using tiger nuts. The safe drop-off PVA
bag rig; if you should suffer a break the large loop swivel attached in this way
will let your rig safely slide from the short length of leadcore.

speed. I flicked my anti-reverse off, as
knowing this fish was special, I had to
feel everything it was doing. What
seemed like a lifetime later I had won
a chocolate orange mirror of 32lb. It
was another repeat capture– I had
this fish on June the 16th, 18 months
prior, weighing 27lb 9oz… It was definitely time to move on.
A short drive in the car and a long
walk off the beaten track (too far for
most anglers to be bothered with), I
had found a nice sweeping bend with
lots of low overhanging trees in the
river. The nettles on the approach
were six foot high and blocked the
path. It was obvious this section hadn’t been fished in a while. I don’t use
a marker rod on the river, I use my
spod rod, replacing the spod for a loop
of 10lb line and a 3 or 4oz lead. Unless
the river is really slow a marker float is
not much good. I attach the line to
the end of my braid because, with
every flood the river is changing,
whole trees may have been swept
down and could now be lying on the
bottom of your favourite swim. Trolleys, mopeds, road signs, reinforced
concrete and scaffold poles are not
uncommon, so the loop of 10lb line is
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quick to take on and off and can break
easily if it becomes snagged. This
time though, the bottom of the river
felt good; the unmistakable tapping
on the rod tip of the lead passing over
gravel. I snuck up and pre baited at
dusk, taking care not to flatten the
nettles on my way to the swim.
My approach to baiting up was to
keep it cheap, but unless you have an

affection for bream stay away from
pellets. Going with boilies straight
away is fine if you happen to be sponsored or loaded, but on completely
new spots I like to involve the food
chain. Nothing says to a passing carp,
“Hey look there’s food here!” quite
like seeing other fish with their heads
down happily. You can still throw out
handfuls of larger baits to make sure
there’s some left for the bigger boys
and phase the small particles out later
if you choose to. The three types of
rigs I use are basic and cover situations presented by different
depths/nuisance species, speeds of
flow and types of bottom.
I don’t have a terminal tackle sponsor, but advise leaving your size 10
hooks and 12lb line at home; 15lb line
and size 5 or 6 Continentals are far
better suited here. Bringing the fish to
the surface as quickly as possible is
now even more paramount; this isn’t
your syndicate and you really do not
know what is under the surface. There
is a lead clip by a company called Rig
Marole that I like for two reasons:
firstly it’s made of alloy metal, so as
well as the lead the extra weight
helps the top end of the rig stay flush
to the bottom in the flow, and secondly, the back of the clip is missing
allowing the whole clip to be dropped
once the tail rubber is pulled free. I
have found fluorocarbon hook links
also buy you a few more bites in the
crystal summer waters.
The first night in new the swim and
my nearside margin spot gave me a
common of 26lb 4oz. I had phoned my
friend Mark to come and take pictures
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for me; I was using his bait so I knew
he wouldn’t say no. I didn’t know he
would choose to wear surf shorts and
flip-flops. I saw the torchlight from his
phone accompanied by a stream of
F’s and C’s... He was getting stung a
lot and was totally lost. With the fish
still resting in the net I walked toward
him attempting to show him the entry
point to where I was. Just then my
other rod screamed off and before
long I had two commons in the same
net; the second weighing 13lb 6oz. I
shouldn’t have bothered him in the
first place because his pictures were
terrible, and so were the next lot.
The following morning I had a
ghost koi that must have escaped
from somewhere. Despite being 11lb
it had my 3lb test curve rod bent double. Bailiffs visited and somehow
word of my success got out again,

and the next time I was able to
visit my new swim the nettles
had been strimmed right back
and the bankside looked like
Swiss cheese where the bank
sticks had been while I was
away. I fished it but the fish had
gone – time to move on again.
I needed to be super
lightweight; I needed to have
no contact with any humans at
all. I replaced the tyre on my
wheelbarrow for a punctureproof one from B&Q. I was
goin’ on walkabout so didn’t
need to be stranded anywhere.
Camouflage became a necessity; I needed lightweight
brolly, pegs, stove – everything. Had I
gone bonkers? Was I paranoid? Nah, I
had seen anglers I knew passing on
kayaks, and people on the cabin boats
going by were wearing carp fishing
apparel and staring hard at the banks
– nosey opportunists that daren’t take
that step into the unknown by themselves, but only too quick to capitalise
on your hard work.
The next swim was a mile
upstream again, in no-man’s land,
nothing resembled a swim at all here,
and I wasn’t in Kansas anymore. The
bank was high; there was a tree
touching the water on one side of me
and a bramble bush overhanging on
the other… It was a bit tight but it
just felt right, and not even the boat
traffic could see me here. I could pitch
up my brolly behind the tree and use
my mosquito net to block the dark

shape of the inside of my brolly that
would be visible through the leaves
from the river. As I walked away from
the swim, lifting my feet high so I didn’t flatten the long grass, I was thinking I needed to return with a shovel
and some loppers when I heard a
huge bosh and turned around to see
the rings stretching across the river. I
could not contain my excitement and
started talking to myself, “This is it,
baby – this is it!” It didn’t matter, no
one heard me; I was in the middle of
nowhere.
So on my first trip here, miles from
any settlement and on my own, I was
happy again. A few hours later I had a
fully scaled 22lb mirror in the net. My
friend Mark turned up, again getting
completely lost in the wilderness and
stung only to top trump himself and
take an even worse photograph. I had
heard tales of a big common on this
section, a long section that stretches
for miles involving backwaters and
boatyards. Although only a legend,
this was my target fish. An hour later
my other rod ripped off, and the supercharged battle on the steep, wet
bankside had me struggling not to fall
into the deep margin. With no light
pollution at all out here, I lost track of
the fish and turned my head torch on
to full beam only to see that my line
had passed over one of the lower
branches of the tree to my left. I had
nowhere to go, and I could not shake
my line from the tree.
As the fish tired, it surfaced under
the branch, I had hoped the line
would pop free last minute, but
instead through the mist I saw the
body of a huge common. Quite calmly
it seemed to use the branch almost
like a bottle opener to pop my hook
and the fish was gone. I sat down on
my bed chair staring into nothingness, like a scene from a Panama
cigar advert in the eighties; I was too
stunned to show any emotion at all.
Over the next few months my
father became ill and passed away
quite suddenly. This smashed me and
made me look at life quite differently.
More than ever it was obvious the
clock is ticking and you have to go
out there and enjoy your life. Seven
years into my addiction and a string

(Top) Can you see me? The passing
boat traffic didn’t.
(Left) Fully scaled 22lb, another one
of Mark’s famous pictures.
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of 20s and a couple of river 30s was
still not enough. I had seen a piece of
river that no one could get to, not
without a boat. I also needed a new
camera; it had become clear that I
could not rely on Mark!
My Dad left me a few quid that I
have now spent; I bought my new
camera and also a little fishing boat.
As an outdoor man I’m sure he would
approve of my adventures. I have
found that a boat can get you to
places inaccessible by foot, but to fish
from the boat in this way presents
you with a whole new set of problems; travelling to these swims takes
hours by water and makes prebaiting
only possible as you finish your session. Movement on the boat causes
your alarms to bleep constantly, so I
only turn them on before going to
sleep. The noise you make is now ten
times louder than if you were fishing
from the bank; after all you are now in
the water. This isn’t a problem when
fishing marinas, as the carp will be
used to the presence of boats and
constant activity, but where I was
fishing in the middle of nowhere with
no access from either bank, you have
to be a total ninja or risk constantly
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spooking the swim.
2013 was not my year for fishing.
Moving house, now working Monday
to Friday and a warm summer meant
super busy weekends on the river
with dragon boats, triathletes swimming past, pleasure boats, the rowing
club and a sizeable increase of predation. All this along with trying to balance family life has been hard work. I
had teamed up with a friend Andy
Lobal who was new to the area, and
like Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer we
planned our adventures. His day job
involved working on the rivers, and he

(Above) Late season trip to a large
local marina.
(Bottom) Big Head again, a welcome
end to my longest blanking streak.

rang me to tell me he had stumbled
upon quite a few fish in a town
nearby.
We arrived together that evening
after work as the sun was getting low.
The plethora of fish that he had
described was nowhere to be seen, so
I shimmied up a tall overhanging tree.
I saw three fish, two singles with visible disease and swimming alongside
them a chunky, milky-coloured mirror.
My friend Andy had first dibs and
bagged the side that opened out into
a picturesque slow pool right on top
of where I had seen the fish. I was left
with the narrow inlet, but I wasn’t
about to moan.
In the early hours Andy got a bite; it
was the milky mirror, 24lb 8oz and
one of the prettiest fish I had ever
seen! It’s colour was absolutely
unique; no marks, no war wounds –
beautiful. With only an hour until daylight the decision was made to sack
this fish, its colours far too rare to be
photographed in darkness. We rushed
doing this, because less than 30 yards
away were a large group of Eastern
Europeans getting drunk and relaxing
after work around a campfire. We
knew they had fished the area and
Andy had found fish bones on their
fire. We were in no rush to let them
know that there were carp here, and
stealthily slipped the sack into margin, the only place available being
halfway between us and them.
By first light they had gone, and like
small children on Christmas morning
we readied the camera and returned
to the sack. In our haste, both thinking the other had tied a knot over the
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These specially commissioned paintings are
now available to purchase due to popular
demand. Available in three different sizes
once framed in either a Perspex clip frame or
light wood natural frame and looks amazing.

No.2 – MARGIN MONSTER
It shows a big-framed carp beneath the
overhanging tree branches, patrolling the snags
and weed beds in its search for food.

No.1 – THEY’RE ‘AVIN IT!
It depicts the typical ‘heads down tails up’ scene,
which occurs beneath the surface when the carp
are really on the feed.

No. 3 – CARP ON!
This is what it’s all about, the ‘take’, as our quarry
makes its last mistake, the hook goes in, the buzzer
sounds, carp on!

AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES:
A3 - 297mm x 420mm - £15 • A2 - 420mm x 594mm - £18 • A1 - 594mm x 841mm - £22
Postage Rates – UK £7; Europe £15; rest of the world £25

Call 01252 373658 for card payment or go to our website for secure Paypal payment.
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toggle, we returned to find the sack
empty. The fish had forced the toggle
and bullied its way out to freedom.
Both speechless, it took a few hours
to get our heads round the whole
thing. At the time it felt like the end of
the world, but couple of nights later,
again bagsying the good bit, Andy
picked up a true beast. This fish had
tattoos and scars from pub fights and
at just under 28lb was a true river
warrior. He won’t let me share the
picture but promises that you will see
it here very soon.
Andy had some good tickets for
some great stretches, but fair play to
him, he uses watercraft well. Knowing it been a long hot summer, he
moved to a weirpool where the water
was more oxygenated. He managed
to bag a few good barbel along with
his first 20-plus river common. He had
invited me along on a guest one
night, but the swim to his side was
too rocky and snaggy. I didn’t fancy it,
so I had to get out on my boat again,
besides I was starting to get sick of
being this guy’s ghillie and photographer. I returned to an area that I had
prebaited on and off for months. The

location looked prime – two different
sections of the river rejoined and an
island sat behind them, 8ft deep and
gravel bottom with my traps both in
the middle of these narrow sections,
this was the only way past. I could
not get my head round the 12 blanks I
had already taken there. My rigs were
aggressive, my hooks sharp, my bait
perfect. I had taken bream to 10lb and
chub to 7lb but no carp yet. I had seen
otters there, but I had seen otters
everywhere. On six occasions in six
different areas last year I heard
bleeps, thinking they were liners, I’d
turned to look at my bobbins only to
see otters disturbing the line from my
rod tips. The river is a huge place
though and you simply can’t catch
fish if they aren’t there; they really
could be anywhere along the fourmile stretch.
I pulled my boat up gently to what
I believe was one in a line of box platforms from the seventies when the
match men ruled the river. All that
was left now were the rusty scaffold
poles. I wrapped my lines around
them before tying off, being careful
not to damage the glass of my boat.

This was a beautiful place; I could
hear a road in the distance but there
were no footpaths on the banks at all.
I was right to trust my gut feeling, as
at 3am my alarm sounded. I knew it
was a good carp; it had also been a
long time since I had seen one. I could
not drop this fish! Concerned about it
charging under the boat, I’d tired it
out at distance. Looking down on a
huge set of blue-grey shoulders in the
net, that smile was back. I found my
mojo, baby!
Hold on a minute… I know this
fish…Big Head, the only river fish that
we had ever named. A stumpy, ugly,
prehistoric looking fish with a huge
head, twisted mouth and a large lump
on his right hand side, Big Head was
unmistakable; he looked like a cut
and shut 40-plus. I had caught him
three times before, but previously in a
marina five or six miles upstream and
through two sets of locks. Great –
they are using the locks, so anything
really could turn up on your stretch. I
am looking forward to June 16 as
always, and hope this year sees me
finding some more of the river’s
untold treasures. n

The 31lb 10oz mirror was taken from a completely weed-choked area. The weed had warmed the water to bath temperature
and the fish moved in. It was completely impossible to fish though, so by spending the day in my pants in the water, raking
out a channel along the margin and stealthily returning to trickle bait in regularly, the rewards were there.
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Chronicle Fishing

T

his month sees Team
Chronicle take on our
13th lake under the
Big Carp banner, an
unlucky number for
some but certainly not
for us, as we got the privilege to fish
one of the best day ticket waters in
the UK, a venue stacked with carp
fishing history and stories of old. In
fact it’s a venue Rob Maylin himself
spent a lot of time learning his craft
on, netting lumps and throwing back
a few beverages with his pals from a
swim now nicknamed Maylin’s swim
(which just so happens to be suspiciously close to the old onsite bar). We
were amazed hearing the stories and
all the good times carp fishing legends like Rob Maylin and Steve
Briggs had here at Farlows. If you’re
interested and want to read more
head over to the Big Carp bookstore
at bigcarpmagazine.co.uk where you
can find books by Rob and Steve
packed with such stories.
Back to business – this month we
will be reviewing the stunning Farlows Lakes located in Buckinghamshire – www.farlowslake.co.uk

A nice 21lb 8oz mirror for our own Ricky Westpfel.

closing times of the gates). Before you
head to any swims on this complex
you need to report to the newly
designed and well stocked tackle

shop in the centre of the fishery to
pay and collect your ticket but it’s
always worth it for a good chat to get
the insider info on how the lake is

Farlows Lakes
The complex is 35 acres in size and
consists of three lakes plus stretches
of the Colnbrook River and the Grand
Union canal. There is literally something for everyone here at Farlows
fishery. We arrived at the lakes just
before 7am where the head bailiff was
prompt and on time to open the
secure security gates to start our session (see website for opening and
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Lewis Daneshi with a lovely 30lb 8oz common.

Chronicle Fishing – Farlows

fishing from the head bailiff, Eggy or
some of the other bailiffs who are
always on hand to give up their
knowledge to help with your fishing
Farlows, which is invaluable if you
have never been here before.
With only limited time on Farlows
the team would concentrate their
efforts on Lake 1 which holds some of
the jewels of the carp fishing community, with almost thirty five 30s in this
lake and a few going over the 40lb
mark. The lake record currently
stands at 42lb 4oz held by a mirror
called the Pretty One (ask about the
target fish known as the A-Team… an
added bonus if you’re lucky enough
to have one). The photos up on the
website’s gallery, social media and
shown to us by anglers bankside
speak for themselves really with an
amazing variety of large, beautiful
carp that would make any angler’s
d a y a n d p o s s i b l y a P B t o o . We
couldn’t wait to get our rigs out.
Lake 1 has a total of 61 swims
across its 25 acres so there is always
a spot when arriving with plenty of
water to cover. A lake map is available
to make sure you know which water
belongs to which swim eliminating
any confusion or day ticket drama
about where to cast your lines. The
swims on Farlows are immaculate
and perfectly suited for your modern
day carp angler, covered in shingle
right down to the water’s edge, easy
pegging and plenty of space to fit any
type of bivvy. Of its estimated 1200
fish the average size you can expect
to net from lake 1 is between 1722lbs. The toilet and shower facilities
directly behind the tackle shop are
without a doubt amazing and probably the best we have found in the UK
for a day ticket water. Staying here for
long sessions would be a pleasure, so
anyone looking for a fishing break or
longer session should most definitely
consider paying a visit to Farlows.
Lake 2 is six acres in size with 34
swims (again plenty of choice when
arriving at Farlows). It’s home to
around 500 carp with an average
being around 15lb, but the fish in this
lake are absolutely stunning, and with
a good head of 20s and a current lake
record of 32lbs it’s well worth putting
time in for stunning rewards. Plus
with current growth rates it won’t be
long before this is the lake of choice
for some arriving at this top venue.
Lake 3 is less than 1 acre in size

Stephen Best (aka Bivvy Tramp) with Cut Tail at 33lbs.

Fishery Rules
• Licences and carp care kit must be shown before tickets are purchased.
• All fish must be returned to the water as quickly as possible following
capture.
• NO sacking or retaining of fish is permitted. The removal of fish from
this venue will be viewed as a criminal act.
• Anglers must have a minimum of 36 inch landing net and a large
padded unhooking mat regardless of target species.
• Fishing is only allowed with rod and line. One hook only per line.
• Barbed or micro barbed hooks ONLY.
• NO lead core, unleaded or fused (Safezone) leaders allowed. Fluorocarbon or monofiliment, shock leaders are permitted.
• NO stainless steel hooks or bent hook rigs may be used. No fixed lead
rigs. All leads must pass freely over leader knots.
• NO baitboats or boats allowed.
• NO wading allowed.
• NO guests allowed without first consulting tackle shop.
• NO litter whatsoever to be left behind.
• NO unauthorised selling of bait, tackle, food or any products. Immediate
ban follows.
• Minimum 12lb line on Lake 1. NO braided mainline.
• Recreational drugs will not be tolerated. Immediate ban follows.
• The management may refuse access to any person to the site for whatever reason and may require any person to leave the venue for whatever
reason.
• Refunds will only be available at the discretion of the management.
• Leisure Activity LLP (trading as Farlows Lake) accept no responsibility
or liability for any loss or damage to any possessions. You undertake
activities at this venue at your own risk.
• Abuse to any member of the fishery staff will not be tolerated.
• Failure to comply with any of the rules will result in being asked to
leave and/or bans where appropriate.
• PLEASE REPORT TO THE TACKLE SHOP ON THE POINT BEFORE
SETTING UP TO FISH.
• Anglers who do not obtain a ticket on arrival may be charged an additional fee or may be refused access to fish. Setting up before obtaining a
ticket is NOT permitted.
• A valid rod licence must be produced before a ticket will be issued.
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Chronicle Fishing – Farlows

Prices
1 Rod only – Day Ticket – £8 (Lake 2 and 3 only)
2 Rods – Day Ticket – £12 (24 hrs £20)
3 Rods – Day Ticket – £15 (24 hrs £25)
Lake 3 introductory rate of £5 per day from March
2014 (1 rod only)

Daniel Daneshi with his stunning 32lb long common.

and is teaming with around 300 small
carp to around 3lbs so if coming with
your children this could be the place
for you. Along with carp these waters
hold many other types of fish from
roach, rudd, bream, tench, barbel and
huge pike, so if carp angling is not the
only fishing you dabble in this is the
fishery for you. With only limited time
here we only managed the one fish,
which fell to Rick, a lovely mirror at
21lb 7oz. Kev felt the pressure after
losing what felt like a big fish, but the
team loved the venue and will be
back for another crack at some point
hopefully in the near future. It’s so
carpy and everywhere you walk
seems to become a new lake to fish,
from secluded bays to big expanse of

open water this place has it all, so
your skills can really be put to the
test. This by far is one of our favourite
venues we have fished since our time
in Big Carp and can’t recommend it
highly enough. The other anglers on
the bank were polite and more than
happy to help and share photos, some
of which we have used in this review.
Cheers guys – top angling!
We feel Farlows is going to be one
of the best, if not the best day ticket
water in the country when totally finished. There is a lot of investment
b e i n g p u t i n t o Fa r l o w s a n d n o
expense is being spared. There have
been many improvements made
since being under new management
around a year and a half ago, and

there are only more good things to
come for this fishery, the newest
improvement being another twenty
five 30s being introduced and even
more fish being introduced later in
the year, plus when the cafe is up and
running it will add something extra
special to this already great fishery.
There is a reason that Farlows is
becoming a top day ticket venue.
Even a stunning venue full of history
needs a great team behind it, and
that’s exactly what Farlows has with
the bailiffs working tirelessly every
day to clean, tidy, improve and keep
safe this great fishery. It won’t be long
before all works are finished and they
can sit back and relax, having done
an amazing job.
So keep an eye and ear out for all
the goings on at Farlows’ website
www.farlowslake.co.uk, and on Facebook and Twitter. Chronicle Fishing
would like to thank Ed, Eggy, the
bailiffs and all the guys who helped
out with some of the stunning carp
pics sent to us for this review. If you
would like to have your fishery seen
and advertised in Big Carp please get
in contact with Chronicle fishing at
w w w. c h r o n i c l e f i s h i n g. c o . u k o r
info@chroniclefishing.co.uk n

Top left – David Wilkerson with a lovely 28lb mirror from Lake 2. Middle – Daniel Etherington with a stunning 20lb-plus
carp from Lake 1. Top Right – Superb new facilities at Farlows Lakes.
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BIG CARP MUGS
“The weigh-in”

“Smile for the camera”

“I love carp fishing”

full design below

THREE DESIGNS TO
CHOOSE FROM
Price £6.95 each + £1.50 P&P

ORDER HOTLINE: 01252 373658
or go to www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
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To celebrate the 250th issue of Big Carp
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magazine, Bountyhunter Publications have put
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up a fantastic prize of 18 carp books worth £540! BOUNTYHUNTE

One lucky winner gets...
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The Darker Side Of Carp Fishing, Under The Radar, River Carping, Canal Carping,
Urban Carping, Rotary Letter Volume 1, Off The Beaten Track, More River Carping,
Advanced Terminal Rigs, Bait And Baiting Strategies, River’s End,
Rotary Letter Volume 2, Watercraft, Rotary Letter Volume 3, Rotary Letter Volume 4,
Tactics Spring/Summer, Tactics Autumn/Winter, Further Off The Beaten Track

You also get two chances to win!!

Chance 1 – Go to the Rob Maylin Facebook fan page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top), like and share it and post
‘done’ in the messages. It’s as simple as that!
Chance 2 – Go to the Big Carp magazine page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top),
like and share it and post ‘done’ in the messages.
It’s as simple as that!

Get liking
and good luck,
Rob Maylin

Rob will pick one winner at random on the closing date – 1st June, 2021
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Big Carp
pillows…

Common Carp
GIANT - 100cm - £24.99
MEDIUM - 60cm - £16.99
MINI - 36cm - £9.99

Mirror Carp
GIANT - 90cm - £24.99
MEDIUM - 61cm - £16.99
MINI - 35cm - £9.99

…loved by
adults and kids alike
SEE THE WHOLE CARP RANGE IN THE BIG CARP SHOP

Pay by card 01252 373658
Pay by PayPal - www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Big Carp Magazine!
a history of excellence

AVAILABLE AS A
DIGITAL DOWNLOAD
Yes, you can
purchase Big Carp
magazine as an App
downloadable to your iPad,
iPhone, iPod Touch, PC and
Mac and read the only carp
magazine worth reading
anywhere you go...

